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TAMM'S TOPJENTERS.

Mr.
So

Says

Sanmol

C. Fessenden of

tional

Ticket

Expected

Extinguish the

to

Tiger.
REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION
ADOPTS FUSION LIST.

Very Breezy

A

ment for

Straight Ticket—Fusionists

a

Victorious.

til©

Na-

C. Fessenden of the executive committee
of the National Republican committee,
and tho Speaker of the Houso of Reprewas
sentatives of the last legislature,
tho
here today. Ho said a meeting of
committee would be held in a few days
the place of holding the
to decide on
He
convention.
National Republican
that

the

cities

making the

secure

the

Cucumbers

Oswold Ottendofler, leader of the German
American Reform Union and Charles S.
Fairohild, ohairman of the State Demo-

Apples

Green

Watermelons
no terrors for the stomach proIt
tected by SANFORD’S GINGER.
is so essential to the preservation of
health in the summer season, so pure
in its composition, so delicious to the
taste, and so potent in saving doctors’
bills, that it is folly to be without it.

Have

Ask for SANFORD’S
substitutes.
GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
Pottsb DRUe and
wrapper. Sold everywhere.
Chen. Cobp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
Avoid

flios

and

DuBt

BRONZE YOUR

about gone
and these parts

Lare

house

the

of

GAS FIXTURES.

furnishing may
be put in order

for the

25

winter.

Wo

have

Liquid

in

the

cents

to 50

expended in this way will
toward improving a room.

do much

Powders

and

.also

the

quantity,

I

proper Brushes.
A good bottle of

Gold Paint (all
mixed) for decorative purposes for
10 cents.

H. H. HAY & SON,

Middle St.
I.I

III

—

Or Steam

NOW USED.

Scouring,

process for Woolen Carpets, Rugs, Mats, &c.
Which cleanses without beating, restores the cob
or to original brilliancy, at
A

nEinoyance by
fliiug; your papers anti receipts.
In our west wiuiiow this week
Save time anti

display the

we

most

popular

of tlie lead*
mg manufacturers. designed for
every kind of business, profession and household use.
We can furnish numberless

DYEAND HOUSE
STEAM

Local Weather

Report.

8,—The
October
Portland,
weather Bureau office records as

local
to the

weather the following:
8a.m.— Barometer, 39.661; thermometer,
75 0;
45; humidity,
53.0; dew point,
0;
0;
weather,
velocity,
wind,
clear.
thermome8 p. m. —Barometer, 29.635;
ter. 57.0; dew point, 48; humidity,
71;
wind, southwest; velocity, 13; weather,
maxiMean daily thermometer 55.0;
thermometer, 65.0; minimum thermaximum
mometer, 45;
velooity of
wind, 12 SW; total precipitation, 0.
mum

devices.

saving

Weather Observations.

474 Congress St.
oct2

on/uu^as/_HQ
Paper)
B
-Middle
paper
ox

Broadway, New Fork.

Members of the N. Y, Stock Exchange. Receive Accounts and Deposits of Firms, Individuals. etc and allow interest on daily balances.
Buy and Sell for cash or carry on margin at
lowest rate of interest on the New York. Philal>rkctr»T» anrl f'nl/»!inrrY

TJie~/->WEmK_11?

eodtf

Holmes & Co.
*

Connection.

13 Preble St.

Tuesday night.

cloudy.

Works,
Carpet Cleaning
Telephone

LGRING, SHURT¥ltAiiKION.

61

FOREST CITY

FOSTER'S

Cabinets and Files

time and labor

Now York, October 7.—The only members of tho
anti-Tammany conference
committees present at the meeting this
at
the
City olub, were Charlos
morning,
Stewart Smith of the oommittee of Fifty
of the Chamber of Commerce, and exSecretary of the Treasury Charles S.
Fairchild and Robert J. Monroe, repreMr.
senting the State Democracy.
consultation
Lauterbaoh held a hurried
told
them
the
with those gentlemen. He
results of tho conference of the Republiheld at
can
pomiDatlng committee,
Republican headquarters last night. Mr.
Lauterbaoh
said, that unless Oswald
tho
Excise
Ottendorfer would accept
submitted
at the meeting last
plank,
ticket
night, and agree to support tho
nominated tonight, that all hopes of
fusion would be dispelled and a straight
ticket would undoubtedly be nominated.

cracy.
Alexander T. Mason called the convention to order. Mr. Lauterbach submitted
the report of the nominating committee.
He said the ticket represented the labors
of conferences of the last few days and
composideclared it absolutely of such
tion, that must insure the extinction of
Tammany Hall at the next election. Mr.
Lautabech
placed in nomination the
following tioket, whioh he said was endorsed by the Chamber of Commerce and
THE: WEATHER
For
Mr. Ottendoffer:
county clerk,
for
Thomas L. Hamilton.
Republican ;
Fair.
register, Thomas F. Keating, Demoorat;
Ernest
Boston, October 7.—Local forecast for
for justice of the Supreme court,
Hall, Republican; Charles C. Beaman, Tuesday: Fair and cooler Tuesday night;
Independent, Meyer S. Isaacs, Good Gov. ; west to southwest wiuds.
General
the
Court of
for judges of
Washington, October 7.—Forecast for
Sessions,^ Thomas Allison, Repuplican,
Generally
John Fennel, Democrat; for judges of Tuesday for New England:
the City Courts, Henry C. Dotty, Repub- fair, and possibly local showers in the
W.
James
Hawes,
Republican, northern
lican,
portion Tuosda.v morning.
Daniel O’Connell, Democrat.
with westerly
"When Mr. Lauterbaoh nominated T. F. Cooler Tuesday night,
Keating for register, there was a storm of winds.
Lauterbach
Mr.
negatives and hisses.
CONDITIONS AND GENsaid: “Mr. Keating's nomination should WEATHER
I move the
ERAL FORECAST.
be as unanimous as the rest.
adoption of the report of the nominating
on the
fallen
barometer has
The
committea
has risen over the
coast and
Atlantic
entire
the
moved
Delegate Humphreys
re,, jrt of the nominating oommitteo be Central valleys, thenee west to the Rooky
placed on the table and the convention Mountains. It is lowest north of the
prooeed to make straight Republican lower Lake region and highest over the
nominations.
nnt fha
nnocHnn to lav
Dakotas.
Light local snowers prevanou
the report on the table and the negatives from New England southwestward tc
in
the
majority.
were greatly
fair from
the Gulf States and it was
The delegate Collis made a speech urgwestward.
ing the nominating oommittees’ report the Misissippi valley
be adopted. The roll was called and the
It is warmer on the Atlantic coast and
delegates voted 292 to 24 in favor of the ooolor in the Central valleys and northadoption of the ticket as announced by west. The temperature has fallen deoidedmade
vote was
The
the committee.
lake
unanimous and the convention then ad- ly in the northern portion of tho
sine
die.
journed
region and in northern Minnesota where
it is below freezing.
and
will
are
Indications
fair,
SPECIAL, NOTICES.
prevail in the central valleys and cooler
weather will extend to the Atlantic coast

Millions o! Files, GARPETCLEANSING

pYrhuntTfiS

CvO.

sox/

VWQRI^/____J§t.

__

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H„
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.

Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton, etc. Branch office
35 Congress .St., Boston, Masg.
eodl3t
sept9

A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
TuThtfW&lp
feb21

Agricultural Department Weather
for
7,
Bureau
yesterday, October
The

taken at 8 p. m., meridian time, the
observations for each station being given
in this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather;
Boston, 60 degrees. SW, cloudy; New
York, 64 degrees, SW, clear; Philadelphia
62 degrees, SW, clear; Washington, 62 de58 degrees,
S,
grees, E, fair; Albany,
54 degrees, W,
dear;
fair; Buffalo,
Detroit, 50 degrees, NW, clear; Chicago,
ue50 degrees, jN, oiouuy; sc. ±*aui. Vi
NW, fair; St. Vincent, 32 degrees,
cloudy; Huron, Dak., 88 degrees, N.
clear: Bismarck, 34 degrees, N, cloudy;
Jacksonville, 78 degrees, SW, clear.

at retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods
price you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

if Not,

St., (foot of Cross street.)

873 Commercial
oct4

eod3m

_Thieves

BLANKETS
Mm
ARE THE STRONGEST^

—ntn ,r

highest prize al World s r*»r.
Made in 250 styles,
road.
Square Blankets for the Stable.
Surcingle Blankets for
All shapes, sizes and qualities.
The Beat 5 A i» the
Awarded

5/A BAKER BLANKET.

JttBJ&SSr*
“"KoSES
Sold by ail dealers.
Write

ns

for

a

WM. AYRES & SOMS.

—

J$-r—_l»fB
Philadelphia. \ £
A Book.

M,W&S 26tnrm

'FOR SALE.
the death ol the President and
Lumber Co.
the sandy Itiver
oiler tbeir planing mill, situated in Farmington
for
the right
a
at
great bargain
village, Me.,
pu-ties. New mill and new machinery. Hot
All
the
one
in
the
county.
Z.u- kiln,
only
modern improvements in mill, lumber sheds,
A
excellent.
facilities
good
Railroad
etc.
chance for a live man. For further particulars
address.
to

are

growing bolder,

and

KIN CURE

—

Works wonders in

—

ing torturing, disfigur-

Wheelmen’s Protection &
Repair Co.
F. A. ELWELL, President.
T. D, SALE. Secretary.
Pl. T.WHITEHOUSE, Treasurer.
G. M. HYAMS, Gen’l Manager.

H.
oct3

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

HIGGS, President, or
Henry'Briggs, Treasurer, at the Mill,
sepll

_W&Stf

LESSONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN,
CLAREKCE

HALE

Qof. 1st.

septI3eoiUnt

scalp, and blood, and especially baby humours.
CtmctJBA Reubdim are sold thronghout the world.
British depot: F. Nkwbbbt ft Sons, London. Porta*
Dbdo ft CHBM. COBB., 8ole Props., Boston, U. 8. A.

dlw

Apollinaris

1 What’s Best I
8

©

j Q
GIFFORD g

Will return from abroad the 1st of October
and will resume his classes in the same manner
He will teach the new Rosenthal
as last year.
Meisterschaft System for those wishing coninAlso
versational French and German.
struction given according to anv method deHe will be glad to receive advanced
sired
nupiis wishing instruction in the literature of
these languages. Special attention to beginners and children.
Apply at 42 Pine St. after

ing diseases of the skin,

W. McCAL'BLAND, 410 Congress
St., Gen’l Agent for Portland.

OWING
Manager,

A. S.

cur-

—

.with the.

Gen’l Office 45

THE GREAT

wtiy Not?

_accidents will happen. Protect
....yourself from loss by registering

©
S

|s

for shortening pastry ? Wbat’s

best for frying things ? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used? What’s best
for health?
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:
—

9

5

9

jja
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DEMAND.

Very Plainly

He Talks

JLate Outbreak
Storm

“THE

QDEE8

OF TABLE WATEHS.”

NOW SUPPLIED

“SPLITS.”

IN
—

—— —

Ask for

“

—

Splits

”

at

Restaurants and Bars.

the

Porte—The

With

FOR CUBA.
Tobacco

the

District

and Groat Loss of Life.

SIR PHILLIP CURRIE’S EMPHATIC

Foreseen—A European

May Fall Upon the Turks.

7.—Further details

have been received of loss and damage
oaused by the heavy rains of Hepteniber
30. Several localities in tho Vyelta Abajo,
the great tobacco growing districts were
inundated and it is known that 56 persons
It is feared this
were drowned.
number may be increased wbon the romoto hamlets are hoard from. The railroads in the distrlot are heavy losers from
tho flood.
Several bridges were carried

October 7.—The Arhas written to the representatives of the powers urging them
to use their authority to restore order.
He declares that men disguised as Sottas,

tho

Mohammedan theologicalfstadonts, began
He gives
the attack on the Armenians
the
namos
of 406 Armenians who have
been reported at the patriarchate as mis- of the sufferers.
Private aid is active today and several
sing.
for
When Sir Philip Currie visited Kismii prominent men have subscribed 8100
relief purposes.
Pasha on Saturday he insisted in vigoof
the
wreck
sceno
SReports from the
rous
terms oil the abolute necessity of of the
cruiser Cristobal Colon, aro stiil
the porte accepting the sohome of reforms very
meagre. Acting Admiral Comezy
Maz has gone to the scenejon the Gunboat
submitted fcby Great Britain, France and
Contramaestre to ascertain whether the
Russia on May’ll, and upon the immedi- stranded warship can be got afloat.
ate publication throughout the einpireJUDGE WARNS THE CHIEF.
the fact that the
of a decree

proclaiming

had aocepted the scheme.
He informed the grand vizier that the
not tho
British prime
minister had
slightest intention of abating his demands
of
principle, whatever modifications he

government

Prize

Fight Must

Jersey

or

Prevented in New

Be

Will Be Trouble.

There

Jersey City, October 7.—Chief ot Police
summoned
was this afternoon,
might admit in the reform soheme as McNeil,
to the court room by J udge Hudspeth,
presented.
been
had
The events of the week.fSir Philip said, who said that his attention
had shown the’in tolerable consequence of called to rumors of a prize fight tonight
He said it was a
at Constable Hook.
a delay that could no longer be'permitted.
crime to participate in a prize fight in
At the
same time that the ambassador
this state. “The court,” ho said, “calls
was visiting the grand vizier the dragoupon
you to prevent this fight. A license
under
man of
acting
the^British^embassy,

Sir Philip’s orders, visitod the patriarchate to express sympathy with the,Armenians and to
explain the action that had
been taken by the powers.
Sir Philip’s insisting upon the prompt
acceptance of the sheme throws muoh
doubt upon tho correctness of the reports
that have reached hero from London to
thed effect that the Salisbury government
would reoede from itB position of demanding protection for the Armenians, and a
the
administrative
radical reform in
UlVIJlUUil

ill

UWUVU1W1

AV

XU

gvx<v»MXXJ

lieved
here now that, notwithstanding
the alleged faot that Russia and Fr: nee
have
expressed themselves as satisixcu
with the sultan’s proposed reforms. Great
'Britain will demand and enforce the fulfillment to the letter of the reforms submitted by her.
Though the city is quiet, cases of violence
growing out of the troubles here
are
occurring in many places

ALONG THE

SHORE*S

OF

for this exhibition was secured from the
If you have
common counoil by a trick.
not force enough to stop the fight, call
upon tho prosecutor and tho sheriff will
see the law is not violated.
not
The Chief replied that ho would
allow the law to be violated, and would
show.
at
tho
haud
have all his men on
He said they never intended to allow _Thn
The
Griffo-Lavigno fight to take placo.
other bouts, he said, were not prize fights
with.
interferred
bo
not
and
would
Judge Hudspeth again warned Mr. Me\T~il

rku

lnnl

o

rl

CO

LATEST

THE

A Kovel

IN

*

tH

this fight is allowed to take placo,
gin, you will be held_responsib!o.

or

1

Tf

be-

STRIKES.

Condition Existing in

a

Fall Rivet-

Mill.

THE BOS-

PHORUS,
in which Armenians are always the victims. The murders in the Pera gas works
excited deep interest among the foreign
residents.
This massacre illustrates the feeling of
fanaticism that is prevailing, and fears
entertained that it will spread to
are
in
which event
the provinces,
very
results may follow. In the city
serious

spark may at any moment ignite into
flame the smouldering embers of reliThis is particularly the
hatred.
gious
a

a

Fall River, October 7.—A novol sort of
strike is on at, Merchant’s mills and bids
A young man who
fair to be prolonged.
has worked about sizing machines for
three years was given a machine to run
his own account about a month ago.
men
the other
In four or five days
deoided not to labor with him, because
The
he was not a member of the union.
conmill authorities to avoid trouble,
sented to wait until the learner’s name
on by the union. Before action
was
on

fjeted

taken the machine’s production was
noedod, and ho went on operating it. The
striko resulted, by order of the Slasher
Tenders’ Union, five men left work.
from
filled by men
last
night, evidently with the intention Their places were
Island.
Rhodo
and
of affording a passage to Mohammedans New Hampshire
Saturday one now man was induced to
if the sanctity of the church should be leave the
place, and the vacancy was soon
violated.
filled. Today two slasher tenders in No.
situation
the
dispassionately.it 3 mill were called out, and although no
Viewing
is impossible to foresee whore the trouble trouble existed there, tlio union sought’to
will end. Large crowds gather about the influence the authorities in this manner.
gates of the British embassy, but no fears The vacancies were filial this afternoon.
entertained that any attaok will be Tonight a meeting will bo held for the
are
further the
made p in the women and children who purpose of ordering still
The
have fi d there for safety.
spread of the sympathetic strike.
Should the Turks violate the embassy manufacturers are in arms against these
down
doubt
call
most
the
without
far
they would
measures, which are by
upon themselves a storm that would arbitrary ever known in the history of
existence in Europe more labor disputes here.
render their
They have given
precarious than it is at present if It did Agent Borden to understand he will be
not
given every assistance in the power of
was

walls of the church of
Kara Gumrick, where a number of Armedeached
nians are seeking refuge, were
case

here.

hbtot

The

THEM

A GROSS

THE

ROS-

PHORUS

LJie aSSUUJUbXOU.

AUU

Dianuoi

and say they will soon have
the streets because poor warps

equally firm,
weavers
now

on

being furnished.
Tendeis’ Union held a
tonight and voted to
meeting
speoial
are

into
a

Asia Minor.

patrol marohes
bofore

Opposite the embassy
backward and forward.
been stated, the present

unexpectd.
outbreak was by
The Hintchak, an Armenian anarcnist
society, some, time ago deolared its intention of creating a riot. All the shops
are
bazars owned by Armenians
and
deserted, and two-thirds of the trade of
1
the city is stagnant.
silonce in the suburbans
At night the
is onlylbroken by the tramp of the patrols,
oooasional shrieking of women
and the
means

the police search houses and carry
when
off their inmatos.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

Tho

assess

Slasher

each member 25 cents each to supstrike at

port the men idle through the
the Merchants.
The

Episcopalians.

Minn., October 7.—InAtlanta and Boston to
next triennial convention at
those cities was presented to the house of
deputies this morning and referred to a
oommitteo on locations.
The question of printing the Bishops’
pastoral letter of 1891, in the journal,
evoked considerable discussion and parThe whole matter
sparring.

Minneapolis,

vitations
hold tho

from

liamentary
finally laid on the table.
presented Saturday,
Tho resolution
The 23rd annual convention of Fire
Ga.
providing that any diocese may set apart
Engineers has oonvened at Augusta,
a mission,
as
A deespatch from Massowah, says that a portion of its territory
Long
Gen. Baratiere on learning that King was discussed by Mr. Alsop of
Meneler of Abyssinia, had begun to move Island. He objected to the amendment
forces
his
inarch
to
trooDS, commenced
invite
it would
This movement on tho ground that
from Adigrat Monday.
off outlaying and more
inaugurates an active campaign against dioceses to throw
troublesome districts and greatly increase
the enemy.
the work of the missionary board.
the
to
Legislature
issue
Representative
Doan Gardner of Omaha, took
H.
be■Williams, of Augusta, one of Hon. J.
with him in stating that he did not
a
with
Manley’s close friends, is out
lieve such action would be taken, oxcept
Mr.
Manley
statement in which he says
whero it was necessary. A motion to lay
is deoidedly in the congressional tight.
A motion to refer
on the table was lost.
of the to the revision committee was presented
I.
president
Tyson,
George
of New York, but before
American News company of hew Yorn, by Dr. MoVicker
today at the vote was taken Dean Hoffman movod
a well known news dealer, died
rene tho order of the day, which was tho
his country home, Riverside, Conn.
Yacht port of the revision committee.
was commodore of the Riverside
was

The house then wont into tlio commitclub.
tee of the whole.
W.
William
Story, the distinguished
American sculptor, died suddenly painat the country house of
lessly Monday
Blaine Postmasters.
at Valhis daughter, Marquise Poruziz
been
Fad
health
His
7.—Forty-ono
ionibrosa, Italy.
Washington, October
wife last
failing since the death of his
fourth-olass postmasters wore appointed
in
Salem,
Mr.
year
Story was born
of which 39 were to fill vacancies
was at one today
and
resignations.
Mass., February 21, 1819. He Maine.
caused
by deaths
time U. S. Commissioner for
Among them wore those in Maine:
vico J. b.
M.
So1*
enterL.
Bunker,
New
Miss
of
Club
The Harvard
Ashville,
eveBunker, resigned; E'ayotte Corner, A.
tained the F.nglish athletes Monday
C. .ludkins, vice C. B. Judkins, resigned
ning.
events of Holt Mills, W. K. Holt, vice Jane Thurs»
One of the most brillant social
B. buton, resigned; Silver Mills, C. S.
the season was the, reooption
Heeohei a yer, vico Phoebe Prescot, resigned; Wallvenerable Rev.; Charles
tho
vico Miss D. Lobgrass, Miss C. Lobbie,
Mass., by the
Georgetown,
oonueoted with the first Congregational bie, resigned.

tfmfereF

Two Kennebec

Valley Crops

Which

Promises to be Light.
THE FROZEN

PRODUCT HAS

FOUND LARGE SALE.

The policy is issued by the New England
Mutual Accident Association of Boston

and is a contract to pay to the holder or
his heirs $100 in the case of the loss of an
accidont
eye, hand or foot or of death by
A local
during a period of ninety days.
shoe dealer has been advertising the ‘inan
NOT surance shoes,
but now there is
obstacle in the way of this method of do-

departing business. The state insurance
ment has taken the ground that when a
shoe dealer advertises to give an insurbecomes
And so the Winters Harvest Will be Re- ance policy with his wares, he
and cannot do busian
insurance
of
the
is
a
Failure
agent,
there
Unless
duced,
The
licensed.
ness unless ho is duly

Crop Klswbere—The Lumbermen Took
is
for Limited Operations but may Change department

traoks in many places
washed away. Many houses aro destroyed
Tlieir Ideas.
and ; large fields of tobacoo completely
ruined
by tho torrents of water that
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
poured over them. There is much sufferGardiner, October 7.—There are two
The government
ing in the district.
slang phrases which might have very aphas deoided to oxtend aid to the victims propriately originated in the
Kennebec
of the flood and has setjsido S5000 for this
valley. In fact when Mr. Chames Hadden
In addition to this, one day’s
pui'pose.
it “don’t cut no
civil or military pay will be allowed each informs his friends that
and

away

Constantinople,
menian patriarch

no

IS YOUR IEEE PROTECTED?

E. SWASEY & CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,

In

Havana, October

As has

J.

Terrible Flood

Than First Thought.

Srees,

“bijy

your
AND LAMPS
GLASSWARE
CROCKERY,
at the

More Armenians Have Been Killed

conven-

Chicago and San
Francisco. He would not state whioh had
all three
a seeming preference, but said
Mr. Feswere being strongly urged.

senden was asked about the presidontal
New York, Ootober 7.—The Republican situation and said that Thomas B. Reed
County convention met tonight at Lyric had gained strength very rapidly of late
hall. All day long Chairman Lauterbach among tho Eastern States.
of the Republican county committee had
Anti-Tammany Conference.
sub-combeen in conference with the
of
fifty”
mittee of the “committee
endeavoring to come to some arrangement
Mr. Lauterbach also
about the tioket.
had a conference early in the day with

surance

_

MORETROUBLE

New Haven, Conn., October 7—Samuel

stated

inorder to lrolp soil its wares, gives an
policy with eaoh pair of shoes
and
purohasod. The shoes are numbered,
when you buy a pair you receivo a policy
numbered to correspond with the shoes.

ICE AMI LUMBER.

Henry Ward Beecher.

Committee.

strongest attempt to
tion were Pittsburg,

Convention—Some Senti-

The occasion
the 80th birthday of tho pastor. Kev.
Beecher is a orother of the lato

church, Monday eveningwas

GAINING.

REED

__PUCE

{cSs?Mii£yAETiBS}

1895.

MAINE, TUESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 8,

PORTLAND,

1862—YOL. 33.

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

correspondence
with the parties interested in the plan.
The company is one regularly authorized
now

in

.HKEE
—

THE LITTLE

STRAWS

Show the Way the Political Wind
Blows.
TOWNS

ELECTIONS IN

OF CON-

NECTICUT GO REPUBLICAN.

As F

ar

As Heard

From 93

Towns Have Gone
for the L.1

cense

out

of

Republican—A

130
Gain

System.

October 7.—Elections
in Western Connecticut favor the Republicans and license. Winchester is Repuband 82 for license; Torrington is
lican
Republican, and 810 for license ;Norfolk,
Republican by 30 majority, no license by

Winsted,

Ct.,

to do insurance in Maine and it may have
its shoe dealing agents licensed by paying
the required feo of two dollars each for
Canaan, Republican by
them. Otherwise the sale of the sh oes three majority;
license by 42 majority:
no
must be made without the help of the 35 majority,
by 60 majority,
dealers would Salisbury,
shoe
Republican
How
many
policies.
no
Falls
Republican,
order
Village,
in
wood”
license;
saw
insurance
to
them
become
agents
advises
to
ice” and
caro
“go
which con- to sell the “insurance shoes” remains to no license by 24 majority; Barkliamster,
he mentions two products
majority, license 41
tribute very materially to the wealth of bo seen. The new plan of adversiting Republican by 65
»
majority; New Hartford, Republican,
Kennebec, foot gear by insurance is certainly
the towns and oities on the
license 44 majority; Colebrook, RepubliConsequently the amount of the annual novel one.
can, 25 majority, license by 17 majority.
cut of lumber on the upper waters of the
ice
The railroad commissioners held a short
crop
river, and the size of the
and approved
From New Haven.
harvested below Augusta are matters of session hero this afternoon
It is as yet early to the articles of association of the Sherman
no little interest.
New Haven, Conn.. October 7.—There
Owing to the ill- were elections in 164 of 168 towns of
obtain accurate estimates of the probable and Patten company.
of Col. Peakes, whioh necessitated the state. These are known as the “little
operations of the winter in the logging nossreturn
the commission towns elections.'1 Four cities elected muto bis homo,
his
At 11 o’clock out of 130
camps and on the ice flolds, but from the did not
take
up the matter of the nicipal officers
present indications it does not promise to Gorham road and so that long deferred towns reported, 93 gave a Republican
and 40 did
decision is again postponed. As this case majority ; 44 voted for license
be a particularly busy year.
to form a precedent not vote on license.
This summer has been what the icemen is regarded as likely
commission
tho action of the
A Democractic Mayor,
call an off season. Last winter when they governing
where electric railways parallel existing
the
more
have
frozen
will
Conn., October 7.—In the
their
decision
the
Waterbury,
crop,
began harvesting
steam lines,
election today the Democrats elected Edbig houses had been practically emptied than a local importance.
ward G. Kilduff mayor by 167 plurality.
by the shipments of the previous summer.
The
Republicans elected nine out of*th®
members of the board of aldermen.
15
They were filled with the big cakes of ice
Returns so far received do not indicate
ticket is elected.
and they are still partially filled for the any great amount of
money expended The Democratic school
new
in building
the
Win South Norwalk,
been
have
year
summer
last
past
of
this
during
Republicans
shipments
Philadelphia, factories or enlarging old.
away below the average.
South Norwalk, Conn., October 7.—A
which is one of the biggest consumers of
large vote was polled in this city today.
Kennebec ice, has used only about oneTHEY DID’NT FIGHTM.
C. Lee is elected inayor^by 117 maand
third of tile customary quantity,
jority. Tho board ot aldermen is RepubWashington, Boston and New York have
lican.
also greatly reduced their demands. This
Likewise Norwalk.
speutiHun v«iuo
state of things is due to tho fact that last And
winter a great deal of ice was out to the
Conn., October 7.—Arthur
Norwalk,
South and Wost of Maine, notably on the
was today eleoteo.
fifteen Wheeler, Republican,
ah average uiup uu ujo u-duucJtlUuSOlJ.
New York, October 7.—The
93
majority. The rest of the
mayor by
bee is about 950,000 or 1,000,000 tons. Mr. round contest between Young Griffo and ticket is
Republican.
Shepard, the local manager of the
to have been decided at the
Knickerbocker oompany, said today that Kid Lavigne,
Associations
hall,
amount New Active ^Athletic
ho thought about half of this
FIRM.
HARMON
was
would Ire left in the houses at the close of Constable Hook, N. J., tonight,
tlio shipping season about six weeks
postponed owing to the action of the The Corbett-E ltzsimmons Fight Will Not
hence, and so only about one-half the
refused to let the fight go
usual crop would be cut next winter, un- authorities who
Take, Place on V, S. Land.
down bj
less it should be found that there was to on. Fully 2500 persons went
In
at
tho
be a failure of the crop elsewhere.
met
boat to see the fight, and were
that event, large quantities of ice would
October
7.—Attorney
Washington,
dockat Bayonne and informed of the
as
what is known
be cut to become
The General Harmon, today, reiterated his
and sheriff.
“speculative ice;” that is, ice cut not for decision of the police
an
established boats came back without landing their statement made last week, that tho
with
some company
market, but for sale to any purchaser. passengers.
Oorbett-E ltzsimmons fight will not come
Such a condition it will be remembered,
off on any ground over which the United
and
so
many
did exist several years ago
The talk that
rushed into the ice business that some of BIDDEFORD ADVENTISTS’ TROUBLE- States has jurisdiction.
tell
them at the end of the year could
tho “Six Nations,’’ or other Indians have
just how it felt to have a bluish tinge
exclusive jurisdiction over their reservalike KenDebeo ice. It might have been A Church in Financial Distress—A Selftions oi country, ana that by adopting
.that then and here Chlmmie Fadden’s
Resume.
Mills
Sacrificir.g Pastor—York
ice”
no
cut
“it don’t
t]fe prize fighters as members of the
expression
originated.
tribe, they can thus put them outside tho
The lumber men who" operate on the
October 7.—The Advent pale of Federal jurisdiction, is regarded
Briddeford,
headwaters of the Kennebec, made only a
circles
here, as
Society, being in financial dis- in Federal Legal
6mall cut last year, and it is not now be- Church
without basis of fact.
much tress by reason of its defense of the Eliza simply nonsense,
lieved that they will increase it
that thore is any
in litigation, the The further contention
next winter, hut here, as in the ice busi- Rumery bequest, still
boundaries of the
within the
ness. the conditions may change.
[Unless
has notified j, the ground
L.
D.
Rev.
Call,
some state or
which
over
United States,
they do change in the next month, how- pastor,
committee of his determination the Unitod States has not jurisdiction,
ever, the cut will bo small. It all depends church
with is regarded as equally absurd.
more or less upon the shape of the market
to decline a salary and be content
Sluggers’ Island in the Missouri river,
in the next few weeks. Since the Demoa settlecontributions,
ponding
Sunday
whioh is classed as neutral ground, is
crats tinkered the tariff, the Canadians
oase.
under tho police jurisdiction of tho State
have had the best of it in the Boston and ment of thejwill
at Saco, after two of Missouri.
are
there
The York mills
York markets, and
New
evidences that the Provincials are getting months’ shut down, for repairs, resumed
The
ANOTHER MINE HORROR.
ready to make a big out this year.of telloperations today.
Maine lumbermen have a way
in
the
their
what
competitors
ing about
Explosion in the Dorrance Mine—One Man
Queen’s dominions are about, and a way
Maine Delegates to Road Convention.
too, which does not necessitate going over
Dead—Four More Buried Alive.
Cleaves
7.—Governor
October
of
If
Augusta,
the boundary.
large numbers
willthe
H.
come
state,
Richardson,
Canadians
through
Percy
today appointed
ing to go into the woods and work at low Portland; Chas. S. Hichborn, Augusta;
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Octobor 7.—This afpricos, ic is safe to say that the demand Ernest
M. Goodall, Sanford; Prof. G. ternoon
a
terrible explosion took plane
is not very great in Canada, and if there
and they want R.H.Hamlen of the Maine State College;
in tho Dorranco mine. As soon as possiare few of the Bluenoses
it is
gilt edged prices for their labors, be
and Roland T. Pattorn, Skowhegan, ble a rescuing party[descended into the
a
equally easy to see that there wlli
Only nine men were in the mine
delegates to attend the Road Parliament mine.
from
men
The
lively winter In Canada.
17-19. when the explosion occurrod. At 10 toOctober
at
held
Ga.,
be
Atlanta,
from
to
Provinces
the
present
are, judging
indications, not coming here this fall.
The governors of the several states and night five of them were brough out and
A peculiar feature of the situation is territories will appoint delegates td at- four others are yet to be -eaohed.' The
i-v.r.4- TrrV.iin
TTonrinhon lnmhfirmfin arfi
five men resoued are badly burned and
not at present planning for a very lively tond this convention.
One man died tonight.
the Penobscot
winter their brethren on
otlierwiselhurt.
are doing considerable hustling and there
Bad Fires in Houlon.
owinujug
■jL'iie
rebuuiuy
other
and
are indications at Greenville
reaoh the others, but large bodies
has
reaohed
pointjto
that
7.—News
October
for
the
camps
Houlton,
points of departure
after damp are giving them trouble.
of
This is
the winter will be a busy one.
here of fire at FoTt Fairfield yesterday
of men are engaged in
due to the faot that while the Ker.nebeo
gangs
The
folLarge
loss of $30,000.
which caused a
market was not very good this year, the
laying pipes io’convey the air and it is
were destroyed: Garhebetter
buildings
lowing
lumbermen
that
Penobscot
prices.
many men will be reached
got
hoped
While logs were selling on tho Kennebeo oole’s starch factory; Magill Bros. card- by morning. It is supposed the explosion
for $9.75 a thousand feet, on the Penobby one of the four men in
and H. W. Var- was caused
ing mill; Magill Bros.
shaft touching off a body.of gas with
scot they went as high as $13 and over.
and moulding mills; two tho
on
planing
mills
the
ney’s
the
because
This was partly
a mine lamp.
A gentle- drygoods houses and a stable. The fire
Penobscot were large buyers.
man interested in tho lumber trade here is supposed to have been fcf incondiary
the middle of a white oak log
Near
said today : “Tho Penobscot lumbermen
three feet in diameter, which was sawed
made sonic money last season and they origin.
FairFort
from
blow It in—
Later advioes received
the other day at Bianchester, Ohio, were
appear to be getting ready to
Of course the field. tell of another fire there last night
and I guess they will.”
1780.
It is supposed they
the figures
the
of
South Gardiner,
Lawrences
the dry.house of Amthe tree was young
when
mill which destroyed
wore carved
Millikens of Augusta and other
on
the
Limestaroh
factory
brose Foss’s
and that tho wood grew over them withowners who also own timber tracts will
no
of
loss
indentations.
a
tho
carved
$10,000;
out offacing
out enough to supply their mills and stone road, causing
there will be in addition lumber enough insurance.
lhe little
Quoen of the Netherlands
cut on Kennebec waters to fill tho ordientered upon her 16th year a few days
nary demands of the mills on its hanks,
Court lu Oxford.
ago,end in honor of the occasion, but
hut it looks now as il the cut would be
to the great regret of her subjects, intro25 per cent below what sevoral years ago
7.—■The
October
October
Paris, Me.,
would havo been thought a good winter’s
momentous change—she began
Supreme duced a
work. Still it is not too late for things term of the Oxford County
to wear herfhair in the fashion of young
to change and it should be remembered Judicial court convenes tomorrow. Hon.
women.
Quoen Victoria describes the
that it is yet too early to make definite S. C. Strout, presiding justioe. This is
Queen as the most charming girl in the
estimates.
in
first
term
this
Strout’s
county,
world.
Speaking of Kennebec industries, re- Judge
calls the attempt made by the Gardlnor and the last term to be held in the hitorio
Board of Trade some time ago to build a old court house at Paris Hill, as the now
At that time the people
shoo factory.
Paris will bo
societies county buildings at South
the
were so enthusiastic that
The term
wliioli were among tho subscribers to the ready for the February term.
stook paraded with hands and everybody is expected to be of unusual longth and
took hold, a Chinese laundryman being
Well, the con- importance
among tho stoekholdors.
cern which it was hoped would come here
Dr. Theodore R. Timby, who at the
and run the factory went elsewhere and
little has since been said about it, hut age of 19, inventod the revolving turret,
the soheme lias not been abandoned and first used on the Monitor, lives in Chicatho committee know of five/ or six shoe
his 73 years, is hale
who
would
probably go, and, in spite of
manufacturers
was born on a farm at
come and hearty.
Ho
a proposition to
consider
favorably
bore. When the right man Is found, the Dover, Dutchess County, N.Y., on April
Gardiner shoe factory will be built,
On his father’s side he is of
1893.
5,
French origin, the ancestral name being
CAPITAL GOSSIP.
His mother came
originally Timbra.
The idea of the
Insurance Slioes and How They Are Sold— from New
England.
The Gorham Railway.
revolving turret was suggested to him
one
day when ho was passing Castle
A cream of tartar baking powdeA
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Williams, on Governor’s Island. Ho asked
be possible to Highest of all in loavening strengt.
October 7.—Buy a pair himself why it wouldn’t
Me.,
Augusta,
Gw’enw»«»‘
States
United
such a structure on a pivot so that _Latest
of shoos and get your life insured, Is the put
it oould point its guus in every direction. Food Report.
advertiser.
shrewd
the
of
latest soheme
made a model of his idea
once
at
He
Co.
shoe and the result was the famous revolving
Royal Bakins; Powder
There is a Massachusetts firm of
IdG IVall St„ N. t.
in turret.
manufacturers which, presumably
__

t

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE FIELD OF SPORT.

YOUR TIRED STOMACH.

Football

appetite,” you say, “kad the little
1 «!<> eat does me no good. At first it feels co Id
and dead in my stomach and by and by I have
“I have

Hill—Dissatisfaction

Kent's

at

With

no

Umpire Crockett.

[special

to

the

press.]

Kent’s Hill, October 7.—Saturday last
aches and pains that sometimes go to my chest
inon Kent’s Hill was marked by a most
between
and back. I feel weak, low spirited and out of
teresting game of foot ball
sorts all over.
I fancy the demon cf dpspepsla Kent’s Hill and Hebron, the two rival
has got me.” That’s the way you talk, and no
wondor. But wait a moment. Let us reason

schools of this state.
The game was called at 10 a. m., but
aftor eighteen minutes of the first half
had been played Captain Bennett of the
Kent’s Hills withdrew his men from the
decisions
on account of the unjust

fitting

Hickok.

Bowlos is six feet four inches
tall and weigns 305 pounds.
When he
was sixteen
years old he was the sanio
Ho has
height and weighed 195 pounds.
put the shot forty-one feet, while Hickok
in the international games last Saturday,

put it only forty-two feet two and

0110-

CITY FATHERS
Regular Meeting of the City Council

half inches. He lias thrown the hammer
110 feet, while Hickok throw it 135 foot.
Bowles ruptured himself in a game of
football about two years ago, and had to

Last

Evening.

Stop throwing the hammer and putting
ON THE MI CH MOOthe Shot.
When he was throwing the A COMPROMISE
110
hammer
feet.
TED SIDEWALK QUESTION.
Hickok was throwing
it only 100 feet.

together. Perhaps thus far your stomach is
merely tired. You have been eating too much,
Jlaseball.
eating the wrong things, and irregularly. You
have given it too much to do, and like all living filed,
In the series for the Temple Cup, the
of Referee Crockett.
The Assessment of Abuttorg—A Claim tor
things, when overworked, it stops at length
the game Baltimores defeated the Clovelands at
After a spirited discussion
from sheer exhaustion. There may not be an
Damages—A New Sewer Much I5uslBaltimore
5
to
0.
yesterday
reStill it is was again called at 12.15, and in the
actually diseased condition as yet.
—ness Transacted Etc, Etc,
half
nature’s warning, and you must heed it or worse main ing two minutes of the first
Obadiah Won,
The
will follow. “But l must eat or starve,” you Kent’s Hill gained eighty-five yards, the
regular monthly meeting of the
an oversight, the result
of the 3.23
By
s.iy. True enough, but safety usually lies in same
City Council was called to order Monday
which Hebron gained In trot at
ground
last
carried
over
Rigby,
Saturday,
You
middle courses. Here is one for you.
at the usual place with President
eighteen.
from Friday, was omitted from Monday’s evening
don't need drastic purges or exciting stimuin the chair. Aldermen Wesootfc
Haskell
The decisions of Crookett became so PRESS. A bout 200
peoplo went out to
lants. Your condition is one easily relieved if
absent.
were
and Hopkinson
Mayor
to the players, and those wit- See the
obnoxious
conclusion of this exciting race.
The tired
we go about it gently and sensibly.
Cutter was present.
that only eight minutes It
but
one heat to settle it.
stomach won’t work under whip and spur. It nessing the game
required
of the last half were played, and he owes
The order appropriating $150 for damhas probably had too much of that Already.
Black Nathan made a good fight hut lost
the fact that he was not mobbed by the
caused by the changing of the grade
ages
What you require is something that is at once
conhis
feet
on
tho
home
stretch
and
made
so
disgusted crowd to the gentlemanly
Df Church street, received its second readSuch an article duct of the Hebron boys, and the respect
a food and a digester of food.
bad a break tliat he finished in fifth place,
The
Is the Shaker Digestive Cordial, discovered and entertained for Principal Sargent.
ing and final passage. The order of $300
race and
time Obadiah won tho heat and
for
prepared by the Shaker Community of Mt. Leb- eight minutes, however, were ample
completing the Main and Tolman
was
second.
Tlio
Luck
Yankee
sumand
|
Taken right after eating, so as to for Kent’s Hill to scorn a touchdown
mon, N. Y.
street sewer, received its second reading
kick
a
:
goal.
mary
mix with the !ood, it does the stomach's work
Alderman Knight,
and final
passage.
The principal features for Kent's Hill
lor. it, gives it the advantage of further rest, were her
3.23 TROT, PURSE $2000.
interference by which
from the committee on public buildings,
superior
itrengthens you in a natural way, and soon they repeatedly made long gain around Obadiah, br
s, Lord Russell
reported that ho deemed it advisable
enables the stomach to do full duty. There is the ends, also Pullen and gains and the
14 6 11
(McDonald,
to grant the petition to’William Roberts
nothing else like this simple, safe, certain and excellent work of her becks. Per Hebron iankee Luck, b g, by Black3 12 3 2 for a fence on the northerly side of the
palatable remedy Yet the Shakers respect your the tackling of Holnheimer and the exstone (Bowen),
Saco street should be
school
doubts, and authorize druggists to sell a trial cellent work of Newcomb and Shannon.
Bla ck Nathan, blk s, by Robhouse on
The summary of the game stands in
6 2 12 5 granted.
inson (Russoll).
bottle for ten cents.
favor of the Kent's Hill, although Dr. Etiouette, ch m, by Alcantara
Cloudman suggested that
Alderman
Crockott asserted that neither sideseored,
2 6 3 4 3 the exact line be found before the fence
(Baldwin),
Hill
s
Koat’s
that
The roiiort of the committee
falsely declaring
Vera, b m, Viking (Hooper), 4 3 4 5 4 be built.
touchdown was made on am off-side play, Geo. W., h a, Geok (Beaver), 5 5 d
was acct j toil.
is
an
as
and
as his character
umpire
2.15
1-3
2.17
President; Haskell read a communica3-4, 2.19,
Tinue—-3.17, 3.19 1-3,
-AND THU-

ATLANTA FAIR.

and
CHEAPEST
BEST
KOUTE. including all exnr send foe prices and family ilCali
pen.-as.
usti a tad advertising.
J. A. danders, E. Act.. T. O. Eger, T. M„
101 Wash'n St., Boston. 5 Bowling Green, N. Y.
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known far and wide no further explanation Is necessary. And as further proof of
our
victory wo quote the words of
Principal Sargent of Hebron: “You have
been too much for us.”
The positions were as Hollows:

right guard
left guard

Watson
Bates

right tackle

Doughtv

H. E.

MILLS,
T’lmo.eir.

Order Slate at Chandler's Music Store 431
'ongress Street,

Sept7codtf
ALCOHOLISM IN FRANCE.

A Great and
IUO

Growing

Evil

In an article on “The reign of aloohol
in France”, by Prof. Victor Walker in the
New York Independent, the writer quotes
Dr. Max Nordau on the subject as follows : Iutemperauce is the great national
disease of France, aud the true friends of
the French poople are pained to see the

spreading of this evil among a nation
that has done so much for liberty and
civilization. It is, however, not au easy
task to demonstrate this truth to foreigners, the great majoriy ot whom are laboring under misconception and prejudice.
“The French surpass all other nations
in sobriety, and Paris is the last place to
look for intemperate drinking”—such
statements as these are heard all over

Europe.
the verdict is genera], it is
but partly founded on truth. It ignores
many stubborn facts, ot wiiich the mass
of casual observers are quite ignorant,
however well known they are to physicians and others that have boen favored
with oeccasioxal glances behind the curtain. I do not deny that fewer drunkards are,; seen in Paris than iu London ;
but there are reasons for this. English
laborers, as a class, drink comparatively
little during the week. It is on Saturday evening, when they have received
their wages, that many of them indulge
iu Bacchanalian origes and driuk until
they are picked up out of the gutter,
whereas iu Paris people seldom drink to
such an extent as to lose all self-control.
But they driuk continuously, incessantly;
they slowly poison their constitutions
and destroy their health. If you would
see the
consequence of such a ruinous
course, do not look for them in the gutter, but in the sick room and in the hos-

Though

pital.

that the English,
addicted to the use
of alcoholic drinks than the French, must
also be attributed in part to the fact that
the former make a great deal of uoisc
about temperance. Amonggthom pubik
sentiment is awake; they are constantly
talking about their evil; they have written .volumes upon it, have organized temperance societies, and are united in theii
efforts to suppress it The French, on the
other hand, are iotli to acknowledge that
alcoholism has become a widespread disease .among
them.
Thoy endeavor tc
keep the matter from public observation.
They carefully avoid speaking about it,
tor tear it might be brought to public
notice.
They- even ridicule temperauce
societies and other laudable efforts made
to prevent the evil trom spreauiug.
Drinking has become a habit with us.
Everybody drinks, regardless of age, sex
Even
or
infants, Jwhen
occupation.
troublesome, are quieted with the wine
bottle. Shortly after my arrival at Paris
I one day happened to moot a small boy
belonging to a neighboring family on bis
In one band be was carwar U> .school.
rying his satchel, in the other a basket.
Pointing to tbo iatter I addressed my
little friend in these words
‘Gugesse,
what have you in there?’ The youngster
a
liited tiie cover and
exposed
piece of
white bread and a bottle of claret I have
since ascertained that, it is not uncommon for children t!o take wine with them
To us this seems monstrous;
to school.
but tiie French find such habits perfectly
prom r
Parisian workmen are discreet drunk'1 bough we rarely sco them intoxia i.s
cated, they are constantly under the
stimulating influence of alcohol. I have
treat* d thousands of laboring men, some
at t oi.- homes, others in the public hospitals, and inquired closely into theii
inodes of living. From tbo answers that
were given 1 have formed an idea of the
daily lifo of tiie average Parisian ouvrier,
which, 1 am confident, is not f extravagant. Early in the morning he takes a
glaas of liquor, either a bitter or a stronger
kind, which he calls ‘bruiegosier’
The

as a

prevalent opinion

nation,

are

more

(throat-burner),

or

‘cassepoitrine’ (chest-

breaker). In connection with it he generally eats a piece cf bread and a bowl oi

o’clock he takes his
soup.
breakfast, consisting of a ragout or some
other dish containing meat, hut in insufficient quantities, with an enormous
mass of bread and one or two pints oi
He invariably .finishes breakasi
wmc.
withfeoffee. followed by a glass of oognao,
which is called ‘la goutte’ (the drop), oi
‘)a r)nce guele’ (thu throat-rinser). At I
or 7 o'clock dinner is taken, consisting oi
ol
a vegetable soup, aliliputian quantity
meat-, a salad, bread, two pints of wine, :
and
‘la
coffee
of
goutte’
(tho
drop).
cup
Tho laborer who lives thus'considers him
self a man of temperate habits.
.Many, however, exceed these hounds bj
drinking more wine and cognac and bj
indulging in an occasional glass of ab
About

sinthe.

11

Pullen
(-irftVPS

Gould
full back
K. Wing
Newcombright half back
left halfback Bennett, cap.
Small
F. Wing
full back
Shannon, cap
Goal kick—F.
Touchdown—F. Wing.
Wing. Score—Kont's HilJ, 16; Hebron, 0.
Foster

Football Facts.

Threatening
--

"***“

left taokle
right end

Johnson
Bonheiincr

Belfast

Sunday

Burned

Fatally

Morning.

Belfast, October 7. —The most shocking
Wight
Derry accident that has occurred here for some
Mitchell
time took plaoo Sunday morning, as the
conch
Gordon result of which a young girl of fourteen,

centre

Thompson

Little

A

Girl

HILL.

_KENT’S

HEBRON.

A SHOCKING DEATH.

Next Saturday, at the Deering grounds,
will occur the first scheduled football
game of the Senior league, M. I. S. A,
A. The two olevons will be, of course,
those of Portland High school and Kents'
Hill, since they alone make up the Senior
League. The second game between these
Hill.
two teams will occur at Kent's
In oase of a tie, the third
October 19.
at
game Is to be played Ootoher 36tli,
It is admissable that Kent’s
Lewiston.
Hill's home games be played at Augusta.
At the game next Saturday, the umpire
will bo J. C. Minot, formerly of Cony
now of Bowdoin;
Portland,
the referee, Scott Wilson of
formerly of the Lewiston Latin school,
and the linesman, W. W. Bolster, Jr., of
Bates College, formerly of the Lewiston

High school, Augusta,

Latin school.
The regular field officers for the Senior
and Junior League games include the
H.
three above men and the following:
Fairbanks of Bangor, formerly at
T.
Bangor High school and Bowdoin college;
M. S. Clifford of Bangor, formerly of the
High School there; A. G. Hebb of
of
Bridgton
formerly
Bowdoin,
Academy; C. F. Kendall of Bowdoin,
formerly of Biddeford High school, O. F.
Cutts of Bates college, W. S. Brown of
Litchfield formerly of the academy there
The names and addresses of managers
are ns follows: H. N. Skillins. Portland;
Kent’s
M. E. Bennett,
Hill; T. J
Brooks, Bath; F. C. Bryant, Saco; E.

lost her life.
Miss Josie Thomas, daughtor of Mrs.
Elbridge Thomas of this city, a b right
little miss, who lived with L V. and
Mrs. Miller of the Arlington Home, got
up at six o’clock and was making a Are
in the kitchen stove when the house was
startled by a loud explosion which shook
This was followed
the building.
by
shrieks from tho girl. Mr. Miller rushed
down stairs where he met tho girl in ono
sheet of flame her clothing being on lire
Mr. Miller succeeded
all over her body.
in extinguishing tlie blaze, but not until
Mr.
roasted.
her body was literally
Miller’s clothing took fire from the burning girl and he was badly scorched about
the breast.
The kitchen was a mass of flames and
his attention to that
Mr. Miller gave
while the little girl ran up stairs to Mrs.
She removed the charred
Miller’s room.
remains of clothing and got the girl to
The girl’s
lied and went for physicians.
was
body from her feet to her neck
foreand
hands
the
burned to a crisp,
The face was disarms being the worst.
colored, but not so badly burned as the
remainder of the body. She died from the
burns at midnight.
Mr. Miller succeeded in extinguishing
tho
hut with
the lire in the kitchen,
shock and his own
injuries, he sucsick
in
bed.
became
and
cumbed
exafter the
Wherever the girl went
left a trail of flro, making
she
plosion,in several
blazes
places.
It was evident that the explosion was
caused by the girl’s turning naphtha into the stove, in which some Are remained
from the night before, as the can was
found in the kitchen.
THE COMING POWER.
An

Electric

Engine Makes

a

Kecord.

7.—The electric
October
Baltimore,
locomotive used in hauling freight trains
through tbe Beltline tunnel'of the BalOhio railroad, demonstrated
timore &
yesterday that its drawing power “far ex-

Alfred Peakes,
M. Marsh, Woodfords;
Foxcroft and Warren Sanborn. Augusta.
the ! expectations of its builders.
The programme of the Junior League ceeds
it having finally been Forty-four ^loaded cars and three'stoam
is us follows,
not working, which had
decided that Hebron will not enter the locomotives,
to haul the heavy train on
been used
league coutests this fall:
the surface, were coupled to the electrio
October 5—Thornton at Bath.
October 9—Deering at Thornton.
giant at the tunnel entrance and pulled
October 9—Foxcroft at Cony,
tlie heavy grade of tho tunnel, a
up
October 12—Bath at Foxcroft
speed of 13 miles an hour being develOctober 13—Deering «t Cony.
The total weigbt'of the train was
oped.
October 16— Cony at Thornton.
The draw bar pulled exerted
1000 tons.
October 19—Foxcroft at Deering.
this unusual heavy load
in starting
October 33—Cony at Foxcroft
than
was Hinore
60,000 pounds and conOctober S3—Bath at Deering.
tinued throughout the trip at more than
at
Bath.
October 26—Cony
The Baltimore & Ohio
40.000 pounds.
October 26—Thornton at Deoring.
officials claim that no steam locomotive
October 30—Bath at Thornton.
has ever approached this record.
October 30— Deering at Foxcroft
at
Bath.
November 2—Foxcroft
UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
November 2—l’hornton at Cony.
November 6—Bath at Cony.
November 6—Foxoroft at Thornton.
So Say the Court* of a Part of the Kansas
November 9—Cony at Deering.
Liquor Law.
November 9—Thornton at Foxcroft
November 13—Deering at Bath.
Bowles, the big man, who' played left
Kan., October 7.—A decision

*Dartmoutli,

Saturday,

Topeka,

down by the Supreme
involving the validity of one
through the lino, lias quite a record for section of the prohibitory law.
In the game against
conferred on police
feats of strength.
The law of 1889
Yale, a year ago, Bowles had an en- officers the authority to enter any place
counter with the famous bruiser Hlckok, where it was thought liquor was being

guard
WlJU

for

and

which resulted in the

nnoonsciousness of

PIANOS

ORGANS,

They

*

We must
go.
Greatest oppor-

must

move-

ursity

the

ever

world

has

n

tile

sold

world,

known.

our

must

remove as

soon

as

be Sold or

and

Governor

make

PRIZE

Altgeld on
Question

FIGHTING.

the
for

ltight Side

of

a

Once.

possible,

and must realize oil the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world has ever seen.

They Must

without a
arrests
warrant. Under this section the policein the habit of entoring
men have been
places which had fallen under suspicion,
and arresting whoevor they caught in apparent possession of the place.
The courts holds that this section, in
so far as it authorized an arrest without
commita warrant for misdemeanor not
ted in the view of tho officer, is unconstitutional and void.

sold,

NO

lease of the largest piano
warerooms in the world to the New Hotel
Syndicate, we the Largest Piano Mannfacturers

Having

has been handed

.court,

***■-’

JJJUVIO

They

Must

be Rented.
No better made. We court comparison. You
find our prices and torms to buy orren
unequalled. Look around, but lie sure and
visit Piano Headquarters.
will

200 Tremont St., Boston-

NEW ENGLAND PIANO CO.
•ctleodtf

Springfield, 111., October
Altgeld was seen last night

7.—Governor
asked
and

what course he would take in easo an attempt was made to pull off tho CorbettFitzsimnrons light ou Honey Island in
the Illinois river.
I do not know of any projected prize
fight,” he said, “but if it is outlie
Illinois soil we will do all in our power
to provent any prize fight taking place
here. The enforcement of the law rests
primarily with the local authorities, but
state to
If it becomes necessary for tho
take a hand you must say that I will use
every effort to prevent the fight.
The governor has no doubt as to his
ability and his right to uphold tho laws

of Uiinois.

Mi

promise

aldermen

iccepted by the council.

Monday evening

by Jiaving

company of his children and grandjliildren to tho number of 20 unexpectedly wait upon him at his home ou Brown
street, it being his 70th birthday Their
love and esteem for him was substantially
ittested by tho donation of a handsome
easy chair and other minor gifts. Supper was served and tho evening passed
in tho
indulgence of all those rare pleasures inoidentjupon a family reunion.
Presnmpscot Valley Lodge, K. of P.,
cast end, has received an Invitation from
Dirigo Lodge, K. of P., of Gorham, to
bo present Thursday evening at the dedication of their new hall and to work the
third degree, long form.
Mizpah lodge, D. of R., of South Portland, was tho guest of Naomi Lodge, D.
jf R., of^this city, Monday evening.
Tho members of tho High Sohool foot
jail team have been measured for their
suits and they will receive them at an
The team has received the
early date.
city lot for its grounds. Wednesday evening at Cumberland hall, an entertainnent and sooiable will be given for the
jeuefit of the association.
Mr. Thomas Keohan of Bowdoin Collego
was
at his home over Sunday. fHe was
tcwmjmuioi

tjj

«

11atJ
-r

Beujainin Fitz.

Tlfe base ball game between the Wostjrooks and the S. I). Warrens failed to
off Saturday afternoon as adveriome
iised. The S. D. Warrens prefer to wait
intil next season and hoginjjwith a clear
•ecord.
Mr. Sam McLollan, the 17-year old son
>f Alderman
MoLellan,
narrowly esserious, if not fatal injury while
japod
running at Buxton Saturdav. His rifle
nissed Are, and while trying to remove
he
cartridge he accidentally pulled the
digger and exploded the cartridge. The
jail passed through the large too of his
luckily did not injure
■ight foot, but
who were
;he bone. The
young men
,vith him carried him to Gorham where
Or. Lincoln dressed the wound. Ho will

baby growth
mission
The

baby’s

is

To that little bundle of love, half trick, half
dream, every added ounce
of flesh means added happiness and comfort! Fat is
the signal'of perfect health,
comfort, good nature, baby

growth.

beauty.

Scott's

Emulsion, with

hypophosphites, is the easiest fat-food baby can have,

Scott & Bowne.

ChemUts, New York,

JOC. and |i.oo

for

Infants

Mothers,

Children.

and

po you Know

paregoric,

nmt

Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine ?

on

Mr. Patriok Donnely of the Chroniole
ami Mrs. M. A. Bosworth aye to open a
liotol in the Bosworth blook on Main
street, this week. It is to be known as
the Central House.
Mr. C. T. Ames stopped a runaway
horse at the head of Church stroot Saturday evening. The owner, who gave
his namo as Libby, soon appeared. He
the face and
was badly bruised about
said that he was thrown from his carg
riage on Main street.
The ladies’ circle of the Congregational
to
be
entertained Wednesday
church is
evening by Mrs. CJ. Fred Murob, Mrs.
X). W, Babb and Mrs. Alonzo Libby at
the chapel.
The Y’s will hold a business mooting
at the'Baptist’church this evening.
At the parsonage of the Baptist church,
Saturday evening, Rev. A. A. Dary,
united in marriage^Miss Alice Maud Holt
of Cottage plaoe and Mr. Andrew Meldon
Pride, of Windham. Aftorlthe^ceremonies
to the relo*
the couple held a reception

located in Boston, from which place
the othor day and Mr.
Smythe who wanted her as a witness in
the $100,000 suit thought that the Scotts
knew where she was aDd seoured the issuance of a writ of habeas oorpws.
Frank O. Vandevoer ^opened the proceedings by stating that the retun of the
writ was a great surprise as it asserted
that the husband wife had been fully reconciled. He said.that in thus assuming
relations the young couple had
marital
vindioatod the action of Mr. Smythe in
the oase and'justified him in all he had
done in'behalf of Mrs. Scott. He asserted
that Soott had secured a divorce in Dakota. which had subsequently been set
aside at Mrs.Scott’s request, which was
in his opinion, further evldenoo'ehowing
the influence of young Scott’s father. William R. Brouk, acting in behalf of Mr.
Soott
and his son, replied that it was

Yale for making a challenge
expired. Prof. Beale of the athletic committee announced that no offiolal comreceived up to
had been
munication
Saturday evening from the Yale athletio
time

given

she

disappeared

UUUUUU1

1U1
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X',,,.. v«.i,

will be
engaged in an effort to float its
stock in America.
For two weeks it has been whispered
among bankers and brokers that such an
attempt on tho part, of the South American magnates was inveitable and that
Cliioago could bo down with the “Kaffir
fever” just as London now is, before the
winter was over.
The establishment of the South African-American Investment Mining Comis oertain. Whether its operation
pany
will be
begun' simultaneously In New
and
York
Chicago is a question whioh
the next two days will settle
The gossip, whioh*has been only gossip
began to take definite
for two weoks,
form Saturday. Thejstory came from the
offioer of certain hankers, who, it is said,

Kaffirs” are a good
had decided that
thing and will strike Chicago just as
London.
they did
Booming the Reed Club.
and

enthusiastic

largely attended
mooting of the speoial committee of
Lincoln club, appointed to arrange
A

the
for

tho formation of the Heed club of Maine
Linolon club
was held last evening at the
Addresses were made by Hon. G.
rooms.
M. Seiders, Col Fred N. Dow, Col. T.
P. Shaw, 0. W. Morrill, Esq , and A.
B. Jordan.
A special oommittee of five Was appointed to correspond with the leading
Republicans of the state in referenoe to
This oommittee was
joining the club.
Gov. H. B. Cleaves,
mimed as follows:

HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

are

stupefying narcotic poisons t

Do You Know that in most countries druggists

Do You Know that you should not permit any medicine
you or your physician know of what it is composed ?

the

uecmreu

vy

October 7.—Last night
at Avun, a wood

neighbors

experts

co nave

uuwoiyorou

most of the ingenious ideas of half a century of successive ^inventors, not one of
whom, however, oould in all human probability have as muoh as heard of Saint’s
maohine. This is not the least curious inoident.in the history of the sewing-ma-

ohine
In Saint’s maohine the features are—
the overhanging arm, whioh is the characteristic of many modern maohines;
tho perpendioular action of the Singer
machine; the eye-pointed needle of the
pressure surfaces
peouliar to the Howe machine; and a
‘‘feed” system equal to that of the most
Saint’s
modern inventions.. Whether
machine was ever worked in a practical
workshop or not, it was unquestionably

Howe

a

machine;

the

practicable machine,{constructed by

to be

given

child

your

Do You Know that Castoria is

a

purely vegetable preparation, and that

a

list of

its ingredients is published with every bottle ?
Do Yon Know that Castoria is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.
That it has been in

use

for

nearly thirty years, and

that

more

Castoria is

now

sold

than

of all other remedies for children combined ?

Do You Know that the Patent Office Department

the United States, and of
use the word

of

other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to
“

Castoria 99 and its formula, and that to imitate them is
Do Yon Know that

of the

one

reasons

for

a

state

prison offense ?

granting this government protec fcion was

because Castoria had been proven to be

Do You K«ow

absolutely harmless?

35 average doses

that

Castoria

of

one

who know pretty well what he was about
and what he wanted to achieve.
Now note the date of Thomas Saint’s
patent (1790), and next note the date of
thelinventiou of Parthelmy Thimonnier
of St. Etienne, who is claimed in Franoe
as the inventor of the sewing machine in
1830 Thmionner constructed a maohine,
principally of wood, with an arrangement of barbed needles, for stitching
gloves, and in the following year ho began business in Paris, w ith a partner, as
an army clothier.
The firm of Thimonnier, Petit &Co., however, did not thrive
beoause the ouvriers thought they saw in
the principal’s machine j;an instrument
destined to
ruiu ‘them; muoh as the
Luddites viewed steam machinery in the
ootton distiicts of England. An idea of
that sort rapidly germinated heat, and
Thimonnier’s workshop wa» one iday invaded by an angry mob, who smashed all
the machines and compelled tiie inventor
to seek safety in flight. Poor Thimonnier
was abseut from Paris for three years,
but in 1834 returned with another and
more perfect maohine. This was so coldly
received, both by employers and workmen in the tailoring trade, that he left

the capital, and, journeying through
Franoa with his maohine, pain hie wa^

furnished for 35

are

eents, or one cent a dose t
Do You Know that when possessed

of

this perfect preparation, your children may

be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?

Well# these things

are

The fac-simtle

xy

facts.

are

on

y/ &/?

every

wrapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

by exhibiting it in the towns and villages

curiosity.

After a few years, however, Thimonnier fell in with a capitalist
who believed in him and his maohine,
and was willing to stake money on both
A partnership was entered into for the
manufacture and sale of the machine,
and all promised well for the new firm,
when the Revolution of 1848 broke out,
stopped the business, and ruined both the
inventor and the capitalist Thimonnier
died in 1867 in a poorhouse of a broken
heart.
This French machine was also on the
obalnstltch principle, but it was forty
years later than Saint’s. In between the
two came, about 183% one Walter Hunt of
New York, who is said to have constructed a sewing machine with the lock stitch
movement. Some uncertainty .surrounds
this olaim, and Elias Howe is the person
usually credited with this important,
indeed invaluable, invention.—-Chambers’
as a

They

CT&CcJ&bt

signature of

Children

worth knowing.

Journal.

LE BR8JN*S

FOR either skx*

remedy being applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail $1.00.
SoM only by J. H. Hammond.
Sts., and
_Cor.P- Free and Center
Fowler, Cor. Congress
X* TT XX X!®
U JC«d JEfland Lafayette Sts Portland
■

This

Maine

is hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upoa himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

Notice

MARTHA P. DYER, late of Portland,
inthe County ofICumberland deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon' the estate of said deceased, are
w^uired to exhibit the same;' and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
HARRY C. FABYAN, Adra’r.
octldla\v3wT*
Portland. Sept. 27, 1895.

R. A. P. F. 1).

Murderer.

Helena, Mont.,
while

to sell narcotics

unless

Festivities Turned Into Scenes of Death by
a

permitted

not

are

without labeling them poisons f

OUUJ*

authorities.
30 miles west of here,[were having
While the college world at large will camp
man named Caddiok opened
a danoe, a
doubtless consider it a good thing for
the room full of people, with a
both Harvard and Yale to stay apart for fire on
on
both revolver. He
a year or until the hard feeling
instantly killed Jason
sides has tempered down, the loss of the
citizen and shot
respectable
Lunceford,a
best chance of winning that has ootne for
John Thomas through the shoulder. He
years will be a severe disappointment to
the Harvard team. The statement which fired several shots more that flew wild.
has appeared to the effect that if Harvard Preparations were being made to lynch
and Yalo did not play this year they him when he was landed in jail at Deer
would not come together again for several
Lodge, being rescued bv some of the coolyears, does not rest upon any foundation
Harvard will play as soon as er heads.
whatever.
Yale challenges adjudging from the attiThe First Sewing-Machine.
tude of many Yale graduates this year, a
stronger pressure than ever will be
called
A
London cabinet maker,
the
football
to
bear
upon
brought
took out
management which will assume control Thomas Saint, in or about 1790.
at New Haven next spring.
a patent|for a machine for sewing leather,
While Harvard men feel that they can- or rather for “quilting, stitohing, and
not without loss of pride put themselves
in the position of
openly inviting a making shoes, boots, splatterdashes, clogs
challenge from Yale, it is very evident and ,othor articles.’’ This; patent, unthat nothing would be more acceptable fortunately, was taken out along with
to them.
in
connection with
other inventions
d A
mm
j Sfcfr JL
leather, and it was quite by accident that,
Chicago Has ''Kaffir Fever.”
some eighty years later, the specification
Chicago, October 7.—A morning paper
Chicago is to have an attack of of it was discovered by one who had made
says:
“Kaffir
fever,” the disease that is now for himself a name in connection with
playingjhavoc with’ London financiers and sewing-muohines. Even the Patent Offioo
closely resembling the famous “South Sea
did not seem to have known of its exisBubble.”
that
J. F. Webner, a promoter, is now in tence, yet now it is clear enough
Chicago on a prospecting tour, not look- Thomas Saint’s leather-sewing machine
for
to
but
for
money'
gold mines,
ing
Before of 1790 was the first genuine sewing-madovelope those in South Africa.
Decomber 1, Kaffir stocks,“in all.'probabil- ohine ever constructed, and that it was
will be listed in Chicago and the on what is now known as the “chainity,
South African-American Investment and stitch”
principle. Rude as it was, it Is
Mining Company, with offlcos in Johan_t_,n.;..

Do You Know that opium and morphine

was

o

imv

in the easiest form. It sup- Hon. Geo. P. Weacott, Col. Thomas P.
West on F. Millikeu and Edward
plies just what he cannot Shaw,
P. Chase.
Libby presided over the
get in his ordinary food, President
whioh was a very earnest and
and helps him over the meeting,
enthusiastic one.
weak
places to perfect

growth.

I_MISCELLANEOUS.__

A°petition

the high

it will probably be
Tho ordinance
to the committee on ordiwas referred
to
confer with
instruction
nances with
the city solicitor and report at the next
meeting of the council.
Aderman Knight introduced an order
ippropriating the sum of *15 to construct
fence on the northerly side of Saco
street school building. Passed.
then adjourned to meet
Tho council
in one week.
I.ocal Happenings,
Mr. D. W. Babb was very pleasantly
sessment

MISCELLANEOUS.

...

for
vindication.
Return
to the writ
showed that young Mr, Scott had found
UJDUUO
AD»»
tlVQa »I1U
his wife in Boston, that there had been
home. The oouple left Monday foryMasa complete
reconciliation and that the
tion
from the superintendent of the re- sachusetts on a short bridal tour. The
woman
had freely accompanied
form school in relation to the money re- couple’s popularity was pleasingly attest- young
this
her husabnd to
and was then
by numerous beautiful and useful in court. He asked thatcity
by law iroin mw uity w urooure ed
quireci
the writ be disAmong the donors were her missed with costs which was ordered
suitable clothing fcr Charles Wallaco, a gifts.
of I. D.
by
young man sent to that institution from friends in the outter department
Judge Reach.
Also a Warren & Co.'s plant.
months ago.
Westbrook some
There were 351
young people present
claim for damages from Joseph Desliers,
TERRIBLE TRAGEDY.
asking compensation for the injury done at thei Warren Sunday school Sunday
Remarks
his residenoe by
raising the grade of morning, it being rally day.
Mann
A Wild Mob Kills a Father and Son on
were made by the pastor, Rev. Mr.
Brown street.
Alderman Woodman presented an order and by the several teachers. A very pleasthe Canal.
was
entertainment
the
of
by
for
musical
given
for the sum of 8297.19
purpose
ing
of
the
school.
and
screen
for
the
members
an
elevator
the
purchasing
North
Tonawanda, N. Y.. October 7.
The 11th meeting of the Westbrook Socity stone crusher, reoeived its first readciety of Natural History was held at the —A double murder was committed on P.
ing.
an
order
school
introduced
evening.
Alderman Verrill
building Saturday
High
W. Scribner’s lumber docks at an early
providing for tho construction of a sew- In the absence of the president, :Mr. Rol- hour this
morning, and up to the preser on
Saco street to drain into tho Port- lins filled the vacancy. Donations were
& Rochester sewer recently con- announced from the U. S. department of ent time 11 men hare been placed under
land
The order appropriating 81500 Agriculture, Miss Ellen A. Winslow, M. arrest and search is
structed.
being made for othandiH. P. Babb. About 40
io cover tho expenses of the same received H. Small
its first reading.
specimens have been added to the collec- ers.
Verrill also presented an tion since the last meeting. An InterestAlderman
Shortly after midnight Capt.Phillips o
order
instructing the city clerk to give ing paper on the works of the United the oanal boat Jennie Graft, and his son
notice to tho public that a hearing would States’ Fish Commission was read by one of the
boat May, began loading up with
the members. The following were
be given on this matter at the next meetr of
elected to membership: F. A. Freeman, lumber. Other boatmen who had refused
iug of the City Council.
Swan and Prof. Jackson Ad- to take loads atHhe price Scribner offered
Alderman Cloudman road an ordinance Frank
lefiuing tho future action to be taken by journed until November 3, 1895.
marohed down in'a body to the dook anu
•There will be a meeting of NaoiniJRethe Mayor and City Council relating to
was armed,
of sidewalk |in the fu- bekah degree staff next Monday night at and interfered. Phillips, who
the construction
ture and the assessment of abuttors. The 7.30 o’clook. All members are requested drew a revolver and fired over the heads
ordinance
of the crowd, probably seeking to intimiprovided that Jtlie abuttors of to be present.
assessed 25 cents per
brick sidewalks bo
date them. Some one fired three shots at
FOOTBAUlfor concrete walks 20
NO YALE-HARVARD
square toot and
Phillips, who fell to the deck of his boat
foot
and
that
when
cents
per square
dead.
stone curbing is usedjthe abuttors be as- Yale'a Time for a Challenge Has ExThe ; younger Phillips, who had taken
cents per running foot. This
sessed 20
the melee was struck down
a hand in
pired.
ended for
this meeting the matter of
He
olub and horribly beaten.
with a
which
there
sidewalks assessments upon
managed to crawl into the cabin when
has been so much discussion the past two
of
a
he died at 8.15 this morning.
Boston, October 7.—All hope
meetings and upon which the council Harvard-Yaie football game this year
stood equally divided. As this is a comA GHASTLY DANCE.
und low as- came to an end Saturday night when the
between

surprised

Wonderful

EVERYBODY HAPPY.
no serious
difficulty from the
wound.
for
six
warrants
that
stated
was
It
All Things Serena in the Scott
Family
search and seizure were sworn out SatOnce More.
urday evening, hut from some cause they
not carried into effect. They will
were
probably be heard from, at some later
New York, October 7.—Helwig Elvira
ll
wife of Lloyd Mifflin
lias been sent to the Mayor, Scott, the young
the Supreme
was produoed in
to give the polioe in- Soott,
requesting him moro
vigilant in the at- Court today in obedience to a writ of
structions to be
tempt to suppress the sale of liquor and habeas corpus.
in tho arrost of those who appear upon
a
It was charged by George Smythe,
tlio streets under the influence of the arBoston lawyer, that young Scott and his
dent.
harvest supper and
Methodist
The
Scott, had abducted
father, John 0.
entertainment lias been postponed one
former’s
the
wife, and were
Helwig,
week, to Wednesday evening, October 16.
be a special meeting of the keeping her in custody.
There Will
ladies’ oirole Monday afterMethodist
Helwig had oomo to this country from
noon at 2.30 o’oloek in the ohurch.
unknown to her husband and bad
Europe
CJraffam
and
Messrs. Eben
Leroy Spilsuit against her father-in-law
brought
for
for
Rumford
ler left Saturday
Falls,
a week’s gunning.
They will stop at the for $100,000 damages tor alleged alienaWestbrook Hunting Club’s oamp.
tion of her husband’s affections. Her husSuperintendent Hess of the hosiery band followed her from Europe and for
the
Wheeler
residence
has
mill
purchased
a long time has been seeking for her. She
Main street.

experience
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A special meeting of the Relief
Aaoeia
tion of the P. F. D., will be held at the
October
Chief Engineer’s office, Thursday,
10. nt 7.30 p. m., for the transaction of such
business as may properly come before the
meeting*

octfdlw

C. E. JO RDAN. Screetary.

Can always be found at the periodioa
tores of:
John Chisholm, 103 Congress street
'*
247
A. B. Merrill,
406
W. F. Goold.
"
N. G. Fessenden, 628
604
W.H. Jewett
660
I, A. Libby.
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street
G. DaSilva. 219 York street
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street
P. H. Ersklne. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street
Park
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
Westman & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial
street.

John Hernandez, 126 Commercial street.
W. A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.
Miss Norah Pearl, 190 Brackett street
John H. Allen, 881% Congress street
Dennet&Co. the Florist. 646 Congress street.
G. J. Hodgson, 96% Portland street
T. M. Glendenlng, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H. C. Berry. 937 Congress street.
Forest City News Co.. 422 Congress street
Mrs. Bradley, oor. Spring and Clark streets.
J. T. Wyer, 48 Portland Pier.
W. C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
G. W. Hunt, 8 Custom House Wharf.
John Cox, 23 Monument square,
Dennett, the Florist. 663 Congress street.
L. D. Look. Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts
W. H. Durgln. Harpswell Doat.
Also at the new stands in the Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
ol the Maine Central. Grand Trunk and Port
land & Rochester railroads and of.agents on any
of the Boston trains.
The Press can also be found at the following
places out side the city:
Auburn—J u. HaskelL
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—.John O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. II.-C. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A, M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardsley.
Brldgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Stare.
Lewis.
Camden—Fred
••
J. H. Gould.
Cornish—E. L. Brown.
Peering— N. J. Scanlon.
Daniarlseotta—E. W. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. White & Co.
Mitchell.
Freeport—A. W.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Whitmore.
T,
Fryeburg—J.
Gardiner— Bussell Bros.
Green’s Landing—8. W. Fifleld.
Gorham—L. J. Lermond.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt & Son.
Kennebunk—J. H. Ons.
Kennebunkportr—C. E. Miller.
Livermore Falls—0. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
Long Island—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Graut.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huchtlns,
P. Stone.
Norway—F.
•"
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & 1 bby.
Ricnmond—A. K. Millett
Kumiord Falls—H. L. Elliott
—C. A. Clifford.
Rockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowhegan—Blxby & Buck.
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
South Windham—J. W. Bead.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
"
E. L. Preble.
South Bristol—N. W. Carnage.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Vinal Haver.—A. B. VinaL
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
Winthrop—F. B. Jackson.
Woodtords—Chapman & Wyman.
YarmouthvtUe—(,. Howard Humphrey.
Persons having any difflcultv in obtlnin
at any of these places will confer afavo
y reporting the matter at once to this office
••

Eapers

RANDALL 1 MCALLISTER,

COAL.
A Fall Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.

Pocaliojitas

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

use.

Lykens Yalley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.
Genuine

Above Coals Constant-

ly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

100-2

...

OFFICE:

FILES OP ALL KINDS
--

FOR

■'

-.

Filing

LETTERS ANO INVOICES.
Our Leader is the

FOREST CITY FILE.

STEVENS l JONES
208 Middle

St.,

rortlaiul, Me.
sep25

CO.,
eodtj

WM. 1. MARKS,

Card

Book,
-AND

JOB

—-

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE.

97 I-i Exchange Su, Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING ft SPECIALTY.
All ordM» by null «i Mlepbou* promptly u
IbM «A
MTllMttlf

*

I uiv

miscellaneou s.
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WE ADMIT OF NO SUPERIOR^

Common Sense in the
Rev. T. S. Samson,
Portland; report of committee on resolu-

MAINE TOWNS.

7 45—Address,

Sunday School, by

tions, singing, benediction.
Mr. E. P. Oxnard and family, of Winter St, also Mrs. Catherine B. Hall and
Miss Hall, are boarding here.
New Gloucester.
Mrs. Horatio Staples and Mrs. Charles
Roberts visited here last Wednesday.
H.
W.
7.—Mr.
Upper Gloucester, tOot.
The help at the corn^shop were paid off
True, who has always been a resident of last Saturday.
this town, has moved, to Portland, where
Buxton.
his son, Mr. E. G. True is bookkeeping
West Buxton, Oct. 7.— The soholars of
for the Portland Creamery Co. Mr. True the Free Baptist Sunday school, under
Endeavor
had an auotion last Friday afternoon. We the auspices of "the Christian
society, gave an entertainment, consistare sorry to have Mr. True leave town as
ing of singing, recitations, etc., Sunday
he is a good citizen.
evening All the parts were well renDanville
dered.
and
Gloucester
AgriThe New
Colby Tibbetts, Esq., of Auburn, is
cultural Association held their annual
spending a few days in town.
fair last week and it was a grand success.
W. S Graham, Joshua Graham, George
Mr. F. A. Spring, of Deering Centre, Davis and D. Piles spent a week on a
gunning trip in Limington. Plenty of
was in town last Saturday.
an
excellent time
Items

I

A Sure

|

Remedy

in every case and every £
< kind of Hemorrhoids or >
<
Piles is
(

|

jSalva-cea
(trade-mark),

S

<

This statement can’t be S
< made too strong or too >
1
\ emphatic.
s
It is a simple, certain,
S speedy cure for

^

j

j

j
j
j
j

| Rheumatism,
Convulsions,

Eczema,
Chilblains,
Sore Muscles, Burns,
Cuts,
Toothache,
Faceache,
Sprains,
Bolls,
Neuralgia,
Sore Throat,
Ulcers.!;

|

)

1

Two sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
At druggists, or by

myl.

<

No

|

Co., 274 Canal St., N.Y. /

The Brandreth

s

Complaints

of bad effects
ever

Gathered by Correspondents of the Press.

of Interest

game was secured and
People have to work every way possible reported on returning home.
about here to' get water, as nearly all of
The work on the dam and bulkhead is
the wells aro dry, and many that were completed and the saw mills have water
to run with.
never dry before the present drought.
The stone work of the foundation of
Percy Blake has been engaged to haul the Saco River Woolen Co. mill is comto
Mr.
W. H. True’s goods from here
pleted.
Portland, the past week.
Alfred.
Miss
his
and
sister,
Mr. Charles Nelson
been vishave
church in AlThe
Methodist
of
Nelson
Portland,
Episcopal
Mary
the past fred, which during the past few months
iting friends in this town during
of
residents
extensive
repairs,
has been undergoing
week. They were formerly
alterations and improvements, was rethis town.
on
Tuesday, October 1. The
Mr. D. C. Molntlre is soon to move dedicated
from this place to Kumford Falls.
pastor, Rev. T. N. Kewley, was assisted
Mrs. Georgia Holmes lias been on the in his dedicatory exercises by Rev. Mr.
sick list for some little time past, but at Rogers of Portland; the presiding elder,
this writing she is said to be on the gain- Rev. G. R. Palmer of Saco; Rev. Mr.
of Sanford and Rev. Walter
Mill ward
ing hand.
Rev. Mr. Towne, of Auburn, preached Canbain of Old Orchard The services
in Centennial hall last Sunday afternoon commenced in the % afternoon when an
at the usual hour. Quite a good audienco exceedingly able and impressive sermon
was delivered
was present.
by Rev. Mr. Rogers, and
T~>
If
-111 1.
mnwoil mtn
in the evening by Rev. Mr. Palmer, and
the tenement in Mr. Geo. Blake’s house, were listened to by large and appreciative
which
was
recently vacated by Mr. audiences. The church nas oeen painieu
Charles Atwood, who has moved into the inside and outside, a new carpet laid,
house owned by Mr. D. W. Merrill. Mr. furnished with new cushions and a vestiMerrill moved from N orth Pownal.
bule added in the rear of the
pulpit, the
Mr. John Gordon has been at work of whole at a cost of *1150. Eight memorial
lower
late for John Wells, Esq., at the
windows, which for beauty of design and
village. Mr. Wells has been having bis
workmanship are rarely excelled, have
well dug deeper, and many others, or been placed in the churoh in memory of
Benjamin J.
quite a number, in town have done the the following persons:
same thing.
Herrick and wife.JFrances Allen Brown,
Stevens
from
wife
Mr. Stevens and
Rufus Derby and wife, Sylvester Little
Plains, visited their daughter, Mrs. John field, Lyman Littlefield, Richard, Eliza
Gordon last week, and attended the fair and Eleanor Phoenix, and Daniel Ferguhere.
The church is now completely modBon.
Mr. B. B. Segars of Strong, visited at ernized and the auditorium presents an
last
Saturday
Stevens
James
home
of
the
unusually fine appearance whioh is alike
night and Sunday. He was on his way creditable to the sooiety and the town.
to Boston.
•» «

J.

—

A Nervous

Baldwin.

heard of

from chewers of

For

years B. L.

|

_

^

Ivorine

Washing
use

altogether
is the best washing powder
ever

For

tried.

lace curtains and

washing

fine work

q

^

^

<j$

m

has

_

^

have found.”

proved superior to anything I

where at 4.00 a pair.
One lot of men’s Ulsters at $4.98.

BOYS’ DEPARTMENT.
One Lot of

|j

|

j|
|
|

sort of wild, irresistible desire to imitate her.
In the first class of the girls’ school
twenty nine of the children began dancing and four in the second class. Iu the
upper boys’ school four of the lads were
seized and three in the lower school.
The attacks were repeated on the following day and in the osaes of some of
the ohildren, lasted from one and a half
to two hours and in a few cases even

longer.

It seems that the St. Vitus’ dance has
in isolated cases among the
Rehlingen school ohildren several times
during the last few years. The sohools
were ordered to be closed for three weeks.
—Westminster Gazette.

been the

most

%

Popular Chew.4,
FIRST GLASS
I

A

N

O

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
g

<o

Very Fancy

a n s
or

Plain at

NO. 1141-2 EXCHANCE ST.

HASTINGS’.

W. P.

TAXES FOR 1895,

At the meeting of Cumberland County
The Ladies sewing circle met the past
week with Mrs. Amos Richardson. Quite Pomona Grange,
with Pleasant
held
a large number were present and a
good River
the following resolutions
Grange,
circle
will
time was enjoyed. The next
were adopted, G. W. Hatch, secretary:
meet at the parsonage.
There are more apples in this vicinity
Bowing reverently to the Supreme,
**
than at first supposed.
who in His infinite wisdom has seen fit
to remove from this grange our beloved
Boothbay.
and honored brother Joseph Kamsdell,
Boothbay, Oct. 7.—Mrs. B. 'P. Giles, therefore be it
TRncnlvpH To cherish his momerv as a
who was so severely injured a short time
ago by the upsetting of a carriage, was brother of unswerving fidelity and loyaland
intershaken up aud probably injured
ty to the principles of our order,
nally. She is quite an old lady and her though we shall miss his cheerful greetrecovery is rather doubtful.
ing and ever welcome sympathy we canMrs. J. E. Kelley and Mrs. Frank not regret that he has been relieved from
in
Bosto
friends
Carlisle are on a visit
suffering and gone to the land where
ton for a short time.
pain and suffering are unknown.
We are haring some very cold nights,
Resolved, That we extend to his befrost being quite heavy on low lands.
reaved family our heartfelt sympathy in
commend
is
The apple crop through this section
this their great sorrow and
bo
very small, but for all this they are hard them to Him, who has promised to
the
to sell for 80 cents to $1.00 per bushel.1
the “widow’s God and a E’ather to
Mr. Goo. B. Lewis is contemplating fatherless.”
moving his family to Iceboro, where Mr.
Resolved, That a copy of these resoluLewis is conducting a boarding house.
tions be placed upon our records, also a
The fish wardens have been attending copy sent to the family of our deooased
right after their business of late. A good brother, and Portland PRESS for pubmany ot the fishermen got rather careless lication.
SAMUEL WEYMOUTH,
and neglectful of the law and will have
MRS. GEO. P. KNIGHT,
to pay the penalty.
N. S. SHURTLEFF,
Windham.
Committee on Resolutions.
Oct
Windham
7.—The
South Windham,
At the meeting of Cumberland County
S. S. Association will hold its autumn
held
with Pleasant
convention at the Free Baptist church at Pomona Grange,
folSouth Windham, on Wednesday, Oct. 9th River Grange, September 28th, the
afternoon and evening. This will be the lowing resolutions were adopted:

programme:

CITY OF PORTLAND.

1.30— Praise service.
1.45—Reading of Scripture and Prayer,
I
Treasurer’s Office,
words of welcome by Mrs. Joseph Reade,
September 10, 1895. )
response by Mrs. Carl Shaw, reading of
VOTK’E is hereby given that the tax bills foi
of committee on
Is the year 1895 have been committed to mi minutes, appointmentfive minute
resolutions, singing,
papers.
with a warrant for the collection of the same
The
2.15—
Day and -the Duty, by Mrs L.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a
Maria Jones.
Discount of One Per Cent
2.30— The Dangers of Discouragement,
by Mrs. Sumner Varney.
will he allowed on all said taxes paid on or be
2.45—Teaching the Children to Give,
fore Thursday, October 31, .1895, and on al I
taxes paid alter October 31st interest will bi
by Mrs. Thomas Varney.
3.00— Value of Bible
charged at the rate of C per cent annum.
Study in Our
GEOKGE H. LIBBY.
Homes, by Mrs. Hacker Hall, singing,
Treasurer and Collector,
collection.
3.20—Question box. Conducted by Rev.
J. A. Aiken.
3.30— Address, Winning others; from
what, to what, and how? Singing.
7.00— Praise service.
7.15— Address, The Aim of the Sunday
a
School, its place and purpose, by Rov.
C. C. Phelan; singing; collection.
*
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The laborer
is worthy
of his hire.

^T

we cannot make a
on an order, we do
want it. We are not

g

Free Pills-

If

Sena your address to H. E. Bucklen &
5}
Co., Chicago, and get a free sample box
5J
of Dr. King’s New Life Pills. A trial
^
yv
will convince you of their merits. These
^
pills are easy in action and are particubusiness ar< I larly effective in the cure of Constipation
All men
and Sick Headache.
For Malaria and
for the same ent | Liver troubles they have been proved inV
V
valuable.
and what one maa is after
They are guaranteed to be
lie must accede to others. V
y
perfectly free from every deleterious sub
V
You are the “one,” we V
stance
and
to
be purely vegetable. They
Our V
v
are the “others.”
do not weaken by their action, but by
V
y
prices, work considered,
giving tone to stomach and bowels greatare not high, and we have
V
V
know how to make
the
ly inivgorate tho system. Regular size
V
Sold by Geo. M. Young.
25c per box.
the result attractive.
H. G,
Druggist, 489 Congress street.
Starr, Westbrook.
v
The Thurston Print,

profit

not
in the printing business
for our health—but for
the money there is in it.

A
A
A

doing

working

^

w

y

97 1-2 Exchange Street,

^^

WEDDING RINGS.
Diamonds
Gold Rings,
Thousand Solid
Froeralds, Pearls. Opals, Rubles, Moon Stones an<
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement am
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest Stoek. Bes
McKENjfY, the Jeweler
Goods. Lowest Prices.
auglXJdtf
Monument Sauaru*
A

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

THE BEST SALVE

in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erupand
tions,
positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
For sale by Geo.
Price 25 cents per box
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. (3. gtarr,

Westbrook.

Whereas, In view of the loss wo have
sustained by the decease of our brother,
Hozeklah
Whitney, and of the still
heavier loss sustained by those nearest
and dearest to him, therefore be it
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute
to the memory of the departed to say that
from
our
in regretting his removal
midst, we mourn for one who was in
every way worthy of our respect and re-

----

doing without, nor does it
mean buying cheap clothing. The better
in
grade you get the more economical it is
if
little
costs
Good
the long run
clothing
The
the
at
right
right place.
only you buy
Dosn’t

links are broken,
Hand clasps given and last words spoken,
our
loved ones wait,
know
wo
But
Just beyond the Heavenly gate.

And

our dear Master’s
there once more meet

soon

We will

aji

call,
all,

We

That a copy of these resolutions be placed upon our records, also a
to the family of our deceased
sent
copy
brother, and to the Portland PRESS for

It is too bad to spend half of a short
a
life distressed with neuralgia, when
25 cent bottle of Salvation Oil will cure
i*

onickly.

sell

One

this

clothing

more

of the best material.
to

you—big

It means economy

business for us.

Price,

Spot

CO.,

Cash

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS,
26 and 28 Monument Square.

clothing

^

A. F. HILL* CO.

dlW

nnta

_____—----—---
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All
That is Best
in an experience of over fifty years >
combined with modern invention1
and improvement makes the
j

j

GOLD CLARION

Portable Ming Range:
F«r 1895

•

;

Made in
the best In tlie market.
every style for wood or coal or with our Famous Removable Dockash j
Grate. If not for sale in your locality, do not pay a larger profit on in-,
ferior makes represented as “just as good,” but ask us where to get the
best. Made and warranted by
j
Incorporated I894.

WOOD & BISHOP GO., BANGOR,

■_

MAINE.!

IMMUMMUMyWMWWMMUyW**

I

HIGH TEST OILS
-AND-

NEW

GASOLINE.
best GASOLINE for yorr
order from us. We nil any
cans to
size package and we loan 5 gallon
GASOLINE or OIL CUSTOMERS.
It you want the
stoves this summer,

Fall

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroudwater, Cash’s Corner, Pieasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knightvllle, WEEK.
MONDAY OF EACH

Woodfords and East Deering,
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Knightville, So. Portland and Willard,

THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodtords and Morrills,
FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.
Drop

us a

Postal

or

Telephone, 318-3.

Styles

In fine Woolens for Custom clothing.
Full and complete stock of ready made

make. Everything that is new and desiOverc oats, Suits and Trousers of our o wn
rahle in Furnishing goobs.
the
We are Agents for
following

specialties:
The Jarose Hygienic Underwear, Dr.
Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Undeawear,
Noyes Bros, perfect fitting Shirts; Mack-

entoshcs made to Measure.
—

■L,**i*.

IjWffcH

^

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL

PENNYROYAL PILLS. •r.r5”"“°=5

for DB. MOTT’S PBBKYBOYAL PILLS and take no other.
Send fpr ciroular. Price 8LOO per box, b boxes lor i>».00.
Cleveland. Ohio.
PDB. MOTT’S riHEMTCAT/ CO.,
octs tu,th&Stf
For sale by Landers & Babbige, 17 Monument Square. Portland, Maine.

lAsk

publicat'on^AMUEL WEYMOUTH,

MRS. GEO. F KNIGHT,
N. S. SHURTLEFF,
Committee on Resolu tions.

mean we

store.

fall than any one else hereabouts. Tha
means low prices. It means too that the
will be the very latest styles and

And whence our work is ended,
And our labors all are done,
.May we wear a crown of glory,
That we all liavo nobly won.
Resolved,

_o-■—-

IRA F. CLARK &

mean

place means this

to

e

_

%*

Resolved, That

One by one th

pair.

equalled.
prices are uniformly low. Our prices never
be
cannot
Our
copied by
prices
prices do our talking.
which
business
our
make
would-be competitors. Our prices
select
State
to
the
in
Stock
talks for itself. We have the largest
fact.
actual
but
the
from. Thi/s is not newspaper talk,

IN CLOTHES

that we strive to emulate his devotion to
all the duties which devolved upon him
this
an
officer of
as a member and

well.

a

Our
Our

ECONOMY

Resolved, That in tho death of our
brother, the members of this grange have
sustained apersonal loss and that we shall
and
ever appreciate his manly virtues
and further
noble Christian character,

we extend our heartfelt
the bereaved
fumily, realno'
words
of ours can heal the
izing that
commend
we
would
hearts,
wounded
and
all wise
them to the care of tho
loving father, “who does all things

_

«

|

gard.

sympathy

from

and Drawers at
Two cases of lien’s Hatnral Wool Shirts
same
thing.
45c each. Others ask 75c for the
pair for^2oc.
One hundred dozen Wool Hose, 1^ l-2c,
a pair.
One hundred and fifty dozen Suspenders at 8c

play.

Tobacco has

years, prices

One hundred dozen lined T. Buck Gloves at 19c

THE N.K.PAtRBANK COMPANY,
Boston.
Portland.Me. &
Chicago. 224 State St.,

_t--

age 3 to 8

pairs odd Short Pants at 19c a pair.
hundred pairs odd Short Pants at4oc a pair.

One

g
g

—

appeared

$1.60. Others ask 2.50 for

One hundred

|
|

to
Genuine COTTOLENE Is Bold everywhere
and steer $
tins, with trade-marks “CoKo/ene” tin.
Uead in cotton-plant wreath—on every

at

Fauntleroy Suits from $2.00 to 6.00.
Boys’ Sailor Collar Reefers from $2.50 to 9.00.
Boys’ Reefers, age 8 to 16, from $4 to 10.

|

a

In Memoriam.

$3.00 to 7.00.

|

tary motions had so powerful a physical
influence on her fellow scholars that all
in them seemed to be dewill
power

stroyed by

Boys’ Sailor collar Suits,

|

!

Boys’ Reefer Suits

none better.

When your cake is heavy, sogsure a
gy, indigestible, it’s a pretty
it
shorten
sign that you didn’t
with COTTOLENE. When this
great shortening is rightly used,
the result will surely satisfy the ^
most fastidious. Always remember
that the quality of COTTOLENE
makes a little of it go a long way.
It’s willful waste to use more
than two-thirds as much as you i
would of lard or butter. Always ||
use COTTOLENE this way, and i
your cake and pastry will always
be light, wholesome, delicious.

a

,

__o--

One lot of men’s Suits at $4.98, would be cheep at 6.00.
One lot of men’s Suits at $6.00 and 8.00, others ask 10.00
and 12.00 for the same thing.
fast color, at
One lot of men’s Blue Chinchilla Overcoats,
$3.98, sold elsewhere at 6.00.
at
One lot of men’s Blue and Black Beaver Overcoats
$6.00, worth 10.00.
One lot of men’s wool Pants at $1.25, worth 2.50.
else*
One lot of hair lined Putnam Pants at $2.98, sold

2
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A Few of Our Many Bargains.

<|>
<p

Powder

I have

:

CLOTHING
|8

“Your

which I

A.JXTJD

Acknowledge No Equals

Epidemic.

Katherina Sohnubel, a girl of 12. During
violent thunderstorm in school hours
she trembled and quaked as if in a palsy
and then threw out her arms and legs,
sprang from her seat and danced hysterically. The sight of Katherina’s involun-

son.

over 20

--

A St. Vitus’ dance epidemio has seized
upon the school ohildren of Rehlingen,
a village near Trier, on the Moselle.
It began suddenly on July 25th with

East Baldwin, Oct. 7.—Geo. P. Richardson, who has been at Jackson, N. H.,
for the summer, arrived home last week.
Mr. El F. Richardson, of the Boston
is spending a short
Fire Department,
vacation with his uncle, L. S. RichardMr. and Mr. J. A. Small, of Portland,
are at Mr. E. W. Rounds’.
Mr. L. Decker is moving his house from
Fremont St.
While Mr. O. F. Weeman and Miss
Roxana Parker of North Baldwin were
riding through this village Sunday aftera
noon, Mr. Weeman’s colt took fright at
piece of paper in the street and bolted,
out
overturning the carriage and throwing
the occupants. Miss Parker escaped without injury, but Mr. Weeman was not so
lucky, being somewhat bruised and shakThe carriage was badly smashed.
en up.
West Baldwin, Oct. 7.—The Maine Central Railroad Co. are preparing to lay a
new side track at West Baldwin station.
There will be a harvest concert at the
ohurchain/a short time. Date to be announced later.
The base ball team of this place won
their third straight victory over the Cornish nine at Cornish Saturday, by a score
of 13 to 8. By a previous agreement the
West Baldwin boys were to have the gate
money, but being misinformed as to the
whereabouts of the money by several
members of the Cornish team, the boys
concluded to return without it and to be
careful in the future with whom they
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S. A. MADDOX,
OIL Dealer,

35 Middle
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Portland, Me.
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GEORGE LIBBY,
Attorney and Gnunselnr at Law,
Room

27-28-29,

98 Exchange St,
sepl7dlm

Danforth Block.
Portland, Me.
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but

will

not consent to arbitration in
regard
to the rest of it, holding that she has a
clear title. When Congress meets undoubtedly tho whole matter will be
brought up and some vigorous resolutions
wij.l bo introduoed in support of the

passed
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Blackburn says that the silver sentiment
Is gowing in Kentucky instead of declining, as the administration folks are wont
to represent.
All the

principles
good

of the A. P. A.

that
better main-

be
tained by open advocacy in broad daylight than by the methoiis.which this or-

are

sound and

can

ganization resorts to.
Tho first two days of (October disposed
of most of the surplus of
000,000 which
the treasury claimed for September. Apparently the authorities forced a surplus

Mrs. Keeley, the famous old English
actress, now within three months of 90
the
other
day recited with force and

pathos

written

for her

upon
tho occasion of the benefit performance in
aid of a hospital for sick children.
Emperor William frequenty goes about
some verses

his capital in disguise mixing Incognito
with all classes of his subjects. In the
guise of a sailor, he passed a day and a
night In visiting the saloons frequented
by sailors and common soldiers, discussing with the men whom he ruet the hardships and difficulties of their lot. He
listened attentively to their stories and
asked numbers of questions, lie did not
close his investigation until late at night
in a low saloon ho found himself among
a company of drunken sailors who insistHis
tbom.
ed on his dancing with
majesty drew the line at this and abrupta
couple
ly quitted the place, guarded by
of men who until that moment had appeared to be his half-intoxicated companions.
King Humbert owns nearly 200 horses,

combining.

It is

comprehensible
of her experiences, simply and
from Ken- narative

publishers

a

Secretary Carlisle has news
It bebut charmingly told.
ucky which leads him to believe that the frankly,
with her first memory, the appeargins
and
as
is
such
'a
state
going Republican,
t

showing is particularly fine in the
Styles of these Standard Carpets.

Our
Fall

ance

TRY
ITAT
OUR
RISK

SOLD

F-tOO
I

LOWELL

i

BIGELOW.
5

Either of these
sures the BEST.

modest); prevents
I m a n y girls from

Massachusetts

Central
Labor
Union opposes biennial elections and will
do its best to defeat the proposed constitutional amendment. It holds that fre-

quent elections are the safeguards of the
people, and that the movement for a
ohango emanates from the plutoorats and
the corporations. A good deal can be
said in favor of this position of the
laboring men. Frequent elections are no
doubt valuable safeguards, but elections
will not be very infrequent in Massachusetts, even if the state election drops
cut every other year.
We observe that some of ex-Prosident
Harrison’s friends are saying that he was

opposed to the McKinley bill and that ho
considered tho appropriations of the Fiftyfirst Congress too large. The constitution empowers the President to veto
that he does not approve of.
Mr. Harrison was President when the
McKinley bill and the appropriation bills

measures

of the Fifty-first Congress were passed
and if ho disapproved of them it was in
bis power to make his disapproval known
in a very effective way. But he signed
them all, and until very recently nobody
ever heard that be had any misgivings on
tho subject.
Perhaps howeier he surrendered to what be considered at tho time,
tho voice of the people, just as he expresses a willingness to do now if the voice of
the people demands that he shall be
didate for the Presidency.

a can

Precisely what the administration is
relative
to
the
doing
dispute
between Great Britain and Venezuela is
not made public, though there are signs
that Secretary Olney has" been giving it
considerable attention. Great Britain,
according to the statement of Sir Julian
jPauncel'ote, is willing to arbitrate con-

learning the things
that they ought to
know before they

duties
of matrimony and
y 1)1 maternity. Women
VsvS generally take these
assume

'ti

p/'jl

t

I

l
I
m

most

the

important

steps in their lives,
without knowing in any degree what they
and trials
mean, or what responsibilities
thing
they bring. The highest and best
and rear
to
bear
do
is
can
woman
that any
The accomchildren.
intelligent
healthy,
enplishment of this end depends almost
tirely upon her health and particularly
of the organs
upon the health and strength
distinctly feminine. The state of the children. both intellectual and physical depends on the mother. If she doesn't care
enough for her own comfort and happiness
to take the proper care of herself, she certainly ought to do itffor the sake of her
children. To a very large extent, the destiny and achievement of a man is decided
in the months before liis birth. During
that time is determined whether or not he
is to be of robust health and strong intellect. During that time, his mind and body
are started on the path that they will follow
Circumstances may influthrough life.
ence him, but he cannot get away from the
effects of pre-natal influences. One of the
principal uses of Dr. Pierce’sofFavorite Preprospective
scription is the preparation
mothers for the time of trial and danger
that conies when a child is born. The “Prescription” is strengthening and invigorating
and lessens pain an<Fdanger. It insures the
health
perfect well-being and the perfect woman
of both mother and child. Every
should know these tilings before she really
needs to know them. There are many
thines in Dr. Pierce’s “Common Sense
Medical Adviser,’’ that every woman ought
to know. This celebrated work has reached
The
a sale of 63o.ooo copies at fi.50 each.
been
expense of production hating thus
covered. 500.000copies are now being given
A copy will lie sent to any address
away.
on
receipt of twenty-one (21) one-cent
stamps to cover cost of mailing only.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, No. 663 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

in the back

names woven

en-

We make
specialty of both the Lowell and
Bigelow carpets and show a strong and complete line of exclusive designs.
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PAMPHLET

Union Mutual Life'’
Insurance Company,

■

■

24

ell THROUGH
LIFE.

J

possession

T

Have you

Helpmate

this

Is

“INVEST IN MAINE”
Is the UNION MUTUAL’S motto!
Is it yours?
To insure your life is the

His celebrated

±
Remember
| noted.
f

WISEST POSSIBLE INVESTMENT.

Look at

|

styles
Dunlap

50c Ties.

«tf

WOODBURY

Count;, 0,

To all whom it may conc*m: I hereby teitify to tbe wonderful propertlee
or P. P. P. for eruption, of the akin. I
mffered for several years with

•kin Cancer Cared*

may say, without fear of
contradiction, that JP. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
speedy and permanent ourea
nail cases.
eczema—we

Sequin, Tex., January 14,1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros.. Savann&c,
Ga.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: IS
purifies the blood and removes all lr*

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose brood is in an impure condition, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful touio and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P.-Prickly Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

FRAMINGHAM,

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak 1b the highest terms of
your madicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 y ears, was treated by the very beet;
ana spent hundreds of dolars, triad evary known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one Dottle of your P. P. P., and can

trouble.

fshyelcians

Book

Vomn^ul^
Attorney

at

PROPRIETORS.

Xdppmnn’s Block,»«venn*h, CMl

Green County, Mo,

GILDEMEESTER &
RAVE

617 Congress Street,

3NTO

PREDICTIONS^

KROEGER

sep5

SUPERIOR.

P. J. GILDEMEESTER,
Many years managing partner of
Ckickering & Sons.

dtf

HENRY

KROEGER,

For 20 years superintendent o
Steinway & Sons Factories.
•

-—

Cressey,

Are uncertain hut wc are nositive that you
will need a, pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers 'for
Fall and Whiter wear. Now we are constantly
receiving our lines of Pall and Winter Footwear, comprising the latest, and newest styles,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest

sep 5

SWAN

Upright Pianos,
-

Jones

MUSIC HOUSE .538

MASS.,

&

Allen,

CONGRESS STREET.

•

Autumn

Ex-

th4s.hU
***

cur8,o,,s

hy

-FOR SALE BY

through points.

sep24

BAWK.J3.nti,
IlyJ 7

offered in Portland.
Call and see our Children's School Shoes.

F. C. WHITE,

tions.
aCascmc

j

sold in Portland

or

mon?v refunded.

These are our finest building lots and are
offered to induce immediate development. No
back lots will he offered. Electrics run directly b>. All lots <7J feet front. A Sale positive
If rainy postponed one week.
large part of
purchase price can remain on mortgage. Plan
at our office.

GO.,

RICHARDSON LUND CO.,
oct8

On Saturday, Oc'oler lftb, at 11 o’clock
m., on the premia s, we shall sell the two
story French rouf uousa No. 9.' l ine street,
and
it has 11 finished roo > s besides Oath
halls, cemen ^d cellar, goon fmnace. etc.
This house is thoroughly built and lias just
been painted outside; plumbing is in per45(10 sou a re feet, on
fect odei; lot about
This
which are frui' trees in full bearing.
to
sale offers an
unusual opportunity
secure an exceptionally pleasen*, healthful,
Part, of
homo or a profitable investment.
purchase price can leinain on mortgage.
Full particulars at time ot sale. House open
for inspection Friday, October 10;h. and on
For further information
morning of sale.
octSdtd
inquire of auctioneers.

00,

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO.*

5’s,

f

1

sep2-5-S

Fr

GEO.

Typewriting.

1

F.

lit!

O.

BAILEY &

COv

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

DUNCAN,

42 Exchange Street,

Auctioneers.

SALE.
On Wednesday. October 9. 1395, at 10.30 a.
the
real
estate
and personal
sell
shall
m„ I
property of Stephen 11. Hamilton, at Clieon
the
which
consists
Island,
premises,
beague
of a stock of groceries, dry and lancy goods,
store fixtu es, interest in Schooner Cora McKav. and all other personal property belonging
to this estate; at 12 m. the real estate consisting of lot of land with store and out- buildings
thereon, an undivided half of the Wallace property. wood lot containing about 4. acres, and
interest of said Hamilton in the lot. and buildings assigned to Eleanors. Hamilton as dower
March 31, 1881, all on Chebeague Island.
Terms cash.
W. 1C. NEAL, Assignee.
ASSIGNEE’S

KNOX & LINGOLN R’Y.

Also, Headquarters tor Shorthand Work

ENTENNIAl. BI.OCK, 0.3 EXCHANGE ST
ianl
o edit

dtd

a.

Guaranteed Principal and
Interest bv the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

and

(opp Preble

Valuable Real Estate So. 92 Pine St.,
Corner of Lewis, at Auction.

dtt

THIRTY YEAR

478 1-2 CONGRESS ST„
House)

By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctiouees.

dtf

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
medtcaj SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING

by E. L. FOSS. 639 Congress St., ami by L. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St

101

OCT,

at 2.30 Afternoon.

CONSOL. 4’s,
DUE 1912.

eodtf

Write us, free
book, Healed plain wrapper, with testimonials and
financial rpfprpnrcs No charge for conisnlta*
ertised agents, or address NERVE SEED CO.,
to care

THURSDAY,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Thl. Famous BcmedyoureBqnloklr.permanei*.
ly all nervous diseases. Weak Memory,LosHof Brain
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, Host Vitality,
nightly emissions, evil dreams, Impotency and wasting diseases caused by youthful error, or exees.es. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood builder. Makes tho pale and puny strong and
Plump. Basilv carried In vest pocket. #1 per box)
« for SB. btmail orepald with a written guarantee

ever

Lots

Building

Oceanvalo (East Peering),

--

H. M. PAYSON &

co.
lnt S' s.
Steamers. Return tickets good
for 30 days.
Low rates to the
many

SALE^

MAIN, PRESUMSCOTT & FOREST STS,.

Town of Pittsfield, Ma’ne. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-Zs.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's,
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddook, Pem, 41-2's and 5'3.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdansburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

dtf

P A

A M

SAEKS

PORTLAND, ME.

&1BARRETT,

BANKERS.

25c.

15c

m

jly26sodtt

Holders ot above bonds are hereby notified
that, in accordance with the term* of the
mortgage, their bonds are called in for payment October 1. 1805, upon which date interest will cease.
We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued interest at any time on presentation.
Having been awarded the new issue of 80
year 4 1-2 per cent gold, first mortgage bonds of
tills company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders ot the old bonds upon favorable
terms if applied for at an early date.

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Choice

BONDS

BANKING

"

_n v_

53 Exchange Street,

Law.

LIPPMAN BROS.

than

20

5s,

RAILWAY

NORTHERN

DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

Mailed Fist

reserved, children 25c adults 35c*

admission

AUCTION

INVESTMENTS.
Mortgage 6’s, Town
of Dexter, Maine, 6's.

First

Saturday,

ACUTION

INTER EST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

M

on Blood Diseases

ALL

say It has done me more
anything I have overtaken.
can recommend your medicine to all
sufferers of the abovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY,

cheerfully

C.McCOULDRIC.IVIgr.

STREET

WATER CO.

rltatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I have taken flvo or six bottles
end feel confident that another coarse
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from Indigestion and stomach

those

oct7fttd

and carefully selected

dtf

TitHmonyfrom lha Mayor of 8equinsTMti

frositive,

Grand and

COLD

NOTICE.

(Signed b;' # J. D.

M. C. R. E. to

on

PORTLAND TRUST CO.

Exchange Sts.

oct2

I tried every known reap
my faoe.
dy but in vain.until P. P. P. waauaed.
and am now entirely cured.

•*

ex-

OHIO BONDS,
& MOULTON, Rockland Water Company.

Cor. Middle and

an unon

Half fare

bolding Ingersoll tickets.

Matinee

proposed

sep30<11

BANKERS.

sightly and disagreeable ernption

primary, secondary and tertiury
syphilis, for blood poisoning, merourial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,

1,1909.

Waterville is one of the most
prosperous cities in the State of
and
we Jrecommend
Maine,
these bonds for Trust Funds. i_*

Opt. J. D. Johnston,

For

Springfield,

Due December

Wednesday.

change at this time, the holders
thereby obtaining a long, choice security at a moderate cost.
The 4's not exchanged, as above,
will be offered to the public at an
advanced price.

4’s.

Be.P.ctfuli™W
Brown
Aberdeen,

ments.
We recommend the

WATERVILLE, Me.

?'ourP.P.

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
sickness,
gloomy
happinessandwhere
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings

food

CITY OF

basis,

Military Comedy Drama,
“A FAIR REBEL”

Home Investment

P, at Hot Springs.Ark..ana
t has done me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Springs*
Send three bottles 0. O. D.

and Scrofula

Sole Now England Representatives lor the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

.wtotf®

favorable

siring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

Call and

s«-

on

Col. Ingersoll’s latest, most brilliant and masterful platform effort.—
New York Herald.
Tickets oOc, 75c, $1.00. Sale
Music
Store
at
Stockbridge’s

and ob-

Nights, Friday

Interest allowed oa Time Deposit*.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations. Banks, and others de-

Are entirely rein even by P.PA
—Prickly Ash. Poke Root and Potw
glum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
Absrdbbn, O.. July 21,1891.
Mbssrs Lippman Bros. Savannah.
Ga.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle o|

Rheumatism

The M.STEINERT&SONS GO.,

ConSr<!ss

Current Accounts received

“WHICH WAY.”

dlt
oet8
fact that these 4 per cent bonds are
a first
on
how
mortgage
practically
the road, as there will be only $1,CITY HALL
253,300 outstanding [when the
Leeds & Farmington are converted] Two
and
out of a total of $9,000,000, to take
October 11th and 12th.
the place of prior lien bonds; in five
MATINEE SAT. 2.30 P .M.
years this balance will have been retired and the consolidated mortgage
become a first lien.
The Great
The saving in the interest charges
in the next few years is approximately $75,000; this is in addition to
A great Boston Success.
amount saved in 1894 of $21,000,
a total of nearly $100,000 or
making
ENCHANTING STORY OF THE WAR.
2 per cent on the stock; increasing
Realistic Scene of the Escape
the present net earnings to over
front Eibby Prison.
$500,000 or 10 per cent, on the capithe
balon
sale Monday, 9 a, m., at Chandler’s
6
cent,
is
now
Seats
tal; per
paid,
Music Store, 431 Congress St.
ance going to surplus und improveEvening; prices 35c, 50c, 75c.

term*.

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA,
KiDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

■bumbmmbhbmbmmbHBHI /

AGEWT.

seplC

surplus

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

assortment.

BOdtf

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

Is the most wonderful musical Instrument ever
made. See what well known people say about
it:
From Sig. Campanini, the great operatic
tenor: “1 think the fact that after having used
New York, 1 purone for several months in
chased another for my home in Italy, is the
strongest evidence of my appreciation of Its
many excellences. No one who understands
good music can hear the ASOLIAN without purchasing one if they can possible afford it.”
From Mrae. Sofia Scalclii, the great Contralto Prima Donna:
“1 find the ASOLIAN not only a wonderful invention, but a musical instrument of great artistic importance. As a vocalist. 1 naturally
think of the great advantage your iELOLlAlN
It
will be to ihose.who sing but do not play.
is a source of great inconvenience for singers
to have to depend upon others to perform tneir
accompaniments. With an ASOL1AN, the most
difficult selections are as easily performed as
a simple ballad.”

prices

large

Hatter and Furrier,

Makes

TheVEOLIAN

WEATHER

a

do your fur repairing very
We
now.
We do all kinds.
quick

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

sep7__<ltf

T.

Minks in

most

and

Jan4

Sts.,

to 5.

capital

COL. ROBERT G.

taining the long consolidated 4’s at
par, by using the premium obtained
on the former in purchasing the 4’s.
We beg to call attention to the

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PretldaU
MARSHALL fl. GODINS. Cashlai

Exchange St.,

V

the

0Ct5

.4

from

the finest.
is

3 7-8 per cent interest

Incorporated 1824.

237*239 Middle Street.

R. H. J O R D A N,

daily

195 Middle St P. a Bsi 1108.

MERRY’S Stock.

TO-NIGHT,

April 1st, 1896, at 4 per cent per anreceivnum for the unexpired time,
ing in exchange an equal number of
Leeds and Farmington bonds, allowing par and 6 per cent accrued interest to date of exchange.
The above is equivalent to selling
the Leeds & Farmington bonds on a

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Your Fur

Cape Look at

You at

MERRY,

SEALED

On exhibition
hear it.

1-8

can

our

DEERINO.

Proposals will be received by tbe
tbe
committee on sewers, or left at
until 12
office of tbe City Clerk,
o’clock,
1895, and
noon, ol Friday, October lltb,
then publicly opened, for tl.e construction
Oak
street and Central
of
sewers on
avenue.
Blank proposals and all necessary
informa'lon may be obtained at tbe o*Sce
Each proposal must
of the City Engineer.
certified check as a
be accompanied by a
tbe
the proposal Is
that
to
city
guarantee
The amount of check
made in good faith.
Central
for Oak street must 1 be $700, for
Tbe check to be returned to
avenue $150.
The right
the bidder if bis bid is rejected.
to reject any and all bids is reserved by the

STATXI

are

the

Sewers—Notice to Contractors.

104

SAUNDERS,

Investment Securities,
Portland. M
Exchange Street
fed28
T.Th&Sat-tf

buying

Before

HALL.

G. E. LOTHROP.

We have bought $633,000 Maine
Central Consol. 4’s, due 1912, and
offers the holders of Leeds and Farmington 6’s, the opportunity to exchange the same for the former on
the following favorable terms.
On or before Nov. 15th, 1895, we
will deliver Maine Central Consol. 4’s
at par, and prepay the interest due

LADIES’ FURS. Casco National Bank

MERRY’S.

L___—T

OF

B.

CITY

DUE JULY I, 1896.

jury.

—

—

FillHDI

First Mortgage 6 per cent Bonds,

bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
(fence and personal interview invited.
FOB SALE BY

HUTSON

30 cents.
Matinee prices, 10 cents to all parts of
the house.
Seats now on sale at the box oflice.

--

Limited to $16,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these

i
£

?

for

Waiting

♦

CITV

ana

January

Thursday Afternoon.Kosedale
Thursday Night.Streets of New York
Friday Afternoon.Phoenix
Friday Night.True as steel
Saturday Afternoon. .Streets of New York
Saturday Night.Plot and Passion
Evening, prices of admission, 10, 20 and

R. R. CO.

TH2

HAT

J

<>

;

payuuio

Orchestra.
Change of bill at each perforiuace.
Wednesday Afternoon..Ilcss the Mad Cap

M. B. GILBERT.

Wednesday Night.Michael Strogoff

LEEDS 1

-OF-

valuable

^vaenrflge

Holder.

iuicusi

AND

$633,000
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death,
the most,
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Respectfully,
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Band

Imperial
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Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company.
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At

and

CO.,

octSdtf

IT HELPS

SUCCeSS

&

KILBORN

T.

W.

Portland, Maine.
©

EPON APPLICATION.
TTh&Stf
septl4

a

r\

©A Policy in this
reliable Maine Company
is the

SUBMITTED

First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds

=

*

Children, Saturday, coinmenoing September 28th; Thursday afternoon class commences October 3d: Evening class Mondays
and
commencing September
Thursdays,
30tb. For furtngfcr particulars please call or
for
circulars.
send

Maine Investments.

or

|

WOULD
YOU
SEE the

OFFERINGS

SAWTELLE
DRAMATIC
CO.

Dancing Glasses.

Gilbert's

ment Securities.

septUtf

<^MAINE^>
Policy Holders

f have recently expressed,
In convincing letters,
their belief and
confidence In the

■

best

quality,

PROMINENT

!

strictly the

makes of

two

Oct. 9th and 10th.
Dinner and supper will be served both days.
Meals for Adults, twenty-five cents. Children
oct8d3t
fifteen cents.

Thursday,

and other Invest-

MATINEE AT

True as Steel.
^
AT 8,
JEVENING
IIONI'UAI.L.
V

SALE!!

DEALERS IN

so

T

The Ladles of the First Free Baptist Church,
will hold a sale of useful and fancy articles, in
Reception Hall. City Building, Wednesday and

Municipal, Railroad

manufactured has

carpet

only

There are

EVERYWHERE

Jet. Congress &

Tho

G. E. LOTHllOP, Lessee and Manager.
—e—

RIGBY PARK GRANDSTAND HALL.
Ticket
THURSDAY EVENING, Oct. 10th.
admitting Gent, and Lady to Dance and Supper,
oct8d3t*
75cts.

STATE & JAMES STS., ALBANY,

much value for the money expended as in Brussels, PROVIDED you buy the BEST goods.

JAMES L. RICE, Grocer,

frighten worth a cent. The Baltimore Connecticut, while cleaning up the rooms
Sun, tho principal organ of the Demoo- after the school closed, discovered 8,978
racy, keeps up tho warfare against him, wads of chewing-gum stuck about in vaand has no difficulty in proving that rious places.__
there are not enough negroes in MaryThe counsel of
land to be dangerous politically even if
older women is of
inestimable value.
tliey were all massed in one party.
A mistaken idea of

no

Probably

of Northern soldiers about her Kentucky home, and the order to float the
Stars and Stripes from the top of the
house, and closes with her retirement
The South Carolina constitution makers from the .stage at the very height of her
She has been nearly two
are
much more anxious for freedom in popularity.
years writing this book which is bound
in
state.
their
own
symThey
Cuba[than
to be a valuable one for theatrical colARTHUR W. PIERCE,
pathize with tho former but they resort to lectors.
REUEL t-JIALL,
all tho devices which ingenuity can sugFather Gavazzi, who was among the de
FRED H. LIBBV',
Committee on Sewers.
oct5dtoctl3
Rome in 1849, and who did
fenders of
gest to stifle the lattor.
his books and lectures to exmuch by
The Cubans have organized a provincial
oite
sympathy for Italy in the United
government with a President and a full States and England, was one of the men
list of secretaries. They are evidently
to whom a monument has been erected
Portland
getting ready to ask recognition from the in Rome during the'recent celebration.
and
unless
United States,
=
Campos suc- It is over
his grave in the Protestant cemSAYS
_it.._U
rvV.svm,*
ceeds in crushing them within the next
Cash
are buried.
1 think
my National
two months the chances are that they Keats and Shelley
A newspaper has just been started in Register bought of you, all you
will get it.
and
am well
claim
for it,
which is
London,
printed on a postal
the system.
Gorman’s candidate for governor of card. The first number has four illustra- pleased with
Maryland still continues to try to fright- tions. a comio tragedy, a few jokes and
en the bolting Democrats by
the spoctre puzzles and some advertisements.
for girls in
ui
The servants in a sohool
duu
xiogiu uumixiaiiiuu.
tuey uun b
result would give him a chance to say
‘‘I told you so,” ho is not apparently
worrying much about it.

Oyster Supper

27 & 29 PINE STS., NEW YORK,

new

J

1

Portland Theatre,

-AND-

.$ CARPETS.

F. E. Clark says:

don

Social Dance
At

and the greatest number of them are English bred. The double row of stalls forms
a regular
stijpet, and each animal has
its name printed in large white letters
above its manger.
In speaking of the restrictions upon
imported literature in Turkey, Rev. l)r.

A text book on chemistry was recently forbidden because it
contained the familiar formula, ‘H 3 O,
by leaving bills unpaid.
which was construed by the sapient censor to mean Hamid H (the reigning SulCovey’s Army long since disappeared
tan) is nothing.
but Coxoy himself is still very much alive
Male elephants are employed, as well as
and has just challenged Campbell, the
femalos, in the Indian army, although
for governor of
Democratic candidate
the latter are preferred. When the former
Ohio, to joint dobate. Campbell thinks are
captured they cannot be liberated
he won’t accept.
again, for in that case the chances of imother elephants in the same
Tho only hope of defeating Tammany prisoning
district would beat an end, as they would
all
elements
the
lies in the fusion of
op- warn others away.
posed to it. If then the overthrow of
Mary Anderson has completed her au‘'
Tammany is tho thing most to be de- tobiograhipcal work, called Memories,
sired there should bo no hesitation about and it is now in the hands of her Lon-

SPENCER TRASK

■■ll—————

AMUSEMENTS.

There Will Be a

CO.

&

BANKERS,

tho House and two Senators, witli powor
to make a complete investigation of the
question. Both parties seom to be alive
to the importance of tho question, and
there is likely to be a good deal of rivalry
between them as to which shall press it

foreign affairs.

KILBORN & CO.,

nil

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

24 Free St-

by the

There are signs even that
the harder.
the administration is about, to show a
little more baokbone in its treatment of

each

W. T.

DR.SWAN’S

Jast Congress
asking that Great Britain arbitrate the
Venzuelan boundary
dispute, and ask
what, if anything, has been dme looking
to such arbitration. Tho resolution will
also provide for the appointment of a
committee consisting of three mombers of
resolutions

|

miscellaneous.

mSCEXXANEOUS.

Monroe doctirne, and in favor of its enforcement in this particular case. Congressman Livingston tells the Washington Star that if tho administraiton does
not take action before Congress meets he
will introduce a resolution in the House
of Representatives which will recite tho

and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
week. T^hree insetions or less,
51.50 per square.
v
Heading Notices in nonpanel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
moments

feu: m

%

certain

a

territory

—AND—

miscellaneous.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
1

F. O. BAILEX.
GXlA.

C. W. ALLEK
fltf

Opposition

STRONG

To

Cape Electrics
Market Square.

in

fore much of

the

business

there

pave the streets it passes over, to pay for
all the paving torn up by it, to remove
snow and ioe in winter,, to deliver and
exto the oiry the dirt resulting from

cavations, etc.
This substitute

must

EOK AND AGAINST.

Mr. Bird said that it was not greatly to
the advantage of the city that the stock
On
of this rood was not owned here.
stock owned here the taxes came to tho
taxes
owned away, the
on stock

city;

if at any time

was

defeated as follows:

Yeas—Dam, Thompson—2.
Nays—Duddy, Peters. Randall,

Smith

—4

The aldermen voting nay
explained
that they thought the order all right, but
been asked of
as such conditions had not
other roads, it should not be asked now.
Alderman Thompson replied that he
had always contended that these fran-

wont to the state.
Mr. Bird also brought up the
point
that
the charter of the road tied tho road
AV.
Hon.
AV.
Interest lug
by
Speeches
chises should not be given away for nothheld
to the Cross street terminus, and
Thomas, Jl'., George E. Bird, Charles
ing. It was a wrong policy that the city
no
had
authorithat the city government
This matter had
had been pursuing.
S. Fohes, E. M. Band and AV. H. Green
If
tho
road
location.
ty to grant the new
too long already.
gone
—Aldermen tVote to Grant Location—
could break away from the Cross street
new
Then Mr. Peters substituted a
Other City Business.
terminus, it can go anywhere in the city ordor for the one that ho had first proPortland.
of
The main interost of the city meeting
order was like Mr.
posed. The new
location would also hurt
The new
Monday evening centered in the petition
that it does not reexcept
Thompson’s,
Elizabeth greatly the United States Hotel property.
of the Portland and Cape
the company to pave entirely the
quire
the
Mr. William H,
Green, representing
electric railroad for leave to change
It must pave
streets on which it passes.
oleetric
location of its tracks so that, instead of Prince’s Express, told how an
between its tracks, however.
for
facilities
their
coining up Cross street, its track may go road would destroy
This order was passed then, Alderman
along Fore street, up Market street aud business on Market street.
Dam alone voting nay because of his obthe
Mi. Charles S. Fobes said that
aloug Federal street to Monument squaro
jection to the double track on Federal
and on and through Monumont square interest ho represented was quite small,
street.
with
take
issue
to
Railfelt
but he
impelled
between the tracks of the Portland
The decision was greeted with applause.
He began
road company aud the eastern line of the some of the statements made.
A petition for the location of the poles
stroot.
by supposing that the road was already was next introduced, and the usual notice
square, to the line of Cougress
Who
Along F’ederal street a double track is built to tho head of Cross street.
of hearing was ordered.
the
asking, oh
asked, and on Fore street a turnout is then would think of
An adjournment of the city
governthe
be
for
asked for. Otherwise the track would
ground of public convenience,
ment was taken until next Monday at
Federal and Market
route
via
roundabout
single.
7.30 o’clock.
the streets. He did not believe in giving up
had read
After Mayor Baxter
VARIOUS ORDERS.
to
this
Portland
Clarence
of
the
streets
foreign
petition for the new location,
Among the orders passed were the
Hale, Esq., attorney for the railroad, corporation. There should be more than
presented a number of petitious, headed one of the longitudinal streets of the city following:
That the city of Portland heartily enCommercial,
by W. W. Thomas, asking for the loca- unincumbered by tracks.
and presently Oxford dorses the petition of the City of Deering
tion. Mr. Hale claimed that the petitions Middle, Congress,
to the County Commissioners praying for
represented nine tenths ot the property streets, will have their tracks.
the widening of Deering avenuo.
the
trusteo of
E. M.
That $33 be paid to George H. Hughey
Hand, Esq.,
owners and those doing business along
He be- United States hotel property, next spoke. of Long Island, for loss of seven sheop
tho line of the proposed location.
and three lambs by dogs on Marsh island.
lieved that there was also a general desire Ho began by commenting on Captain
That $1000 be transferred from the aphe
and
fact
that
the
Win slow’s speech,
for the location.
propriation for a vault in the City
Captain J. S. Winslow was introduced held no stock. Mr. Rand then said that Clerk’s office to the appropriations for
as one

interested

line steamers.
l,

sengers

International
He said that this line
in

fr\T

AAH VQTA 1 Gtino

n

on

the

that Hue,

desiring generally

TAH <3-

well as for people
to get to the water
as

front.
K. M. Rand, Esq., here asked leave to
ask a question, «nd inquired of Captain
Winslow if he was not a member of tho
Portland and Cape Elizabeth railroai
Captain Winslow replied that he was.
You are the president, are you not?
I

am.

May I inquire how much stock

you

own?

Captain

Winslow demurred.

If you

object I will

he had not heard a single valid reason
given for granting this new location. He

That a sidewalk be laid at Nos 46 to 64
Elm street.
iuwi
wean
That $500 be transferred from the apLlgiOCU. Will! iUl. iJUU HUtiii liio
limited by the head of Cross street and propriation for bells and clocks to the apThat propriation for electrical applicants.
Portland bridge for its location.
That 1895. taxes on the property of the
unassailwas
absolutely
legal proposition
heirs of the late Elias Merrill on Chadof
able. Mr. Rand said that as trustee
wick, West and Vaughn stroet, be abated
the agreement
the estate of John W. Lane, he repre- to the extent called for by
of December 36, 1878.
other
than any
sented more property
REVISION OF CITY CHARTER.
That estate held tho
person present.
that the mayor be
corner of
the
was
voted
It
block of five stores on
Temple and Federal street, as well as the authorized to appoint a comepetent person
The to prepare a draft of a new city charter,
hotel property.
States
United
United States hotel property is valued at also to appoint two other persons, who,
conto
with the first named person, shall constiover $79,000, and it is entitled
The
occupants of
property object to this location.

that

sideration.

not

press

the

question.
I object.
Can you then tell me how much stock
0
is owned by Portland people?
I do not think any.
was
William W. Thomas, Jr.,
Hon
He said that Portland
next introduced.
was the hub of this locality. But o£.what
Portland
use was a hub without spokes.
heroism
did little less than an act of
when, in her younger days, she built the
Atlantic and St. Lawrence. But fortune
favored tho brave, and tho city had got
which had
brought
back her money,
prosperity with it. This was the first
Then came other
spoke in the wheel.
the Ogdensburg, Rochester; and

spokes,

electric
Mr. Rand then spoke of the
around the Soldiers’ Monument,
whioh are a disgrace to this city, and
would be a disgrace to any city, North or
He objected to any more tracks
South.

poles

trolley wires in that square.
Mr. Rand also held that by making the
hotel a
spot ip front of the United States
the
terminus, they would take away
right of free entrance to the
or

With applause.
introWeston E. Milliken, Esq.,'was
duced to speak for the
management of
He said tho new electric
Rigby Park.
business advantage,
road was of great
and should, to do its best work, come into Market square,
George E. Bird, in behalf

of

certain

citizens, appeared
IN OPPOSITION.

SEWERS.
Orders for
wore

passed

All knew the great
Yarmouth electric.
commercial business betweeii Yarmouth

and others. He also represented William
G. Davis who had property along the
route. Mr. Bird said that he had listened
but
to Mr. Thomas with much interest,
failed to see the force of the argument.
The Capo Elizabeth spoke had already
It was fixed in the
entered the city.
charter of the road that its tracks should
From
come to the head of Cross street.

and they had legislative
sanction to change their location in PortHe had no doubt that the city
land.
government had a right to make this
location. If any one objected on this

“Purpooduck,”

the courts were open to him. There
nothing particularly sacred about

score,
was

States
tho space In front of the United
hotel. Tho tenants of that hotel were
wrong in supposing that thoir business
would be hurt. As to foroign capital,
there £ anything
poisonous about foroign
was

pestilential
money?

or

Were

afraid to do justice to a man because
Were the
he did not reside in this city?
members of the city government afraid
to give this corporation a chance?
Some controversy arose over the signawe

Mo + Lon

C

CITY’S RIGHTS IN CAPE
BETH CROSSING.

weak, lan
cry of tht
sufferer Iron
Is the

gnid

sick headache
Hood’s Pills cur
this condition
promptly, and s
agreeably that i
is like the plea?
ant change from darkness to daylight
The feeling of otter exhaustion and inr.
bility to work is driven off and the digef,
tive organs are toned, strengthened act
regulated. Hood’s Pills are purely vegetaoie, safe, reliable. 25c. at all druggists.

ELIZA-

Several weoks ago City Solicitor Chap-

requested to ascertain what
rights the city and the Bostoh and
Maine railroad company have, in the
right of way known as Cape Elizabeth
crossing, and under what authority the
man was

tracks are laid across said way.
Mr. Chapman has examined the case
very carefully, and his report is long and
Tho way, oxtending’from the
thorough.
foot of Brackett street to Portland bridge

originally the approach to the bridge
from Brackett street, and before the filling of the fiats was occupied in part by
The proprietors of Portland
the bridge.
bridge were incorporated in 1823, and the
was

bridge was built and used as a toll bridge
until about 1852. when, by act of legislathe
ture, the bridge was acquired by
By legislative
County of Cumberland.
the county
commissioners
act in 1853,
were

authorized to locate

a

side passage

branch, suitable for a highway, loading from the western side of tho bridge,
and above low water mark, to Canal
street, to be maintained as a part of the
In 1855 Portland bridge was
bridge.
In
lowered to land upon Canal street.
new
1856 the committee on laying out
or

rpnnrfinrl

f.ho

liivincr

nnt

nf

E. Rodion, tenants of the United States
hotel, to the petition for the location. Brackett street from its present terminaMr. Rand charged that they had
signed tion near Canal street to Canal street.
It thus appears that the Cape Elizabeth
that the track was
on the representation
crossing was originally a paft of the
to stop on Federal street.
bridge location that as early as 1866 the
Mr. Hale did not think this was so.
When the matter was disoussod by the city council assumed jurisdiction over a
aldermen, Mr. Zenas Thompson was first part of the way; that for many years, so
He agreed with Mr. Thomas, far as this way has been maintained at
to speak.
and thought the proposed location would all from Commercial street to the bridge,
be a benefit. But he believed it was time it has been maintained by the city ; that
that the city should get something out of whatever the original location, the public
these franchises. The pavements in those have acquired the right to a pubiio way

streets wlioro location is asked would
that place to Market square is only a
have
to be greatly
disturbed, especially
Are
the
feet.
hundred
little over four
The
road
the asphalt on Fore street.
people of Portland so degenerate that
tho
should be required to recompense
they cannot walk that distance?
city.
bemust
distinguish
Gentlemen, you
Alderman Dam said he should object to
tween public convenience and corporate
the occupation of Federal street, and ho
greed. There is some cat under the meal,
did not think the public convenience realthough I cannot tell what it is.
it.
The road would convenience nearly as quired
Alderman Duddy said he had favored
Cross
well all the steamers with the
the introduction of the road into the city;
street location.
but thought the road should go down

If fan,

sewers

$300
On Lincoln stroet between Wilmot and
Franklin; estimated exponse $150.

.-t-wranf.c;

conIt was a question whether public
venience-required this location. He then
presented a remonstrance signed by \V.
Benson
L. Wilson, George B. Bagiey,

of

tho construction
follows:

as

On the Eastern Promenade from ConThis could not be done legally.
hotel.
street, and in Moody
gress to Moody
He street between the Eastern
Promenade
There was a cat under tho meal.
Estimated expense
and Morning stroet.
would not say that the object was to get.
$600.
another mile of road on which to issue
On Cumberland street between Hanover
bonds; or that it was to connect with the and Paris streets; estimated
expense

equilibrium

This road will tend to
other places.
arrest this westward growth, and aid the
property in tho central part of ttyo city.
Mr. Thomas’s remarks wero reoelved

Council.
Further that $100 may bo expendod for
the purposes of the commission.

property

the smaller spokes, the electric r rdads. and Purpooduck-by-the-Sea!
a
The latest spoke was the Portland and
Tho United States hotel was not
This was to be handsome building, and the time
was
Cape Elizabeth electric.
a
new
furnished without the expenditure of
building
not far distant when a
It was a free would be
dollar of Portland money.
put there is a credit to the city.
gift, for which credit should be given the The proposed location would be a draw
gentleman sitting here (indicating Mr. back and a hindrance.
Mr! Hale, replying to the objections,
Krutz.)
describe dwelt
Mr. Thomas then wont on to
advantages of quick
upon the
the streets of the city, and to show that suburban transit. This it was that built
the streets
would help
this location
up great cities. This road had built nine
through which it went and preserve an miles of road in a beautiful town that
of property. The tendency of Brother Rand had seen fit to sneer at as
all cities is to grow westward. But Portland has only about three.square miles of
have
territory while other cities rarely
Whenever wo grow
less than twelve.
lavish our growth onto
wo
westward

draft
tute a commission to which said
shall be submitted for
approval; said
draft to be completed before the first day
of the next legislature, and when approved, to be submitted to the City

around by Franklin street to accommoof
date those living in the eastern end
the city.
Alderman Peters thought that now as
the foreign capital had at last come, it
should be greeted with open arms, and
allowed the location.
Alderman Raudall favored the location,
with proper restrictions.
Alderman Smith favored the location.
Then Alderman Peters introduced an
order granting the desired location, with
several conditions.
Among these were
with
that the crossing of the new road
the Portland Railroad's line shall be at
tho expense of the new company, and
shall not

give

any right over

the

Port-

this location.
The better opinion appears to be that
this is a county way within the city
limits, and that the city ha3 the
authority over it that it has over other
county ways within the city limits
If,
its
however, the county has abandoned
rights then the public, represented by
the city, have acquired them.
The only lawful railroad location is
that of the P. S. and P., made in 1841,
which the law of the state authorized at
over

four rods.
Mr. Chapman then cites Webb vs. P.
and
and K. R. R., 57th Me., p.
128,
State vs. P. S. and R. R., 58th Me., pp
46, 47, to show this location and the city
order of December 1, 1873, in relation to
York street bridge, in confirmation. An

agreement mado betwoenjthe city and the
railroad in 1874, recognizes the fact that

His Way from
How a
Young Man Earned
Montreal to Portland.

Miss Mamie Clark of Deering Centre is
still very sick and suffers greatly, though
A young man was going about in Port- it is hoped the worst has passed.
four rods location at the present crossing
Mr. and Mrs. GalliEon of Leland street,
Eliza- land yesterday, trying t to sell a
really
from Commercial street to Cape
beautiful specimen of skilful carving. recently made a visit to Gorham, Mrs.
beth.
With a knife and a piece of pine board he Gallison’s former homo.
NEW BUILDINGS.
Mrs. Bradford of Hartley avenue has
had made a big wide-open flower, witli
to
leave
The following petitions for
symmetrical petals of thin shapely blades returned from Bath, where she went to
and
ereot new buildings were received
were attend her fathor’s funeral.
of wood. The stamens and pistil
referred:
Miss Mattie Jones of Forest avenue, is
not forgotten, and it was all one piece of
Of George B Bagle.v, a wooden two
from a working in
Portland for Messrs. Goudy
spreading
thing
the
whole
wood,
street.
story dwelling at No. 75 Spruce
& Kent.
of a paint brush.
Of R. Cutler Libby, a wooden 2A story handle like that
Mr. andMrs. Crockett of Forest avenue
street.
The young man said that ho had been a
dwelling at No. 84-36 Congrss blacksmith
Of E. F. Snell, a wooden
cabinet maker in Chicago, but that he are both seriously sick.
at
shop (eovored with iron and gravel)
The Crescent, Assembly,(Pythian Siscouldn’t flndiemploymont. there because
No. 60 Cross street.
than terhood),is invited to visit the sister j asOf James H. MoGlinchy, a wooden there are more men to do the work
in sembly of the same order at South Portis necessary.
stabio rear of No. 477 Commercial street
He hoard of a job
Montreal, but when bo reached there, land, October lfitb.
VICTUALLERS.
found no job. He was out ot money and I Miss Annie Hull, who entered Colby
The following victualler’s licenses were
been College
at the opening of the present
wanted to reach Boston. He bad
granfbd subject to the usual conditions:
these beautiful and year, writes from there in a very cheerful
make
to
aocustomed
George Webster ait No. 25 Pearl street;
for his own tone. She
is ranked with the juniors
of Simon Rubinoff at No. 215 Fedoral wonderful wooden flowers
so far
advanced in her studies
street; of George A. Hatch at No. 129 amusement, having been shown how by and has
Market street; of C. F. Stubbs to give a an old man in Chicago.
that, if able to continue her studies there
theatrical exhibition at No. 383, Congress
He
to make and sell them and so long, she can graduate in three years.
tracks
Elizabeth free from railroad
original
of the
limits
the
within
cept

began

street.

his way to
The report of the building inspector thus earned
an
declares that the floor is all right, that a quires to make one,
25
and
is
his
only
the
prioo
roof,
new truss must be made for
that iron straps should be put on the roof
MUSIC AND
tumbles, and that the stairways and
doors be made more

ample.

limit the

right

of the rail-

hour and
cents.

It
a

re-

half,

DRAMA.

The

Hollis street Theatre, BosMISCELLANEOUS.
ton, was produced by the same company
An amendment to the city ordinances at
City Hall last evening. It is similar
was passed to
require that the city in style to all Mr. McNally’s plays, merephysician shall give his attendance at the ly a thread in which to string a lot of
little real
police station and be at the order of the variety business. There
board of health.
wit or humor in the piece. It is by tricks
William Roher was appointed a special and surprises that the fun is created. In
the first not Mr. Dailey is a young spondpoliceman without pay at Long Island.
An insane person was committed to the thrift, and his ricn uncle turns up and
asylum at Augusta.
promises to make him night clerk in the
On account of the presence of ledge the finest hotel in New York. The promise
station is
passageway at the Central fire
is fulfilled in the third'act, but meanto be paved with brick instead of granite. time, in the second act, the scene is laid
In the Common Council.
in a pence Biaujuu wiuu xu.i.
In the lower board there were absont, querading as the captain. There doesn’t
Stevens, seem to be any good excuse for it, but
Haskell, Anderson, Winship,
ences

Payson and Stover.

at

the

whole company is arrested one by
and brought to the station house,
one
and
the act closes with the inevitable
“rehearsal” of a something or other that
is made an excuse for the introduction
The
and dances.
the usual songs
of
the

In this board Messrs. Kent and Mannix
objected eloquently to the transfer from
the appropriation for a vault of 81000;

claiming that amount

was

appropriated

be
should
and the work
board sustained them and whole play is little better^than an excuse
and dances if you sount in a
voted to non-concur in the transfer 9 to 6, for songs
of miscellaneous assortment
of ludicrous,
After transacting a small amount
business the board adjourned till Monday but by no means connected situations.
Mr. Dailey takes the part of More and,
evening next.
on the stage,
when
kept the audience in
Young Women'* Christian Association.
of laughter by his manner of geta roar
of the Young
annual meeting
The
ting off a great lot of nonsense as fast
Women’s ChristianfAssociation was held
his tongue could wag. Jennie Yeaas
last evening at the rooms of the associamans didn’t have a great deal to do, but
The reports of the 'committees
tion.
her stuge presence was good, her danoing
read and accepted. The memberwere
was .pleasing and her imitation of the
mem.ship has increased from 45 charter
Mr. John G. Sparks
debutante capital.
bers to 395 in one year. The general secas Barney Bragon, was a capital Irishretary’s report shows that the number man and gave the best and most natural
callers was 5596; number attending
of
acting in the pieoe. The rost of the comgospel meeting, 3,274; attending educa- pany wore acceptable, and while no one,
tional cases, 219; attending physical culexcept perhaps the lady who danced a jig
245; attending Bible classes, 327; so well she was recalled, had any special
ture,
number of business meetings, 96; attendprominence, they were very good in the
at business meetings, 446; applicaance
general ensemble of songs and dances
tion for work. 487; application for board- in which
There was
they participated.
ing houses, 46; number attending recep- a very good, mock minstrel scene in the
tions, 1,205; number attending girls' third act.
meeting, 114; letters mailed, 477; mineoof muoh
was worthy
The soenery
graph letters mailed, 160; cards mailed, praise, especially the scene representing
410; mlneograph cards, mailed, 62; calls the office of the Hotel Blase in the third
made, 59. The total number of visitors act blazing with electrio lights, which
for the past year has been
to the rooms
ever
one of the best scenic effects
was
The officers are:
14,426.
given in Portland.
President—Mrs. L. M. Leighton.
SawtelleDramatic Company.
Secretary—Miss.Mabel Hooper.
Treasurer—Miss Julia W. Griffin.
A large audience was present at PortBoard of Managers—Mrs. J. R. Libby, land Theatre last
night to witness MilMrs. Matt Hughes, Mrs. D. M. Pratt,
drama “Phoenix”
Mrs. S. F. Pearson, Dr. Ada F. Odiorne, ton Nobles’s four act
Mrs C. P. Griswold,(Mrs. Osman Adams, by the Sawtelle dramatio company, who
Mrs. H. W. Noyes, Mrs. G. K. Comrev, began a
two week’s engagement. SawIsabel Allen, Mrs. H. H. Shaw,
Miss
telle’s is one of the best repertoire compaMts. S. S. Eaton.
nies that has ever played to a Portland
in

good faith

done.

The

Miss Jessie Nickerson, formerly of Westbrook Seminary,has entered Welesley College this year.
Miss Mary Whitney Files of Westbrook
Is visiting at Deering Center.
The annual meeting of the^Ladies’ Circle of Woodfords Congregational church
The following offiwas held last Friday.
olected:
President—Mrs. G. C. Wilson.
First Vice-President—Mrs. E. P. Wil-

cers were

audience,

known operator, had returned home, and
had been succeeded by Mr. Thomas Maalso of Island Pond. Mr. Cabana
son,
to his right place on the
has gone baok
staff of the Grand Trunk at Island Pond

been a great sufferer for many years.
About twelve years ago, while visiting
contracted
friends in New Jersey, she
typhoid fever. She did not recover entireFor
ly, and was ever after an invalid.
about four years before her death she was
confined to her bed. Throughout all her
troubles she maintained n true Christian
rosignat ion.

Ingersoll

at

City Hall Tonight.

Col. Ingersoll, whose alriliites as an orator it is unnecessary at this late day to
dwell upon will appear at City hall this
evening and deliver his latest lecture
“Which Way,” a lecture that has received
the highest encomiums from the Now York
press. The tickets are on salo at Stockbridge's and half fare will be given on
the railroads to all holding lecture tickets.
__

MARRIAGES.
Cape Elizabeth. Oct. 5, by Rev. II. F. Dex;
tor. William R. Johnson and Mrs. Mary .1. Irai
of Portland.
both
ton,
In Bancor. Oct. C, Ralph E. Dickson ana Mrs.
Bernice M. Baohelder. both of Bangor.
In South Brewer, Oct. 2. bred Puffer and Miss
Alice O’Leary.
In Houlton, Oct. X, Charles F. Tliurne and
Miss Edna Bradford.
In Norway, Oct. 1, Henry O. Holden and Josie
M. Ilopt.
In Rangely, Oct. 1, Joseph Lamb and Miss
In

where he is one of the most valued operators on this division*, and Mr. Mason,
also a well-known operator, will remain
h..«n
t.nVinii +.h« r»ln.p« nf Mr. Barrel. anrl
after

his return, of Mr. Pe nfold.
Peace Disturbers

Arrested.

Yesterday, two men, Joseph Wade and
William McBrady, went bo the United
States hotel and there created a very unpleasant scene, indulging in profane and
otherwise objectionable talk, and refusing

raineK

INSOLVENCY COURT.
BEFOKE JUDGE PEABODY.

Monday—This

was

une jrrouuLu uuun

insolvency day

nuu

uuo

iuuuwug

at
uwu

first meetings with creditors:
W.
G.
Fuller & Knight of Freeport.
Eaton chosen assignee.
E.
H.
of
Brunswick.
K.
Asa
Roger?
Wilson chosen assignee.
Samuel
Elmer E. Cross of Portland.
h. Bates chosen assignee.
Walter G. Lord of Portland. John T.

Fagan appointed assignee.
George D. Strout or Portland.
Wilson chosen assignee.
Second meetings with creditors:
Jennie R. Rioker of Portland,

ueen

drinking and

were

spoiling

for

FOR FIVE

and

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
llEFOItE

JUDGE

HOBINSON.

Alonday—John AleCarthy. Intoxication;

$5 and costs

Common drunkard;
Patrick Ford.
fortv davs in the county jail.
William O'Brion. Intoxication; $5 and

seizure;

discharged.

over,

the whole world has

Carlsbad to be
cured. Disorders of the stomach,
of the
of the liver, of the bowels,
bladder,
gout,
and
kidneys
rheumatism, diabetis, obesity—
all have been sent to Carlsbad.
been

coming

10

years.

I AM
A WORKDfG GIRL.

X Stand Ten Honrs

oath
administrator.
of
Frank E. Merrill
Freeport, oath
administrator.
E.
Franois
Sargent of Portland,
account of assignee allowed.

a

light.

urowiey, ageu

(Notice ot funeral hereafter.
In Alfred, Oct. 6. of pneumonia. Mrs. Martha
(Hannon) Allen, widow of the late James G.
Allen, aged 60 years. 3 months, 21 days.
In Ornngton. Oot. 6. Lizzie Konley, daughter
of William Y. and Corrida N. Uillingham, aged
36 years, 10 months.
In Hampden. Oct. 6. Jane S. Mayo, aged 74
years, 7 months and 29 days.
In South Orringtou, Oct. 6, Nathaniel F. Paine,
aged 67 years.

Scott

leave when ordered to do ao. Word was
to the station and orders were given
to all the patrolmen to arrest the mon at
and was
sight. Wade was soon found
Historic Holland.
arrosted by Patrolman Madden, but Mo
A paper has beon loft at Loring. Short
Brady gavo moro troublo. After leaving
the United States hotel be went to West & Harmon’s to receive the names of subon
lecture
Commercial street where he made trouble scribers for an illustrated
He was ordered to “Historic Holland,
Boiles of
and insulted people.
by Dr.
leave the yard of James AlcDonald, but New York. If sufficient encouragement
refused to do so, and in general mads a is given, the lecture can be secured fo
He was arrested by Patrol- Thursday evening, October 17tli.
scene there.
will go before
Judge
man White and
Both men bad
Robinson this fnorning.
HUNDRED YEARS,
to

sene

Here is the very

same

remedy

own

door;

Music Hall.
Dr. Greene’s Grand Illustrated
Course of lectures.

CSPECIAL

TO OU« LADT

a

Day.

SCALERS.}

“I have suffered terribly
with bearingdown pains,

giddiness,backache, and kidney trouble.

Lydia

E. Pink-

ham's
ble
lias
new

Vegeta-

'Compound
given
life.

me

I recit to

ommend
Thirteenth
and Butte Streets. Nicetovrn, Ta.
all.”

—

Maggie

Ltjkens,

I

This
is the

Place

The Greatest Interest and Enthusi-

buy
ISaby

To

Expressed.

asm

Free Admission Granted to Eve-

Tilings.

rybody.

sell

department where we
labies’ furnishings is in the
Comer store, right hand side.
Corner store, right hand side.
Corner store, right hand side.
The

The Other Lectures of the Course
Free.

Also

A grand lecture, replete with many
grand truths and great ideas, was that
delivered last evening in Music Hall by
Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place, Boston,
Mass.
The

physician is

The Doctor is both entertaining and ins ru’.tive; his minute and
comprehensive
descriptions of the various organs and
of
the
their functions,
blood, nerves,
stomach, liver and kidneys, and their respective work in tho process of life, in
health and disease are
So Vivid and Clear.

that one at once feeis like turning to him
who can surely cure. And
as the man
time has vindicated and justified this conothers have seemed to
for
while
fidence,
grope in the dark, the Doctor has walked
in the light; while others have searched
and experimented to no purpose, ho has
and while
made wonderful advances;
others have failed, he has succeeded.
said that the poet is born, not
It is
made; and all feel when listening to the
aloquontf and instructive periods of this
famous man, that tho true phsyiciau who
oan successfully pnetrate the mysteries
of tho human system, and minister to its
ills and needs, is just as surely born, and
not made, as the poet.
Surely it is a
gift of genius which Dr. Greene possesses
such
marvelous
to be able to accomplish
results—no mere product of books or
schools. Nature seems to have designed
him for this supreme mission to suffering
humanity, and she has endowed him
with the necessary capacity to do the
work. Hence he is able to so simplify
the subject in his lectures, and make it
plain to the commonest understanding,
that no one can go away without comprehending the truths he illustrates and
the dangers he reveals.
Society today is filled with over-burdened and over-worked men and women—
tired and run down ; mentally as well as
physically worn out. Theru never was a
ttme.when nervous and chronic disease in
every form was as prevalent or foreshadowed such frightful results to society.
Unless remedied tho inevitable outcome
of it all is easily to be seen. Unless the
end is speedily averted millions of these

struggling,

suffering

men

and

women

become the victims of nervous depression, of a state of nervous and physiThousands already feel'atho
cal collapse.
effeots of this nervous tension and worry

where it

We want you to know just

(Special Despatch from Boston.)
s.

The shelves and counters are full
low of all the new things, and so it is
i good time to come aud select what
New cloaks, new bonnets
rou want.
and hats, new dresses and new underof every kind.

clothing

THE CLOAKS.
The cloaks
and

tonishing
^1-Noh

lars,

pretty and

(r\Y

ones,

long

and

colored

ones

up

of white
the

besides

$2.00.
special bargain

and they start

Tuesday
faille
at

trimmings

fivp Hnl-

tniir r.r

less,

even

styles

30

short,
stairs,
For
woolen

/-Yof

non

really asgood a

It’s

cheap.

to see how

Mr/Mi

or

handsome this year

are

so

never

a

coat

at

(new)

with

in

ribbon

$4.50.

THE BONNETS.
selling babies’
head wear we’ve
proud of our
make. They fit—they’re stylish—they
are well made—in fact they are good
Ever since

we

started
been

bonnets.
There
will

are many cheap kinds but we
have them. They don't fit,

not

right

never look

good

We have

pay

we

whateveryou want to
give you your money’s

and

$3.75

to

and soon grow shabby.
bonnets from 50 Cts.

wiil

worth.

THE OTHER

THINGS.
There are lots of
socks and veils. Best

sacks and

new

selection if you

come now.

Leggings
be needed
Then

cambric

and mittens too which will

soon.

In shirts, and
or

flannel

in

nainsook shirts

we

or

show all

from 50c to $2.00.
and baskets and toilet
bands
Knit
in
fact
articles,

qualities

EYERYTH1XG

will

iwnn

I'

.1

iwI

nnfiiahlnil

norvnnc

hlnnfl

FOR

BABIES.

disorders, stomach weakness, liver derangement, kidney complaint, fearful
head and back ache, and innumerable ills

incident to such a condition.
The Doctor has made those SDecialties a
life study, bringing to the task the learning of an export and the enthusiasm of a
philanthropist, and the vast amount of
good he lias already accomplished through
his marvelous remedies has brought rejoicing to every laud. No other physician
has shown, or can show, such a brilliant
record of wonderful cures as Dr. Greene.
Our health is to be prized above all
things. The most glittering crown would
ill become a sick sovereign, and the
strongest scepter is weak when wiolded
by an invalid arm. Without health
Success

to

now, right at your
the Sprudel Salt (the water evaporated at the spring). For sale
But see that
at all druggists.

Opening Night in

Crowded

successfully.

Jlary Josephine Hersey.
Miss Mary Josephine Hersey, died Sunday, after a long illness, age 46 years.
Miss Hersey was the daughter of the late
She has
city treasurer, H. W. Hersey.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

FIRSTof course.

fame of this celebrated scientific
so widespread that the occasion attracted a large and cultivated audiE. ence, who listened,
Vioo-President—Mrs. A.
Second
spellbound, to his
Marks,
glowing sentences, and went away feeling
Treasurer—Miss Carry Jackson.
they could well congratulate themselves
Secretary—Miss Charlotte Montgomery. at being able to enjoy so rare and so rich
Mrs. Ida Vose Woodbury,has been presi- a treat.
Dr. Greene undoubtedly stands today
dent of this circle for several years, servwithout a rival in this great field of
ing with great acceptability in the office; chronic and nervous diseases, their cause,
but she declined re-election this year, as history and euro, and all that he has to
her many duties in connection with her say upon such an important and vital
is stamped with unimpeachaole
work for the Amerioan Missionary As- subject
authority. His marvelous, impressive
sociation will render it impossible for her and instructive treatment of his subject,
in her attendance upon and his no less successful treatment of
to be constant
his srreat armv of natieuts, alike attest
the circle.
his title to be ranked as the loremost
At the close of the meeting Miss Charphysician of his ago in nervous and blood
lotte
Montgomery, in the name or the diseases.
It might be said that the world turns
circle, presented Mrs. Woodbury a beautihear him, and all are made glad.
ful
pin, with the assurance that they out to listen
with breathless attention to
They
faith
and
love
to
Mrs.
their
her.
pinned
his splendid descriptions of the human
whom
the
comgift was a
Woodbury to
system, and its multiplex and multiform
plete surprise, responded with earnest, and functions in health and sickness, and
to their homes profoundly imhearty thanks to the friends and sisters they go with the vast learning,
remarkpressed
been very loyal and able ability and unequalled experience
who have “always
appreciative.
Greene
Dr.
which
always displays, convinced that at least one physisican underOBITUARY.
stands thoroughly these nervous afflictions, and is prepared to cope with them
son.

and those present last evening
of.the excellent
An attempt was made a few days ago showed their appreciation
Anna Bigelo’w,
frequent bursts of apin the PRESS to tell the story of a rob- presentation by
In Union, Oct. 1, Hamlin B. Bowes and Miss
of
a
number
The
Sadie E, Green.
a
companyjfhas
per- plause.
bery and at the same time to give
In Camden, Oct. |1, William Thompson of
a nuinber of specialties
and
singers
good
L. Adams.
sonal regarding the Grand Trunk train are
introduced, among which might be Philadelphia and Miss Fannie
dispatchers, and there was a mixing up mentioned tho singing of Baby June. The
when the matter was made up that while company has its own band and orchestra
DEATHS.
the playing of the latter is a feature
in reality self correcting, was none the and
of the preformanco.
Oct.
In
this
7, Phillip Webster, son ol
city.
less
provoking. What the personal was This afternoon “Tree as Steel” wil 1 be William L. and Henrietta Plummer, aged 7 yrs.,
that
Mr.
faot
the
Rosedale
was
8mos.
to
state
this
and
evening
designed
produced,
In this city Oct. 7, Cecelia, widow of the iate
E. A. Cabana of Island Pond, a well- will hold the boards.
They Were Mixed Up.

Common
°Alichael J. McGinty.
than the four rod location is ocou
I
the county jail.
drunkard; forty days in
but
does
not
what
tracks;
by
specify
pied
Jesso S. Coombs. Common drunkard;
tracks existed outside the location, or thirtv (lays in the county jail.
intoxication ;
Abraham H Faulkner.
give any right to locate other tracks. The
behavior.
terms of the contract of 1874 appear to suspended during good Camille
Pitrello;
Nicole Paeeello and
put the city at a great disadvantage, as Affray; discharged.
feearch
of
the
of
the
and
right
must
McGlincby.
P.
way
public
David
by
or

Portland.

Night Clerk.
until
John .).
McNally’s “Night Clerk,”
which has been drawing very large audi-

petititfli

Therefore it was voted that the
for licenses be laid on the table
these changes are made.

more

not restrict

DEERING.

CARVING.

BEAUTIFUL

road to close up such way
company's tracks.
to leave
so as
Alderman Thompson proposed instead they arrange their railroad
and Capo
of this ordor.one requiring the company to the travel between Portland
exland Railroad

move.

BOTH

PRESENTATIONS

It is time now to say to tnese genueand to
men, you have got yeur charter,
it you must stick.
Federal street is not a subsidiary street.
So also is
It is a busy, crowded street.
Both streets are
Market street busy.
narrow, so narrow that with this location
teams cannot stand on the streets; there-

Is

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,

Impossible

Dost, what would we
and life a burden.
not give to havo it restored? It should
never bo neglected; it is criminal to do
But it cannot be trifled with. If
so.
suffering, we should go to the highest and
best authority. Dr. Greene is the bne
authoritv on whose skill implicit reliance
Don’t hesitate; don’t decan be placed.
lav.
WE OQT '333VE
There is an end to everything in this
Glasses (hat will At yoik
world—even to mortal lite. Act before
In gold frames,
Life
the nigiit comes, while it is yet day.
“
silver frames,
is now in our keeping in a much larger
“
steel traiiies,
degree thau wo at lirst believe. Consult
“
See that you
fact the finest line ol
the wisest; go to the best.
You enu prolong
are on the right road.
glasses you will find in
fit
and
ive
your life or shorten it. See to it that
i’orilami
your bo ly is in perfect condition—that
tliem
you aro strong and well for your work.
Remember that Dr. Greene, whose office FREE OF CHARGE
what
is at 34 Temple Place. Boston, Mass,,
no matter
yom
trouble.
charges nothing for consultation and advice. The truths of science he has gathmyopia, Hy-promoiro*
ered, he disperses “without money and
pia, Presbyopia, Asthenwithout price.
Kveryone in all this broad opia or Asliginatisin,
land is privileged to consult him, either
personally or by mail, without any expense. You have only to state to him
how you feel, either by calling at his
office or by writing
him, and "he wilt
Maine.
quickly determine your troubles and Portland,
dtf
and
aug22
safe
remedies to cure
provide suro
You have perhaps treated for your
vou.
complaint with vour looal doctor until
Rememvou have given up in despair.
EDUCATE
ber, Dr. Greene is a specialist in such disYou have no right to neglect such
eases.
an opportunity, or reject such an offer.
have
no
You
right to be sick, when
Don’t
health is within such easy reach.
the doctor and he will
or
write
Sea
delay.
and
effect a cure of your ailment and admit
School of Shorthand and Tvpewriting.
you to his mighty host of sufferers reIllustrated Catalogue.
for
free
Send
health and strength by his
stored to
L. A CRAY <4 SOU, PortlandrMz.
marvelous remedies.

E. S. PEXDEXTER,
561 Congress St.
--

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK AND JOB POTTER.
m

37 PLUM STRESS.

the genuine import- vtOTlCE—M. M. NANSEN, Merchant. Tailor
you get only
“
Eisner is 602 Congress street, makes a specialty of
ed, with the signature of
Winter Overcoats to order from $18 to $26.
Sole
Also a Black Cress Suit irom $25 and up.
Agents,
Co.,
Mendleson
&
Guarantee a fit and good trimmings used.
on every bottle.
30-1
York,”
New
j:

GRAY’S busIness COLLEGE

FOIl SALE.

TO LET.
The

Temporary

Home,

for aid for the
Temporary Home, in the PRESS of August 10th, tlio following annual subscripIn answer to the

Struck

a

good thing—
that’s what everybody says when they
Pond’s Extract to

use

relieve

sore

throat,

neuralgia, toothache,
rheumatism,

etc.

Took for the buff wrapper and yellow
label, none genuine without them.
POND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

\ PRICELESS GIFT.

tions have been received.
-Mr. Samuel Rolfe,
$2.00
Mrs. Jas. Hopkins Smith (increased) 10.00
Mrs. Edward H. Uaveis (increased), 6.00
1.00
Mrs. Wheelock Craig, Augusta,
1.00
‘Mrs. E. C. Burleigh, Augusta,
1.00
Miss H. B. Fuller, Augusta,
3.00
Mrs. Fred Hamlen, Augusta,
2.00
Mrs. G. W. Martin, Augusta,
1.00
Miss Margaret Nason, Augusta,
1.00
Mrs. Artemas Libbey, Augusta,
1.00
Mrs. Charles Nason, Augusta,
1.03
Mrs. M. E. Fuller, Augusta.
1.00
Mrs. E. A. Fowler, Augusta,
Also the following donations:
Hon. YV. YV. Thomas (additional), $100.00
Mrs. Charles H. Payson, (addi25.00
tonal),
5.00
A friend,
1.00
Mrs. Yim. Allen Smith,
1.00
Mrs. Tendril Tltoomb,
10.00
Mrs. Isaac M. Cate,
5.00
MissE. P, Hasty,
With this last donation came the fol-

lowing letter, which makes us hope that
and far, will
more of our friends, near
roalizo the need and show the same loving
spirit.
Ponce Park

in

Healing

zens

Citi-

Vicinity.

Consultation Examination Free

any freight charges

for One Montit.

Sawyer, 660 Congress St.

Wiihoiit
WIT

AND

WISDOM.

WIT

VvfiC^

=>/«/<
""

y

No
sary

explanation is necesfrom the patient, no

previous knowledge o£ the
case.
Every ache, pain or
disagreeable feeling point-

ed out and described better than the patients can
themselves, lie locates, describes, understands and
explains diseases at a
glance, historizeses iucipprogress and teriency,
mination.
Teaching in
his consultation the patient’s inherent power over
all their weakness and dobilities which lead to all
various diseases incident
to their natures ;gives the
proper remedy and a course
of treatment necessary to a perfect and
should doctor
permanent cure. No personmoro medicine
any
longor,nor take any
Not only will
bin:.
before consulting
they bo surprised at Ins wonderfu. knowlconcise
his
explaplain,
edge of disease,
nation of overy cause and effect, but at
the rapidit-v with which he relieves and
cures ‘the most obstinate diseases by this
verv
progressive system. The only sysaid of which, coupled with
tem by the
his knowledge of the structure of man,
and his experience;with the peculiarities
of disease and their actions upon the
functions of the body, so demonstrate
to the patient whose life is endangered,

AND WISDOM.

“That was very kind of your uncle to pay your
debts." “flumpb! I don.t tliiuk so. lie might
have given me the money and let me pay ’em.”
“Wliat difference would that have made?’
“It would have re-established my credit."

Facts.

Important
If you have dull and heavy pain across forehead and about the eyes: if the nostrils are

frequently stopped up and followed by a dlsa
greeabls discharge; if soreness in the nose and
bleeding from the nostrils is often experienced;
very sensitive to cold in the head acheadache: then you may be
sure you have catarrh; and should
(immediately) resort to Ely’s Cream Balm for a cure. The
if you

are

companied with

|

AN0

LOAN ASSOCIATION
Readily Loail

many

Of

Hall.

...

THESE

LOTS,

=====

\
!

in

is the amount of
teeu

LET—Upper rent of 5 rooms, pleasant
J. and convenient. No. 59 rfpruce street,
4-1
Portland, Me., S. 1). KNIGHT.

mo

Tu LET
IN W00DF0RD3-0n
near
street,
postoffiee and
depot, large, airy, hot and cold water, bath.
In prlvute family. To desirable occupant atlow nrico.
Address P. O. Box 234, Wood

ROOM
pretty
fords, JYle.

»

S75.000
our

sales in

FOR

RENT—Lower rent of house No. 43
Myrtle street eight rooms and bath
conall modern
furnace and
room;
veniences; central locution.^Inquire No. 212
3*1
Cumberland street.

IIOK

LET—Two furnished rooms connected,
X on second floor; also one large
back
and cold water,
parlor furnished, hot
furnace heut, with board, at 301 Cumbermo

?

months, comprising 119

land street.

Early

-.

House Lots

car for

working

j

stairs
pleasant down
at 841 Congress
street,
convenient and sunny. Apply to GEO.
F. JUNKINfc*, Real Estate and Insurance
2-1
under U. S. Hotel, Monument square.
mO

men.

M

OFFICE

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
74 Spring
with board at

TO connected,

5000

fingji Fygnjnirs

SQUARE FEET

RICHARDSON LAND CITY,
-JST
$250,8300,5350
and $400.

25 Pen- Cent. Discount to Parties Who Build This Fall.

478

jI

©pgJOSSte f*fi*eS»le

|

TO

X

Call at
LET—A very desirable room.
34 Pine afreet.2*2

doing a good
Ill health the
selling. Will be sold at a bargain.
8-1
N. S. GARDINER. 185 Middle street.

SALE—Dining saloon
FORbusiness,
good location.
reason

for

SALE—Any man of push and ability
can be apprized of the fact that a forof
tune awults him in the display window
H. H. Hay or Hooper, Son and Leightons’
window. Will bear closest investigation.
Represented by and use by people trora all
Address
C. E.
poinis of the comass.
5-4
SMALL, Noith Raymond, Me.

FOR

send orders to

popular
Organs,
Mandolines.
Guiiais,
Violins,
banjos.
Harmonious, Cornets. Accnrdeons, Superior
Violin and Banjo
Congress
Strings, 414
5-1

street.

SALE—Cottage,

FOR

house and

one

ouarter

of land in Deering for $700. Half of
remain for ten years. Speak quick, this
RICHARDSON LAND CO., 478%
Cengress St.6-1
acre

this can
is rare.

SALE—Fine building lot on Main street.
East Deering, on electrics line; 50x100,
fine location for store or residence. Terms easy.
RICHARDSON LAND CO., 478Va Congress
5-1
street.

FOR

SALE—$2,500 in Westbrook;
1?ORstory
house and
stable; line

new

located
SALE—One of
the best
houses on Brackett
street, betweeu
Carleton and Neal, 10 rooms and bath in
complete repair, will be sold at a great
sacrifice as owner contemplates leaving the
city. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 160 Middle

FOR

5-4

stieet.

SALE—First class house of 14 rooms
all modern
and
conwifn steam
Cumberland
street
veniences, located on
between High and Mellan: best
bargain
ever sold on that street.
W. H. WALDRON
5-1
& CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR

TtQR SALE—One second band
as

WM.

new.

W.

engine, 20

MITHCELL,

Deering
4-1

and
BERNARD PUPS, full blooded
handsome. Will be sold cheap if purJOHN
from
A.
chased at <>nce
MR.
CLARITY, United Slates Hotel. City. 4-1

ST.

SALE—The only bakery
FORFreepoit
Bakery for sale.

in
A

town.
nice

Half cash. Write
chance
to JOHN T. OXNARD, Freeport. Me. 2-2
to make money.

desirable house No. 53
modern
improve-

SALE—A very
FORDeering
s'reet. All

A first class residence in every

ments.

re-

spect. Easy terms. Also house lots in Ci'y
of Deering. ^raall amount own, balance in
monthly payments. A. R. & E. A. DOTES,
2-2
25-98 Exchange street.
house in Haverhill, Mass.;
Weekly profits aver$40; rent, steam and water only $40 a
Price only $2000
month. Central location.
1-2
Address B. B. Press Office.

SALK—Dye
FORestablished
30 years.

age

TiOR SALE OR TO LET—New brick houses
Nos. 10 and 21 Thomas Street. These
houses are now completed and ready for occupancy. JAMES H. WAUGH, at The Twitchell, Champlin Co., or No. 331 Spring .street.
septl0-4
"COR SALE—The Homestead of the late
A
Thomas Quinby. near Strouawater in DeerFour acres of land with good house. On

ing.

line of

street

cars;

10

from

minutes

Union

station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
ily27-tf

Fine

will

Objectionable Parties
c-rhiHoH

lloiISC

two

location,

lare rooms, four minutes
large garden,
to electric
and steam cars.schools churches
and stores. $15.00 can remain in property.
RICHARDSON LAND CO.. 478Va Congress
6-1
Street.
sewer,

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
Portland Savings bank. Owner
stock op. dairy farm for
put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
of
tlie meat
desirable
SALE—One
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51% Ex- suburban farina in York county; finely
1-tf
change street.
located within fifteen minutes drive of the
two cities, excellent land anti very easy of
LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with cultivation; modern farm buildings, all in
furnace heat and use of bath room at
thorough repair and surrounded by beauti157 Cumberland street.26-4
ful shade trees.
This property bus never
The only
LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect- been offered before for sale.
reason
now
the
ill health of owner.
on
being
X.
John
Little
store
ing rooms over the
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts For full particulars address box 647, Saco,
Me.
sep 28-3
Dn street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
24G Middle street.7-tf

FORopposite

rtnrs-'J'1

8nLt

LET-At No. 46 Stone street.
2-1

HOUSE
Inquire at 57 Elm street.

'

mo

Congress Street.

1-2

8-1

2-4

street.

TO
IiO

EDUCATIONAL.

DEFENDERS!

Our

Sparkle

A>i>

St. H'icliolas Parlors.

MISS MINNE ANNE PLUMMER
has
returned
from Europe where
she lias been studying and would inform
Portland friends that she will receive
piano pupils for the coming season. All
correspondence will reach Miss Plummer
at her Studio No. 542 1-2Cong. St., room 6
near Cressy Jones & Allens Music store.
septl9eod2w*

Violin

Atlantic Grand

our-

178 1-2 Congress

—

Drawing,

Painting and

Portland.

Modelling

in

Giay.
£10 a month, Antique Class.
$13 a month, Portrait Class.
Evening class, 23 cents per week. Studio
apen all day. For lull particulars write to 478%
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day and
a veiling classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 photographs has been
added to the resources of the studio for a more
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headaohe, Drain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
.special or general Neuralgia; also for Hheumutism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Ana)mia. Antidote for Alcoholic
end other excesses. Pri ce, 10, 25 and 00 cents.

Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
161 S. Western Avenue,
gold by ail druggists,

CHICAGO.

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

18 years old, work of
parents or home, will
any kind;
nake myself useful at any work, can come
vitli good references. Address B. R. care
a boy
|\7ANTED—By
n
has no

Raymond Spring.

No.

Raymond,

ST7ANTED

—

the
or
Remington
of references.
Address, STENOGRAPHER. 165 Brackett
5-1 t
itreet. City.

onto.

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

me

d2m

j

FRANK BURNHAM,

or suburbs desiring a method which cost us
;100 per quarter for 75 and 50 cts. per lesson,
o call or address MR. or MRS. CHARLES H.
8-1
:0BY, 69 Neal street.

MAINSPRINGS

75c.

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
11 others, only 75c.
Warranted Mainspring and
leaning, $1.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY.tbe
Vatchmaker, Monument Square.
janl8atf

TEACHER OF

VIOLIN AND CORNET.
Hour, and half hour lessons.

AC KEY, a young man from
New York, who has spent
Raymond Spring, and will
Noiow spend the hunting season
up to
Browns Block, Room 27.
’em'oer 1st, would like for any lover of good
to join him in the chase; a
hooting
good
sept22dtf
_i lird dog; warrants plenty of
partridge and
voodcock. Address C. E. SMALL, North
laymen i. Me.23-3

537 CONGRESS

LOUISfllOTNROP

MRS.

El
he

ST.,

m

\f
A« UA

•

summer

at

DAM,

—

Teacher of
will

receive

GHAS.

for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
Wood
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with ail railroads.
of aii kinds cut to order.

00.,

Office, 350 Commercial S
edtf

534-2.

Crocus,

Price List

KENDALL
Federal
*ept20

and.

8c

Narcissus.

Largest and finest stock.

WHITNEY,

Temple

w. A.
oct.5

i

Vaunncclnl,
ORATORIO,

For several years a successful teacher in New
York City. Instruction continued during the
summer months.
Home Studio oh High St.

janiueodtf

JAMES A. IS A I\T,
Teacher of Piano ami Organ.
Beginners given a thorough foundation on the
rudiments of music

and the patronage ot advanced pupils solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic. Memorizing and Sight Reading. For terms address,

St., Portland.

Me

eodlm

EAMSOA,

|

Royal High School

of

Music, Berlin.

RINGS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
'earls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
tyle or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
specialty. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Moiiument
septSdtf
iquare.
gages, real estate.
terms. W. P.
Building, 2d floor.

| ord

IVANTED—All persons in want of trunks
and bags to call on E. I). REYNOLDS,
93 Congress street, one door h^ovo Shaw’s
,1-ocery store, as we manufacture our goods
therefore give
bottom prices;
md can
12-4
runks repaired. Open evenings.
wanted to
|>1IYSICIAN
L
ofliee, furniture and

J1IYS1U1AN,

Box

1.

113,

Studio,

%

5

Toinplo

on
Cumberland street
cloak*
a new ladies’
suitably rewarded by leavFederal or 67 Congres3
ing same at 163
2.-1
street. W. H. WINSLOW.
near

UIVTVrtlJ

St.
eep24:eodtl

DAW

ROOF

as required
have been notified In
47. Section
112, by Harriet R. Dunham, Deering, Me. that
her Deposit Rook No. 61.645 is lost and that
she desires a duplicate book issued to her.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
Me.
Portland,
Sept. 23. 1895.
law3wTu
sept24

writing,
WE by Revised Statutes, Chapter

WANTED— MAI.i; HELP.
tinder tills head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted
one

more good men with push
and energy, to handle our goods to the
trade in the state of Maine and NewHampshire.
All new, good sellers. Call at Perry Hotel,
C. D. WOODWARD, general agent for Hoffman,
7-1
Packard & Carter Manufacturing Co.

WANTED—Ten
m

HELP—If you
MALE
more, call and
week,

earn
$12 a
see us and we will

want to

or

how you can make this by honest work.
HATLEY Si O'GORMAN, 47 Middle street,
7-1
Portland.

sxplain

few reliable
commission.
WANED—A
work
salary
We want

canvassers

or

on

to
Ex-

men who
man of fair
our
advan-

clusive territory given.
nean business.
Ad>' earnest
Intelligence can succeed, with
NURSERY COMPANY,
PERRY
ces.
3-1
Roobester. N. Y.
WANTED—

FEMAlrtltl. A

Forty words Inserted under this
ms

week for 25

cents,

head
cash in advance.

girl
WANTED—Competent
references
18

for

general house-

work;
required. Apply
State street, W. A. CATES.

to No.
8-1

MISCELLANEOUS.
IJURLIC NOTICE -Way's Comp Syrup of
I
Lungwort relieves that tickling in the
iliroat and ail Hoarse Colds. Price only 25
tents. C. WAY & CO.. Cumberland, Cor.
8-1
Myrtle street, Portland, Me.
one

HO'—Every
Tobacco,
or

that eraveth
Permanent

Liquor, Morphine
cure

ill 4 to 10

package only $1.00. Testimolays
tials'aml pamphlets which fully explains and
Price per

rtuantees. mailed to any address. Correspondence solicited, C. K. BEAN, Agent in Maine
8-1
?S Prospect street, Portland.

take my teams,

practice.Address,

North Con wav, N.
271

I«r ANTED—To buy from $1000 to $15,000
worth of cast off clothing.
I
pay the
lighest cash prices for ladies’ drosses,

and

ir

children’s clothing and gent’s
Call or address le’ter
GROOT, 7t5 Middle street.

overcoats.
postal to 8.DE

vinter

9-3

diamonds!
A tine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
the latest styies of settings.
My prices are
easonable and every stone of the best quality,
HOAX) to $300.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monun

<ltf

4-1

LOST—Tuesday
Washington,
Finder will be

on

CARR, Room 6. Oxaeptl3«4

R. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
if
"I buy cast off clothing of al! descriptions lor
;
Address letters or postal
1 lighest cash prices.
o 100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf

|

summer

Reward for the return to Ralph L.
dfo-f
Merrill, of Victor Bicycle, No.
stolen
from corner Middle and Ex55,359,
afternoon bechange streets, Wednesday
3-1
4
o’clock.
2
ana
tween

ONEY TO LOAN—On 1st. and 2d. mortif
"JL
Notes discounted

j avorable

VioSinistj
Germany.

RINGS!

RINGS!

:enta’

CAKE
from the

ALLEN,

Foot of Treble Street,

Slreels.
2wd

OPERA.

Lo\v«

est Prices.

Free.

Graduate,
Florence, Italy. CONCERT,

385 Congress
septlO

WOOD mantels and tiling.
Tulips,

CULTURE,

ITALIAN METHOD.
(4 years,, of sig.

Agents"

octldlw

SUMNETcARLTOT

VOICE

& 1*1. R. R.
Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on R.
Wharf. The best qualities of Hard and Free
Co*Js
Genuine LVKENS lAFEEl
fnilv screened for family use.
GEORGES
CREEK,
and
BORDEN
MINING
CO.,
FRANKLIN

Hyacinths,

pupils at her residence,

No. 51 High Street.

ONE Y to loan on furniture, organs, pianos,
machinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
ife insurance policies, first rnd second mortgages, real estate; also notes discounted. Busi; less confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
iOAN CO., Room 6, 185 Middle street, second
, ioor.seplS-4

If
*1

Piano,

a

ably rewarded.

IVANTED—Piano pupils in the city

ST.,

up

of

out

Forty words

DEPARTMENTS FOE
CHILDREN.

Portland. Maine.

or

WANTED.

Address,
aug8

stenographer

Experienced

wants a situation in
:ity. Use either Caligrapb
machine. Can furnish best

Day School

91 DANFORTII

8-1

_7-1

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. IS,’95.
SPECIAL

Me.

machinist, can run
engine, care for steam plant, boilers or
nake repairs References satisfactory to em!
A. J. HOWARD, 75 Atlantic street.
1 >lover.

and gentlePromenade

lap robe
with flowers in centre, will kindly leave it
at 39
Congress street, corner Morning
street, or 47 Exchange street, will be suitpicked

yesterday

Forty words inserted
>ne

m

FOR

on

man

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

Boarding and

ROBE—The lady
the Eastern
LOST—LAP
riding
that

llTANTS WORK—Good

For Terms Apply to_

LOST AND FOUND.

with heat and
11-tf

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

Instruction.

or 26 Spring St
_seplidim

works, Kennebec St,, foot of Chestnut St.

St.,

LE'i—Furnished room
90 High streeet.

TO gas, at

MISS E. W, THURSTON,

heating stoves ever introduced have
proven as invariably satisfactory.
No

G O A L. I

Aroostook.

LET—A very
rent of 7 rooms

very

__

Low Prices, Easy Terms.

n

5-1

mO LET—Lower rent
of 7 rooms at 7
X Wilmot street, $-0 per month.
Apply
2-1
to L. TA VLOR, 3S5 Congress street.

i

—

229

No.

Point.

|

eigh-

d-i

RENT—Two story bouse, No. 63 Graystreet, house has been newly decorated
and improved inside and outside; new bay
sunny
windows, good heating apparatus,
comexposure, large yard, a healthy and
BENJAMIN
fortable
SHAW,
dwelling.
3-2
51 1-2 Exchange street.

»

lots and 38 houses.

Well Built Residence at Oakdale.

OHLAS. C, ADAMS.
31 Exchange St. or
ajlfj&ed woodman,
U i-:i Exchange St*
$#342.2*

6-3

TO LOAN—On farm mortgages
as loans on other real estate,
and
on
mortgages
personal
property, notes discounted at satisfactory
real estate
and
all
of
farms
kinds
rates,
bought and sold. Inquire of I. P. BUTLER,
4-4
50 Exchange street.

WEEKLY OR MONTHLY.

CO., Exchange St.,

L. O. Donierritt, the well-known drover
if Sangerville.has bought 8000 sheep and
the provinces and about 3000
ambs in

once.

as

Developed
Deering.
|

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.

of

Congress

street.

well
MONEY
second
also

..

®

We Have

|

—

particulars Inquire

No. 559 Congress

rilO LET or For Sale—A new, upright piano.
A Mahogany case. To a responsible party
Oxford
6,
only. Call or address ROOM
4-1
Building.

f

.<=

Retail store at

Penobscot river is lower than it
The
been since 1828.

store

at

414 Congress S.t,

ms

new

per
PERRY, 543 1-3

ARE

_

For

LET—The

110
street, fitted to suit occupant
month.
Rent 75
Inquire of CHARLES

TO

_...

The above house on Fessenden and Fitt
strsets, contains seven roomsand bath, has
modem improvements, new and best coustruetfosTi has cemented cellar and cemented wall
large lot; they wlH be sold very
heavy timber,
cheap, and upon very easy terms of payment.

mo LET—Lower rent at 153
Cumberland
A
BtreGt, sunny, 7 rooms. Hot water furInquire at bouse,
nace, rent §18 a mouth.
or of W. J. OUR, 311 Fore street. Possession
5-1
given about November 1st.

LET—House No. 50 Deering street; in
JOHN F. PROCTOR,
perfect repair.
S.
or
J.
CAP1.
Centennial Block,
4-1
WINSLOW, Commercial street.

I PROPERTY

Cumberland

SALE—House
FORstreet;
arranged for two famlies.

or

rooms

Inquire of MU.
put in good repair.
JAMES L. RACKLEFF, No 31V2 Exchange
7-1
street, City.

Payments Gan be Made

Ideal Atlantic

of the season at
meanest theft
Tho
was committed last Friday
Rockland
night, when somebody entered the cellar
E. J. Clifton’s residence, Cresif Mr.
cent and Suffolk streets, aid stole all tho
[[reserves and jelly that >Ls. Clifton had
lut.up for Winter.

use

been

A„ND

w

INTEREST.

Edwin Hutchins made a murderous assault on his daughter Edna,aged 16 yoars,
a settlement three miles
at New Siberia,
from
Sherman,
Wednesday morning.'
was
The
badly kicked and: beaten
girl
neck and throat slashed with
and her
a dull
knife, and the Jugular vein nearly
severed. It is said Hutchins when drank
his wife and children.
abused
has
Hutslashed his arm and throat. Ho
chins
was arrested and taken to Bangor jail,

furnished room; heated,
with hot and cold water,
of bath room. Call at 17 DOW STREET,
2-1
right hand bell.

I So.

VERY EASY

The Catholic society of Skowhegan have
A>D_
accepted the plans of A. G. Bowie of
Waterville, for their parochial school,
Highest grade and
Cooking Ranges.
which will be erected on the grounds of
thnt +
warranted.
the Catholic ohurcli. Tho building will
fully
ot men and women be
most enlightened
33x30, having an ell 30x31 1-3, three
comprehend his meaning and take his stories high with a belfry tower. The
treatment.
We make a specialty of heating by
basement will have a class room, two dinHo not only cutes the blind, lame and ing rooms. Kitchen and laundry
The
to
his
but
all
diseases
yield
crippled,
second floor will have two class rooms,
IIOT WATER,
strange
power. Catarrh, iucipient con- community parlors and the chapel. On
chronic bronchitis, chronic tho third floor there will bo seven cells
HOT AIK,
suinptlo'j,
diarrhea, neuralgia, nervoui prostration, for the sisters and two class rooms, while
or
COMBINATION,
or
disease,
epilepsy
diabetes, Bright's
the attic will be divided into a hall 35x3(5.
fits, tumors in all conditions, diseases of The finish will bo largely of hard wood
Also by STEAM.
a
delicate
nature, diseased bones, hip and very plain as is the custom, strength
disease, deafness heart disease, bladder and durability being considered before
disorders, hemorrhoids or piles, chronic beauty. The cost of the building will be
Estimates cheerfully made without
rheumatism, obstinate constipation, dis- about $(5,000. Rev. Fr.
Lacroix will
orders of women, cataract of eyes, can- have
school.
of
tho
charge.
charge
flstular,
sciatica,
paralysis,
cer,
liver
troubles,
kidney
complant,
at
Bethel
have
Tho
corn
snop
put up
disordthroat
scrofula,
gravel,
Repairs for our goods sold at moderate
193,000 cans of corn and beans from
er's,
impotence, and in fact, all chronic about
the
'one-half
and without additional express
average
usually
to
animal
prices,
diseases quickly yield
magneis all first quality and the i
It
in the hands of this phenomenal planted.
tism
charges necessary on goods of other
i
farmers are pleased with the large crop,
physician.
make.
Those who desire private treatment and
uro able and willing to pay for the same
'Die Augusta
post office sent out 7(53
may call any day except Sunday, 10 a. sacks
of mail Thursday, more than on
3 evenings at his
m. to 4 p.
m., 7 to
any previous day in its history. Business
307
Cumberland can’t be on the decline ovor on the Kenprivate
orir
parlors,
where
ex- nebec.
Street
consultation,
#
amination and advice will be given entirely free to ail.
It is believed that Aaron H. Learned of
I)r. Temple holds certificates issued to
him by the State Board of Health of Mas- Washburn, has at last been located, hut
sachusetts, Connecticut, Now York. In- it is fearod that lie is insano.as he eludIowa, Illinois, Missouri, Arkan- es the searohors. A party of men heard
diana,
sas,
Texas, California and Territory ot some one running from them in tho
LOCAL AGENTS.
II. S. DAYIS &
Arizona.
Diploma Issued from the Al- woods and found fresh foot prints which
they feel certain are Learned’s. They
bany Medical Collego, Albany, N. Y.
as they
dared not pursue him farther,
the true brother
feared running him into tho swamp, but Both to live and to paint for
hood of man.
sent home for more men to help
have
surround tho unfortunate man.
......

LET—A pleasant
rjlO
1 lighted, set bowl

Our Terms

„„

lodges?

TOPICS

City

Schools, Churches and Stores.

Potts—Well, when I went over to Europe I
used to add the initials of alt of them to msname when I registered at a hotel, and got all
sorts of deference from the clerks and waiters.
STATE

Electrics from

---

ihe-

long

8-1

Middle street.

head
Forty words fnserted under this
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

HOUSE—To rent in West- FOR SALE—Please call
for
HAWES’S Music Store
UNFURNIRHED
and bath; has
part of city, 10
Music
Pianos,
music.
books,

_-

Watts—Do you think it does any good to beso

Suburb !

•

CAR EVERY 30 MINUTES.

.

remedy will give instant relief.

to

on

cent fare

ONEV 5

The Home will pay
which aro not pre-

Asking Questions

I/ y
j! rfl

Bide

paid.

man

V\\V

BUILDING

support of the

Any Portland donations which it is inconvenient to send direct to the Home
will be called foi by notifying Mrs. Whit-

LET—Lower tenement in house No. 628
lias Tlrooms, good bath,
electric bells, sun all day. For
other particulars call on COE, the hatter, 197

*

Home, Portland. Maine.”
Please notity at the samo time by postal card, the Secretary, Mrs. F. G. Johnston, 469 Cumberland'.St., to send to the
them..

Deering.)

Finest

•

Ten Minutes

=-

will he a great help in cutting down the
oxponses necessary in so large a family.
Barrels and bundles can be sent by
freight addressod to “The Temporary

for

of the City Hall. Steam heat and modern conveniences. For information apply to HENRY
8-1
8. TKICKEY, City Building.

ern

will; inquire into the work for
and decide whether help for
these homeless women and little children
should fail for laok of means.
Not only money but apples, vegetables,
groceries, cloth and clothing for young
chidren, will be thankfully received, und

station

property,

desirable rents;
minutes walk

and

110Cumberland street;

Portland’s

Home

to Afflicted

East

LET—Two

large
110 centrally located
within two

steam heat,

Temple themselves,

(lie Sick.

Diagnosed

the

the Lunt

known as

Oceanvale!

-

words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

Forty
on©

/

To keep the Horae from running in
debt tlie treasurer reports that $300 more
must bo raised for current expenses this
To meet this deficit wo hope that
year

have not aided in

OCEANVALE!

-

(Formerly

regular contributions will increase
their annual .subscriptions, according to
their Ahilitv. and that those who. hither-

of Portland and

All Disease

Oceanvale !

our

An Unprecedented Offer.

Special Offer

Florida.

Miss C. M. Dow, Treasurer:—
Even after living in Florida 25 years
I retain a tender respect, almost a reverence, for
my native
State—always a
strong desire to assist my unfortunate
sisters or their children. Seeing the item
in the Argus of the 10th in regard to the
needs of your “Home,” I enclose my
mite ($5.00) with good wishes.
Yours very respectfully,
E. P. HASTY, Post Mistress.

to

Is Tliat Possessed by Dr.

appeal

uem

Square.

junlldtf

TIME THAT

HORSE !

Ho may bo a hummer. All kinds of Horse Timers,
Laasrest stock. Best Watches
*7.50 to *150.
Lowest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
McKENNEl’, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

jlplldtC

Freights to Liverpool quiet, and firmgrain by steam —d.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
quiet and weaker; prices unchanged. Wheat—
No 2 Spring at 67-V.i e 58yac: No 2 Red 585/s©
61c. Corn-No 2 at 293i@KO%c. Oats—No 2
Ii;>4 ;a.iRe; No 2 Rve af-toVs- No 2 Harley at
42c nominal. No 1 Flaxseed at h4i/s®96c; mess
pork at 8 37V2@8 50. Lard at 6 82Va®5 85;
Gooa d’mc.26;a.271 Laundry.41/:(S:5
short nh sides at 6 25 a5 30.1>ry salted meats—
Union Daeks.. 40.a42! Gloss./..Gya&7y3 shoulders 5 75*u S7V2 : short clear sides 5 75
Am. caii_UOigl.loi
Tobacco.
®6 00.
1
Best, brands... 50(660
T-ead.
Receipts—Flour, 13.300 hblsi wheat.182.000
Medium.30(640 ausli: corn. 348,000 hush mats. 790.oou hush:
.Sheet.(;l4i®7
i Common.25 639 rye. 790U bush barley. 115,000 bush.
New York Stock and Money Market.
iPipe........SViialS
Natural leaf.. ..60&70
Zinc.7 Vs @8 Vs
Shipments—Flour 8,700 Uhls: wheat 42,900
(By Telegraph.)
bush: corn. 486,000 hush: oats 373.0U0 bush:
N E VV YORK. Oct. 7.
rye. 3600 bush: barley 104,000 Push.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
Grain (juutaiioas.
Money firm at 2 (53 per cents last loan at
unchanged ;patents3 26®3 35;extra fancy* 0>®
Prune mer2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRA Jit.
3 16: fancv 2 8.@2 90: choice at 2 00®2 70.
cantile paper was quoted at 5 a5% per cent,
Wheat lower. Corn steady: Oct 2Bc. oais are
Saturday’s quotations.
Provisions—Pork at S87ys,
with actual
lower; Oct. 18c
Exchange was easy,
bterling
WlfKAT
Bacon—shoulLard—prime steam 5 76@5 80.
business In bankers bills at 4 86% a4 87 tor
Dec.
May. ders at 7; longs at 03/i ; clearribs at 6Va ; short
64% clear Gu/s- Dry salt meats—shoulders 6: ribs
60-uay bills and 4 87% £4 87% tor demand; Opening. 6u%
GO V2
C3% at 6 35; clear 5 17V3posted rates at 4 87 « 4 8S: Commercial bills, Closing..
Receipts—Flour 0,900 bbls; whorl 62,000
Government Bonds
CORN
60-da\s 4 S5%@4 801/4.
busn;|corn 22,000 bush; oats 169.000 buslin'ye
May.
Sep.
Railroads weak.
firm
bush.
29V4
28
cpenmg..
Shipments—Flour 0,800 bbls; wheat 9,900
Silver at the Board was dull.
29Va
Closing.27%
bush; corn 28,000 busli; oats 27,000 Dusli;rye
Bar sliver 673/a.
bush.
roitK.
Mexican dollars63s,s.
Oct.
J uly.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 6c; No|l
8.35 White at, 63c. Corn—No 2 at 32Vac. Oats—No 2
At London to-day oar silver was quoted Opening.
8.3o at White 21c.
Closing.
8C%d P1 oz. and steady.
Monday’s quotations.
< on on
alarlcac*
WHEAT.
Imports.
(By Telegrann.i
May.
Dec.
WESTPORT,NS. Schr Jessie B-250 qtl codOCTOBER 7. 1895.
*>2%
Opening.G9l/4
fish JoO do pollock to master.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
b3%
Closing ......•••••• 59%
dull and steady; sales 195 bales, middling upCORN.
Rail road Receipts.
lands atoysc; middling gulf 93/ac.
May.
Dec.
PORTLAND. Oct. 7.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
29
t'pening.27%
was quiet; middling 9 l-16c.
li.—for
Borlit.
Central
Main*
by
Closing..27%
CHARLESTON—The Co non market is quiet;
roicK.
and, 137 cars miscellaneous merenanaise; for
H. C.4Y»(wb
Geu. Russia 13 Va u 14

—

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Saleratua
.d@5vfe
Spice*.
Ameri,cuiRussiali,®12 Cassia, pure.... 17(®19
100
Mace.
Galv.7
3N utrnees.©5(6.65
Leather
New York—
Pepper.14(6.10
Light.26(5)27 Cloves.14.0.10
Mia weight....27(5)28! Ginger.a 8619
Heavy.27.a'2<S:
Starch.
\

...

—

—

vonitectiii^ roads 161

cars.

Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates,
mar^t—cut loaf at 7c;conlectione:^

Opening.

BVa

—c;

powdered, 6c; granulated

crushed, 5%c; vellow. —^5c.

coif ee

LARD.
J uly.

The markets are weak aim lower on grain.
Provisions steady and unchanged. Sugar fairly
active and 1-16C higher. Lemons much lower.
iuetoliowuhtare to-day’s qil Jiatiom oi Grain,
Provisions. Produce.

etc.:

Grain
Flour.
@72
Wheat, 60-lbs.
huuerfine &'
@44
tow grades. 2 90 S3 10 Corn, car....
@48
Corn, nag lots..
Spring Wneat bak@45
ers.cl and st3 4U@350 Meat, bag lots..
Oats, car lots
28@30
l atentburne
Hfico
wneat... 4 10&4 25 Oats, bag lots
Cotton SeecMich. str’gin
car lots .00 00@20 60
roiier.... 3 76*13 86
bag lots 0000&22 00
clear do.. .3 60,3,3 66
Sacked Br’r
MLouis st'gi
3 75®3 86 i car ots.516 002)18 uO
rooier.
bag lots..#19@21 00
clear do. .3 60®3 651
Middlings.. #18 2,20 00
Wnt'i wheai
00
8
3
5®4
bag ots.. S20&22 00
patents..
Fislu
<
Coffee.
Cod—I, a r ge
Shore
.4{75®6 25 Rlo,roasteU22 @24V2
email do. 2 60®3.25 Java do.28@31
Molasses.
.2 25®3 26
Pollock
Haddock... 1 50@2 ou Porto Kico.27@83
Bake.1 60®2 00 Bar Dadoes.27@28
33&3S
fancy...
Herring, box
Scaled9@12c
Mackerel, hi
Amoys.17@2o
14;a.50
Extra Is 00 00®$00 Congous
Snore is S22 oo®$25 Japan.18@3o
Snore 2s »l8 00^a$20i Formoso....... 2O@b0
8uear.
Mea.3 s.$15 00®$17
largess 16 00®$18 00; Standard GraiL 4 16-16
tix-qual’tv fine
Bananas.
5
granulated..
1 25@1 60
No Is.
4 9-16
76c®l 00j Extra C....
No 28.
Seeds.
1 00t®l 20
Mediums.
Red Top—reerodnee.
cleaiieu_16% @17
Cape Gran,bsS6@$6 50
good.
@12%
.Jersey,ct 0 00®0 00
Timotny.. .§5% @6 20
New York
@13 %c
Pea Beaus 1 76®1 85 Clover .‘...10
.Provisions.
Foreignao 1 76®.l 85i
*ieilow Eves.2 15®0 001 Pork13 50@14 00
00'
clear.
Gal. Pea_2 15&0
Irish Potat’s. bbi 1 25; bacKs.,. 13 60@14 00
2
@12 06
No
Virg. sweets 2 50®2 76
snortcutiS 50@14 00
do .Jerse 3 00®3 251
do Vineiaua— GOO!
Beet,fam. 9 5Q@10 00
onions—
Native,bhl 0 00@l 751 nlate.. .1000,210 50
ex-plate 11 00&11 60
Bermuda..
(ft.
15® 16; Bneiess% b!00@.$
Sp ChicKens.
Turkevs.±5® 16c Lara. tbs. com5V<t@5%
tubs, pure 7
@7%
Fowls....
12® 14c
I
tcs.comp’nd 5% @6 Vs
Apples.
7
2
0,«»>
@7V4
oO@3
tierces.pure
Fancy....
l 75@S2t
Fair to good
palis,compd6 @6%
pails, pure 8 @8%
Fvap
8®9c
9 Vi @9-%
I
Lemon*.
pure If
1
Bams ....10
feioy*
Maori.
§io®8
7 00®$8
go cov'rd 11
@11 %
Messina.
Oil.
Oranges.
.•

..

..

..

..

3|75 KerosCnel20fim»- 9l/i
Florida
Ligoma.10 V*
000(g»0 00
Centennial.10%
do 714s, 0 00® 0 uO
’3
50
Pratt’s Astral
12%
00(S3
Messina,
Devoe’s brilliant 12%
Eggs.
20® I11 half bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
Raisins.
lfc(g*oo
Kasternext..
P..A.K
Mis Muscatel.50 lb bxs3®o
London lay’rl $2(t£2' 26
Uuttei.
Dreamer v,f ncy.. 24325 undara iay'r.o
@0
l'..lannio
Gilt Fact Vruit.18320
Coal.
Choice..16317

Itodi

*1

..

Cumberland.4KjO@4

Cheese.

N. \.!tct’ry.lO @10% Chestnut....
Vermont.. 10 «tiO% Framum....
Lenin.....
.11% ail 2
Sage

50

@5 25
7 25

Si5 25

...

LtimDer.

xsreau

Sup... .6%@7% Whit# wood—
No 1&2, l-in$32@$35
sq.5%
Saps.1-in.
S>26@$28
Crac kers—4% ©5 %
Com’n. 1-ln $23@!j?26
Cooperage,
llhlid sliooks & lids— j 1*4,IV2&2Hoi. city. 1 6031 75
in, Nol&2$33@$35
Pot
do

Sug.count’y 85c@l

00

Country MoL
hhdsnooKs

hhd hdg ml
n.

24@26

Sug hd35iu
Loops 14 ft.

21323

82

25@S0
26328
8 @9

12 ft.
8 t.

lV4,lVa&2-in

Saps.
Squares,

Cypress—
1-in No

IV*,1U

&2-

in.Nol&2 $34@$36
2V2, 3&4-in,'p40 rt.$45
S’th pine.... $25@$35
Clear pine—

Cordage.
/ iner’ntf Ibl0%@ll
Uppers.$55@65
7 % @8% Select.$45@5o
Manilla...
Fine common. .$42@4o
Manilla non
0039 % [Spruce...
$13 @14
rope. J....
Bussia ao.l7%@18
HemlocK.$11@12
7
@8
Clayboaras—
Siiau.*««>
;
I>rut?s and Dyes.
I Spruce. X.$30@32
Acid Oxalic... 12314 I Clear.$26 @28
2d clear.S23@25
Acid tart.
Ammonia.jl5@20 No 1.S16@20
AShes. pot.
.6%@ 8 Fine.$26@50
Shingles—
Bals cooabia.. .45365
Beeswax.37@42 X cedar.... 3 00@3 50
Blcli powaera... 7@9 Clear cedar.2 76@3 00
Borax.9@10 X No 1.1 85@2 25
2
Brimstone.
@2 Vi No 1 cedar..1 26@1 75
Cochineal.40@43 Spruce.1 26@1 60
Copperas.l¥2@: 2 Laths.spce. .1 90@2 00
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar... .29332
Fx logwood.... 12@16 Lime.^B1 csk. 1 00@1 05
22
Gumarabic.. .7031
Cement..... 140@1 60
Matches.
Glycerine
14¥a@671
65
Aloes cape.15@26 Star,^ gross
@65
Camphor.65370 Diiigo.
Metals.
M ytrh....
52@55
Ornum.
b 2.00@3 «0|
Copper—
Shellac.4o@60| 14@48 com.... 00@14
22
Indigo.85c@$l Polished copper.
35
iodine.43$ 4 25 14x48 planished.
14
Ipecac.160® 1 70 Bolts.
12
Licorice, rt... 15@20 YM sheath12
Lac ex...
34@40 YM Bolts.
22@24
Morphine.. .1 70® 1 90 Bottoms
Oil benramot2 7633 25 Ingot....
10@11
Tin—
Nor.Codliver2 26@250
16@17
Lemon.1 75@2 26 Straits....
Olive.1 00@2 60 English._
Peppt.30033 25 Char. I. Co..4 75@5 00
Wlntergree nl 7 6@2 00 Char. 1. X. 5 00@6 2o
Potass br'mde. 46347 lerne.6 00@8 50
12@14
Chlorate.24328 Antimony...
f »k'
.6 00@650
Iodide.2 88 «3
4 50(2>455
683.62 Spelter
Quicksilver.
141/2 @15
Quinine. ..34¥2@37¥2 sola.ii
Nails.
JRheubarb, rt.76c®l 60
Kt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct.base 2 40@250
wire. 2 6o@2 75
Saltpetre.8 @12
Naval Stores.
Senua.25@80
bbl. ..2 7o@3 00
Canary seed....
4@5 Tar
Cardamons 1 00@1 75 Coal tar_4 76@5 00
Soda. by-carb3%@6% Pitch.2 76@3 00
sal.2% @3 Wil. Pit.cn. 2 75@3 00
Suphur.2g @2 Vi Rosin.3 00@4 00
Sugar lead.20322 Tupentine, gai. 33@i43
7
White wax.... 60@65 OaKum....
@8
Oil.
6 38
Vltrol. blue.
Vaniila.bean.. $10@13 Linseed.«44@49
Boiled.47@’2
Duck.
65@7o
No 1.23 Sperm.
No 3.*2u Whaie.60@60
No 10.14 Bang.33@38
8 oz.11 %! Shore.,28@33
10 oz.13 ¥21 Forgle.30@35
Lard. 46 @65
Gun p owdei—Shot.
Blasting ...8 60@4 00 Castor.1 00@l 10
4
50
Neatsfoot
50@6
55c@7o
Sporting.
Drop snot.25 ibs. 1 30 Elaine.
Paints.
Buck. b. SB.
Lead—
T. TT. F.1 65
Pure grouud.5 50@G 00
Hay.
.5 50@6 00
Pressed.£14@1 0 Red.
(co3 Va
boose Hay
$i4@.i;l5 En ff Yen iied3
Straw, car lots $9@10 Am Zinc.... 5 00@7 00
Iron.
Rochelle...
.2Va
Common.
Bice
1H4@2
4
Befineu.I34@2% Domestic
@7
Salt.
Norway.3%@4
Cast steel. .8@10 Tits ls.lt) hd2o a)18 00
German steel.33 va Liverpool ..i60a.i 60
Shoesteel.@2% Dia’md Ciys. bbl 2 80
Saleratufe.
She*** Iron—
..

..

r....

..

....

....

...

...

,.

...

....

Cotton market

3Iar net.

Tli© following were to-day's quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Mexican Central 4s. bSya
Atckison. Topeka & ataata Fe R. 21
Boston & Maine K.175
do pfa..■*. .156
Maine
Central.135
New York and New England a.
Union Pacihc. 13
200
American Bell..
American Sugar, common.108y2

Sugar, pfd.102
Mass., pfd. 66

jJUi

M|irnu

c.tn

exnort 600 bales.

Quotations Winter Wheat 6s ll/«d@6s 2pad;
Spring Wheat 6s ldigos 2u.
Corn 8s 4a/s d.|
Pork 67s 8d.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

Eastern Gs.121

FROM

Stocks and Bonds

Quotations
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
olBouds:
Oct. 7.
Oct. 5,
@111%
New 4’3 reg.@111%
@111%
New 4’s
coup.@111%
97
United States 2s rag. 87
1C4
I'entra! Pacific lsts.104
118
Denver & K. G. 1st.il8%
80
Erlel 2ds. 80
80
Kansas Pacific Consols. 90%
111%
Oregon Nav. lets.,111%
107%
Kansas Pacific lsts.107%
38%
Northern Pacific cons 5s.... 38
on

Closmg'cuotations of stocks:
Atchison, 1st asst, paid... .2 1%

21%
149
113%
176
18%
19%
163
170
86%

131%
169%
16%

Delaware.Lickawana &|Westl67%
Denver & Rio Grande. 16%
Erie. 11%
26%
no
preferred
Illinois Central.190%
Lake Erie & West. 24%

12
25
24
150

Lake Shore.16
Lduts & Nash. 62Vs
Maine Central
A
Mexican

62%
136

R..

1-4

central.J12

100%
26

MichiganCentralpf.lol

Minn & St. L. 25%
Minn, at St. Louis, pf. 86%
Missouri pacific. 37
New Jersev Central.112

36
113

4%
18%
104%

Northwestern. Pfd.147
Now York Central.JOIH
New Yerk.Chicago & St. Louis 16%
do 1st pfd.1... 68
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E. 51

147

Old Colony.177
Onus Western. 18Vs
Pacific Mail. 30%
Pulmau Palace.172

17IJi
18%

Northwestern.104%

191%
lo%
68

...

...

..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.OCT. 8.
111
Sunrises .5 50lnich water f
1 24
Sunsets.6 14|m&h water(
■

....

5ieonognth»e0t,day.‘•: S12ii^

St.Paul Si Omaha. 43%

43%

-6

121
114

prfd.120

St Paul. Minn, at Mann.114
Sugar, common.108%
Texas Pacific.I-.-. 11%
Union Paciflc.new. 14%

108%
11%

r4%
45
•»

U. S. Express. 46
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9

22%
9w%

dolprfd. 22%

Western Union.. 92
Richmond dt West Point.
do nrfd

York Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
YORK. Oct. 7. 1895.—The following
to-day’s closing quotations oi mmtoit stocks:

Col. Com.
Hocking Coal..

Homestake.
Ontario.
Quicksilver.

3
•‘j

§

pfd.18s/*
live

Notice to Mariners.
)
Light-House Board,
D. C., Oct. 5, 1895. (
VIRGINIA.
Cape Charles Light-Vessel.
Notice is hereby given that the steam fog signal on Cape Charles Light-Vessel No 49. off
Smith Island. N side of the entrance to Chesapeake Bay. Is disabled. While repairs ate being
mile, waicli will probably take ten days, the
be tile vessel’s bell, rung by hand.
mg signal will
This notice affects the List of Lights and Fog
and Gulf Coasts,
Atlantic
Signals,
1895, page
S2. No. 436, and the List of Beacons and Buoys,
District,
1894,
Light-House
Fifrtli
pages 9. 13
and 61.
of
the
order
Lighthouse
Board,
By
John G. Walkeh,

Domestic Markte-.

Washington,

Poor.

iBy Telegraph.)
OCTOBER 7, 1896.
vni'IT_T’iiQ

TC.-mi**

mupu-uf

—

U

X'

fholmnon

Memoranda,

r«r»oir»f«

22. *32 packages; exports 2363 bbls and 18,044
sacks: sales 8300 packages; dull and barely
steady.
nour quotations—low extras at 2 26@2 60.
city nulls extra at 4 00@4 10; city mills patents
4 20(24 45: winter wneat low grades at 2 252
2 HO: fair to fancy at 2 80@3 40: patents at 3 60
ja.3 75; Minnesota clear 2 75@3 25; straights
do at 3 202:3 60: do patents 3 352,4 20: do rv
mixtures 2 802,3 20; superfine at 2 10@2 60:
Southern flour dull and
fine at 2 05@2 25.
easy; common to fair extra at 2 10@'2 80; good
to choice 2 b0@3 30. Rye flour quiet and steady
Buckwheat flour quiet at SL 6b
2 60^.3 10.
@1 70. Buckwheat weak 46@50. Cornmeal is
Rve is quiet; No 2 Western
and
steady.
quiet
43e in store.
Wheat—receipts 133,976 bush;
sales i6,000 bush; dull,
bush;
87.747
exports
and easy; So 2 Red store elev at 65V4 ; afloat
: No 1 Northb
f
at
o
G53i@06y8
65%@65%c;
ern at
€444@04780. Corn—receipts 86,775
bush exports 81.133 busli;sales 195,000 bush:
easier and more active; No 2 at 36V2@365/8C m
elev, 37V2@37C/8C afloat. Oat*—receipts 92,40u bush: exports
bush; sales 102,uu0 bush;
quiet and i>4£|Vfec lower; No at 22%@22V».c;
do White at 24@24Vac: No 2 Chicago at 23V2
@237sc: No 3 at 22; White at do 22y2@23e;
Mixed Western 2;i@24y2 ; do White and White
State at 24m|?30c. Beef quiet and firm; beef hams
steady; tierced beet quiet and firm', cut meats
quiet and steady—pickled bellies 12 lbs at 7, do
shoulders at 6; do hams h@9‘/4 ; middles nominal Lard firm slow—Westernsteam closed at
6 22V2@2 26; citv at 6 00: refined quiet; Continent at 6 65; SAG 90; compound at 4%@6e.
Provisions—Pork firm with moderate demand
Butter firm,fair demand;State dairy 12@21 ;do
cream 22VS&23C; Western dairy i0@13e: do
crin 14 ?t23c; do factory at 8V2@12y2e; Elgins
23c. Cheese quiet; held firm; State large 6@
8c; do fancy at 8 *4 (a:8% c; do small at 6% @9.
Petroleum steady: united 124. Coffee—Kio
dull and easy: No 7 at l‘'(5)16Vfe. Sugar—raw
firm, fairly active, refined fairly active, higher;
No 6 at 4 3-16@43/*c; No 7 at 4 1-16@4V4C;
No 8 at 3 ir>-16@4y8c: No 9 at 37a@4 l-l«c;
No 10 at 3 13-16<#4c: Nc 11 at 3:U@3 15-I6c;
No 12 at 3 11-1G@37bC:No 13 at 36/*c; ofl A at
4 8-16(3)4 7-16, Mould A 4 13-16@5 standard A
4 9-16@4% c; ConleetioDers’ A 4 7-16@464c;
cut loat and crushed 6 3-16@53/sc; powdered,
at 4 13-I6@5c; granulated at 4.9-16@4^ac;
Cubes 4 13-l6@5c.

AHtviirol TT

Nantucket. Oct 6—Sch Nellie F Pickering,
as abandoned off Tucker-,,
previously reported
nuck, dragged all last night, and is now sunk at

point half way odtween Tuckernuck and Martha’s Vineyard. The underwriter’s crew that
went to lier assistance yesterday, after staying
all night at Muskegaf, returned hero today.
Capt Kimball and the crew of the Pickering are
still ut Tuckernuck, the easleny gala having
continued all day.
Rockland, Oct 6—News was received iu tblf
city yesterday that the sch M A Achorn, Capt
\V W Achorn, had arrived in New York, and
also that Capt Achorn is in the hospital at Staa
pleton. Staten Island receiving treatment for
broken !eg. It was not stated how the injury
occurred. The sch is from Washington, bound
for Boston, and will be brought to her destination by the mate, Capt Rogers.
a

Rightaway,

^sld^schs

Hope Haynes. Augusta; Emma MeAdam. Calais: Nile, Rockland; Silver spray.
Thoinaston; Lexington. Boston: Loduskia, do;
R Tilton, do; ira i>
F I) Haskell. Bangor; H
cmrcess lidgewater for Boston.
Leonora. Bellatty,
sells
ROSTOV—Ar 7til.
Rondout; Zampa. Rietta. Bangor )at Milton);
Addison.
Mildred A Pope, Cole.
schs Grace Andrews. Pensacola; Nat
rid
Creek;
Aver’ Bangor; Nightingale. Newton
Harbor and
Florence I Lockwood, Roberts
A McDonald, Newport News;
^Sid Veil* ClaraKennebec;
Belle Halliday. Long

Hnrrv Messer.
Cove and New

York; Eva May. Millbridge;
Allen do; Florence I Lockwood, Roberts IlarDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup is the best in
the market. A single bottle will convince
excellence. Try it.
you of its

PORTLMD k

via

Montreal.

Mongolian

Nov. 10.

Numidlan Oct. 19.
Sardinian Oct. 20.
Laurentiau Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Parisian

4.20 P.

6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“doosM Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
for
Providence
and New York,
Worcester,
ria “Providence Line,” lor Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Bostos
& Albany R. K. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Snringrtield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 d. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
5.45 p.
and
1.30
m.; from Gorham
it
m., 1.30,
6.40, 8.30 and 10.50 a.
m.
5.45* p.
For through Tickets to all points West and
H. COLLINS, Ticket

LlB.Wand

South, apply to F.
Agent, Portland, Me.

*

TRUSSES

—

THE

THE NEW

New York Elastic

oF
every

TRUSS

*

*

DESCRIPTION.

*

IT

750,

__

AND

In

PALATIAL STEAMERS

DAY
STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 6 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

%

CUSTOM

HOUSE WHARF.

f

GEO. C. FRYE,
*

*

*9*

320

b

*9*

Congress St-,

PORTLAND,

ME.

Westbrook.

THE

%

Men Made Over
from th9 effects of
restored to perfect

Any
suffering
follies and excesses
health, manhood and vigor. Night losses
drUns and emissions cease at once. The
Errors of Youtn. Premature Decline, Lost
Manhood antf all Diseases and Weaknesses of Man, from whatever, cause, permanently and privately cured.

i~---

%

Seeley Hard Rubber
*

TRUSS

^oct5

FIT

GUARANTEED.
_«o<m

SI.

BREAD.

BUY PURITY MALTINE
I

<

'»»*>

""
..

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
all the Land. Label attached to every Loaf. Presents,
tion of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

GOUDY €to

j

I

Hundreds of Children and adultshave worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are—indigestion, with a variable ap- |
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and full belly, with Occasional gripmgs and //I
pains ab6ut ths'uavel ;,heat and itching sensation in the .reqfcum and about the anus; eyes il I
I
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; snort, dry Ik
f
copgh; grinding of the teeth; starting during
con- )u
children,
often
in
and
slow
fever;
sleep;
is
/»
made
worm
remedy
vulsions. The best

I

J

(ft

TDIIE’C

SOLE
sen

ffl
It tiffs bdefi Id use.44 VrsMs purely vegetabie,
are
k! harmless and effectual. Where no worms
the con- II
present it acts as a Tome and corrects
the atom- Al
III dition of the raucous membrane of
for Coustips,ach and bowels. Appgitiva-cure
and ai r
II
I') tion^nd Biliousness,
valuable remedy in all the
U
ill
\\ common complaints of «niIi|«
jmff

(X
V(
\\J

yi

U
Aiiburn, Me.
lY For Tape worms we have
•J) a special treatment. Write
'Jj for Pamphlet.

i
lu

jq^F

W

(f

|(

VIGOR «fMEN
Easily, Quiokly, Permanently Restored.
Weakness, Nervousness,
Debility, and all the train

of evils from early error* or
later excesses, the results of
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength, development and tone given to
levery organ and portion
of the body. Simple, naturai methods. Immedt-

improvement

ate

%

Been.

Failure impossible. 2,000 references. Book,
explanation and proofs mailed (sealer) iree.

ERIE MEDICAL

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
eodlyr

feb2

GRATEFUL-COMFORTiNG

COCOA

EPPS’S

BREAKFAST-SUPPER-

natural laws
“By a thorough knowledge of the
which govern the operations of cMgestion aud nuPAPh:
trition, aud by a careful application °L\“*
ertiesof well-selected Cocoa, Mr. FPP* has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
us
many
save
beverage which may
ll*iavJ'_f.,15SJ®r8_
hills. It is by the ludicious use ot suena nicies Df
diet th^t a constitution may be
ll,, hP
until strong enough to resist every tendency to' disare boating
ease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies
i.
a
weak
around us ready to attack wherever theie
Keep,
poiut. We may escape many a fatal
mg ourselves well fortified with RUcpl.5i22tkii!i?*a
vice
feei
Gazette.
properly nourished fiaine.’*-Civfl or milk Sold
Made. simply with boiling watei labelled
thus:
only in half-pound tins, by drocers,

Homeopathic Chemists
EDeIaDw.satSw,Cm

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd..
Eo“d°“oca

Lv.tAlna.Ar

4.80ILv. ..Head Tide.-Ar
Whitefield...Ar
4.48 Lv.
10.301 5.05! Lv.No. Whitefleld. Ar
10.46 5.23 Lv..Cooper’s Mills..Ar
I Lv.. Maxy’s Mills.. Ar
11,00 5.40'Lv.... Windsor —Ar
11.17 5.581 Lv..Weeks’ Mills..Ar
1 LvtNewall’s Corner Ar
11.36 6.18 Ar....Palermo.Lv
11.60
0,381Ar... China.Lv

9.57
10.14

..

(t) Stops
*

on

signal

or

8.5Ti 2.49

8.22
8.03

2.16
1.68

7.45
7.27

1.41
1.24

7.11

1.09
12.62

6.53

6.35 12.35
6.15 12.15

notice to Coudnotor.
J. P. TUCKER. Supt.

RICHARD T. RDNDLETT. Gen'l Mgr.

dfamos

may 18

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
MONDAY. Sept. 9th, 1895
will run as follows:
LEAVE.
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
For Auburn and Lewiston

1.10,1.30,5.15 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. in.
For Montreal anti Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
ARRIVALS.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Bostonevsry Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

noru Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. R., and
South hy connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Passage SIO.OO.

Hound Trip .18.00.
Meals and room included.
freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, S3 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
For

m.
_

oct22dtf

FALMOUTH FORESIOE STEAMBOAT

CO.,

For

Diamond

and

Island

Falmouth

Foreside.
On and after Sept. 30th steamer Madeleine
wHl leave Portland for Diamond Island, 7.00.
11.00 a. m., *4.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.45 a.
m.. 1.20. 5.25 p. in.
For Falmouth Foreside. 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
*4.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Falmouth Foreside, G.OO, 8.20
а. m., 1.00, *5.00 p. in.
*

Does not

sedt28dtf

run

in stormy weather.
F. R. NORTON, Manager.

MORE CLOCKS
septodtf

! '. 00 p. n>.

tConntets with Rail Lines for New York,
West.
§Conneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sunlays only.
with
Scarboro Crossing
ttConneots at
rain for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to an points in Florida,
Soutn and West tor sale at Ticket Office,
1 he
Jnion Station.
>. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
ie21
j South and

tfAINE CENTRAL R. R.
October 6,
1895.
Effect
Iu
Crains leave Portland, Union Station, Railwa,
Square, for stations named below and inter-

mediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Lugusta, Waterviile, Skowliegan, Pittsfield;
Saneor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Jrunswidk.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs!
ilechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
nrermore
Palis. Farmington, and Philips
< fakland and Waterviile.
itlR

on,

a

«■»_

Fni*

Lancaster,

Rrifltrf.nn

Ffthvans. Ttiirlin?.

St. Jolnisbury,

Sherbrooke,

dontreal, Chicago, St. Paul ami Minneapolis
ind all points west.
10.80 a. iu. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon

■'alls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner An;nsta and Waterville.
1.00 p, m. Express for Brunswick, Lisboa
for
J
"a.
m.
at
falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Portland
6.45
leave
Tuesday,
Island, < ildtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
m.. For Danviile Jc., Poland Springs
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol f t.16 p. Mechanics
Kumford Falls,
tat ion.
Falls,
and East Boothbay.
ra.
for
J
6
.ewiston.
Farmington,
Phillips
at
a.
leave
Kingfieki,
Pemaquid
Wednesday,
; ud Bat gelev, Oakland, Bingham, WaterviUe,
Portland and above landings,
and
Vanceboro.
m.
for
{
a.
leave
Portland
at
G.45
Bangor
ikowhetan.
Thursday,
l.ao <>, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, AuBoothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Island.
i usta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m. 1 tnox & Lincoln division. WaterviUe, Skew1 egan. Belfast. Dover and
Foxcroit. Greenfor Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for > ille, Bangor, Bucksport. Oldtown. Vanceboro,
and
Woodstock.
at
t
Honlton
t.
East Boothbay.
John,
Squirrel
Island,
Halifax,
Touching
1.25 p.m. Bridgton, Frye burg. No. Conway
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
t rid Bartlett.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisboa
6.05 p. m.
'alls, Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
CO.
NAVIGATION
COAST
MAINE
unction. Poland Springs station, Mochanio
For Bath, Popham Beach and Boothbay Harbor. Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
5.55 p. m
For Sebago Lake. Bridgton, FryFALL ARRANGEMENT.
( ing.
North Conway, Fabvans, Lancaster,
Oil and after Tuesday, Sept, :24th, the new j leciher Falls, Lime
ltiuge & Quebec, St. Johnsand fast
t >ury, Montreal and Chicago.

HABPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning October 7th,
coneae

Steamer

M*»rry-

will leave Portland Pier, Portland,

daily, Sun Jays excepted:
Islands,
For Long, Cliff and Lhebeague
linrpewellt Bailey’s and On's islands, 2.30
p.

m.

Return for Portland.

Leave Orr's Island

б. 46 a. m. calling at Harpswell and intermediate iandinys. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a.

ui.

octediw

jsaiak Daniels,
Oren'l Manager.

s

augSldtf_j

SALACIA.

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, for Bath,
Popham Beach and Boothbay Harbor on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
Returning—Leave Boothbay Harbor for Bath,
Popham Beach and Portland on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.45 a. in.
Tickets, &1.00 to Bath and Boothbay Harbor.
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEW IS,
President.
Treasurer.

sept21

dtf

International

Steamship Co.
FOR

Eastport, Lubec. Calais. StJohn, N.3., Halifax,N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello aud
St. Andrews. N. B.
on.

_

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c no. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
McKENNJSY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury*
»ort, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 3.45 a. in., 12.55
Arrive in Boston, 7.38 a. m., 4.15 pr
>. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
n.

Enterprise

STEAMER

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.43
a. m.. 3.10. 6.15 and 5.26 u. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25, 11.45 a.m.. and 5.25 p. m.
From Chicago ant: Montreal, 11.45 a. m., 5.25
From Quebec. 11.43 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor ears on day trains.
MIDDLE
177
OFFICE NO.
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L ,1. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
septlO
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Will leave hast Boothbay Monday at 7.15
for Portland, touedng at So. Bristol,
Bootnoay Harbor ana squirrel

trains

p.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

Heron ls'fiua,
Island.

PORTLAND PIER,

and after

On

EASTERN DIVISION.

Union Station for Capo Elizabeth,
:$8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
PortstVolfboro. 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
nouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
a.
t9.00
m.; §12.55,
Lynn, Boston, t3.45,
6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 7.38 a. m., 12.49,
t.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
r.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00 p. m.
From

2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave

Mallison Ralls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 Hud 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook In time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. HKZKXTON, Prop.
junelBtf

R.

6, 1895.

a. m.

Mass.

GRAND

Table.

On and after May 30,1395, Steamer Rokokis
will run until further notice, as follow's:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,

Steamer

STEAMERS.

No. 31 No. 51 In effect Sept.34, ’951 No. 21 No. 4
ip. 31. I[a. M. I 1*. M.
Wiscasset.. ..Ar
ILv. ..tSlieepscot. .Ar
|Lv.. lAlna Centre. Ar

Time

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

down.Read up.

3.55, Lv

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER

•o'111

A. M.

“9725

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
Not run in stormy or foggy weather,
sept 12dtf_
*

Streets,

Wiscasset* Quebec Railroad Co
Read

For Forest City rind Trefethen's Landing,
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s f anding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island. 10.30 a. m.. 4.20 p. m.

PURITY BRAND MALTINE BREAD.

RAILROADS.

jHb

K

MANUFACTURERS

7

P|N worm

TRUE 9 ELIXIR |

KENT,

Corner Pearl & Milk

,f

J//

For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landin g
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 6.30, 6,40. 8 00. *10.30 a. m.,
2.16, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
8.00,
*10.30 a. m,. 2.15 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, *10.30 a. in., 4.20
p. m.
RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 9 15,
*11.46 a. m., 3.30, 6.00, 6.25 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.
m., 3.15. 4.45, 6.45 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10,
*11.40 a. m., 3.25. 4.35, 6.36 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.06, 7.10,
9.05,
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
*11.16 a. in., 3.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.60 a. m.,
5.05 p. m.

_

oet3eO(I8t&w2w*

-fKfvrrr1***—■"-

TABLE,

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

perfect

%

EACH

SI.

1

TIME

Commencing Sunday, Sept* 15, 1895.

Buckyour name and address to H. E.
len & Co., Chicago, and get a sample box
Pills
ef Dr. King’s New Life
Free, as
well as a copy of Guide to Health and
of
All
Household
Instructor, Free.
which is guaranteed to do you good and
M.
sost you nothing. Geo.
Young’s Drug
Store, 489 Congress street. II. G. Starr,

Our regular $3,00 package Faria Vital
Sparks, a full month’s treatment, 100
doses sent Free for the next ten days only. Mailed etoseiy sealed, Cpt this out.
Write or call at
It only upbears once.
THE DR. ARCHAMBAULT CO.
once.
38 Pemberton Sq., Boston.

DAY

WEEK

New

Discovery know its value, and those who
have not, have now tlie opportunity to
try it Free. Call on tho advertised Druggist and get a Trial bottle, Free. Send

Effect October

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland. Union Station, for
Icarborn Crossing. 10.00a. m.. 6.16,6.20, p.
n.; Scarboro Beach, Pins Point, 7.00,10.00
l, m., 8.30, 6.15,6.20, o. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco. Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m..
6.20, p. m.; KenneL2.40, 3.30, 6.15,
iunk, 7.00. 8.40, a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15,
5.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport, 7.00, 8.40, a. in.;
L2.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.; WslU Beach, 7.00,
5.40 a. m.. 3.30, 6.15 p. m.; North Berwick,
Somecsworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
5.30, 5.16 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Al;on Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 d. m.: Wolf(via Somers*
>oro, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester
worth and Rochester,) 7.00 &, m.; Man*
theater, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Exeter, Hater*
Rockingham Junction,
dll, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00, t3.40
Arrive in Boston.
L. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
L0.15 a. m 12.65, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
t.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston and way stations, 1.00, 4.16 p.
n.
Arrive in Boston, 6.27, 8.44 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,

_____

FREE

dtf

Boston & Maine R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

there.

King’s

J. W. PETERS, Sup t.

je29

Ar 6th. sebs Mary
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Augusta, Bowden, Philadelphia for Portsmouth; C J Willard, York, iGayhead for Portland ; John I Snow, Snow. South Amboy for
Rockland.
Sid, sch Addie Jordan.
Sid 7th. schs Clara Dinsmore, Mary 8tandish,
Uharlie & Wll.ie. Fred A Emerson. Lizzie Rich,
Mary Augusta, G J Willard, and John I Snow.

Those who have used Dr.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m.. 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mill®, Westbrook Janction and Woodford’* at 7-30.
9.45 a.
4.25, and
m..
12.30,
3.00,

Cabin passage, Montreal service 850 and upwards. Return, 8100 and upwards. Second
cabin. 830. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, $45 to S05.
Return, 885 to 8120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of fhe St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, 815; intermediate
825. Apply to 11. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to H. O, STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
may9dtf

■

R.

and after Fundav. October 6, 1895,
Passenger trains wiI2 Leave Portland:
Worcester- Clinton, Ayer Junction,
L’ or
NManna, Windham and Eppiag at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Spriugrvalo. Alfred, Warr,rboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and

1_From

Oct. 12.

it

On

and Glasgow Service.
New York,

Mongolian

ROCHESTER

STATION FOOT OFPKESLE STREET.

Quebec.

—

Domestic Porto.

NEW YORK—Ar Gth, sells Mary E Lynch,
Merry. Port Reading for Providence; A HayPeford Warren, Amboy for Belfast; Androw
ters Clark, Amboy for Eastport; Angola,Tinker,
Nil:
D.I
Portsmouth,
Look,
Sawyer,
for
Amboy
Hillsboro, NB, for Newark: Charley Woolseyt
ProviRogers Rockland; Hattie E King. Collins,
W Jewett,
dence- also, sells St Elmo, George
Nellie Woodbury, and Mary B Wel-

Liverpool

Rain.
New York
From

ROCKLAND—Ar 5th, sells Oregon, Candage.
Boston; Sarah D J Rawson, French, Rockport
for Annapolis. Md_T
York.
Sid, sch Addie Schlaefer, Aylward. New
Ar 6th. sells Robert A Snow, Phi*huiy, liom
Block island for New York; John H Platt, from
Bangor for Philadelphia; Isaac Orbeton, Trim,
from Bangor for New York.
Sid. sch O M Marrett, Harris. New York; sip
Riverside, Portland.
SALEM-Ar 6th. brig Katahdm, Leathers,
Rich,
Bangor for New York; 9chs Julia A Ward, RockLanesville for Philadelphia; Billow, Dyer,
land for New York; Veto. Robertson, Thomaston for do; Lanie Cobb. Kelley. Two Rivers for
io; Lucv Hooper. Calais for do.
Sch Lizzie Babcock left
VINALHAVEN
Qreen’s Island Oct 2 with a load of paying; sell
John A Beckerman is at Green’s Island loacllDg;
sch Samuel W Hall is at Leadbetter’s Island

Foreign
Tn port at Rosario Aug 31, barque Mabel I
for
United
States._
Meyers,

T. A-t.

Portland & Worcester Line

Allan SStfVto Lino.

READING-Old Otli, soil Mary E

Ports.

i\ * 1!. F. VJy.
liKADFOKD, (i. F. &

Portland, JIaiiiA
L. LINCOLN, Superintsndent,
FeblOdtl
Kumtord Fall,. Main,

Mail Steamers.

Royal

Montreal to

II Blake.

Harbor—Paris
Soli Bello Miller, Miller,
Flouring Co.
SAILED—Sch BRWoodside St John, NB.

S. C.

Allan Line

Port Bevis.
„__
Ar 7th, sells Harry Haynes, Sullivan: Horae©
W Macomber, Bangor; Raygoud 1 Maull,
Kennebec; Alolm, do: EC Allen, do. Came A
Delaware Breakwater~Sld 6th, sch
for New
Bucknam, Carle (from Guantanamo),
York; M Luella Wood, from Savannah, sea-

Sch William Keene, Norton, Jonesport—J H

Sclf’Little Sadie, Beals, Jonesport—J
Bar

STEAMBOAT C<E

Sent. 2nd will ieavs Portland l'inr ior Falmouth, Cousens', Littlejohn’s, Great Chelieagtte and Bustin's Islands,
Wolf’s l’oint and Freeport at 3.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.0ua. m.
““
J. P. RAXEKT.

~

Cleared.

B

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
LISCOMB. General Agent
je2Gdtf

COMMENCING
ly

Wl1a.,,

_

paving

Houghton.

L

NORFOLK—Cld 6th. sch Andrew Adams,
Adams, Galveston; 7th. schs John Johnson,
Saco; J Manchester Haynes. Bath.
NEW LONDON-Ar 6th, sell Robert McFarland, Noank, in tow.
Sld, schs Eliza Levensaler, New York for
Boston; Ernst T Lee. Eastport; Amelia flood,
New York for Bluehill; Sallle B. Perth Amboy
for Portland; Fannie Flint, New York for a
Maine port; Kit Carson, Rondout for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sld 6th, sch A Hay lord,
Jones, Belfast.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6tli, sch James DUffield, pone9, Portland; barge Alaska, do. C S
Ar 6th, schs L ,S Cunningham, Rockland;

md will load

and

passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumtord Fails.
riiroiifih ticket*; ou sale for ail points
on

M1.

"port

Byron

rhrougn

trip $7.00.

Philadelphia.

Lynch, Provincetown.

a.

rain for

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
round
Fare to JNew York one way $4.00 ;

H B Hussey,

Weymouth,

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sell Jessie B. Haley, Westport, 600 qtls fish.
Sch Longfellow. Saco for New York.
Sch Senator Grimes, Calais for New York.
Sch Chaparral, Pierson. Port Clyde.
•
Sell M J Sewall, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch Sarah. Rice, Prospect. Harbor.
Sell C M Gilmore, Thompson, Port Clyde.
Sch Sunbeam. Bath for Boston.
Sell Louisa Fiances, Thorndike, Rockland,
lime to C S Chase.
Sch Sunbeam, Batli for Boston.
Sch Advance. Manillas for Boston.
Sch Mary J Elliot. Bangor for Boston.
Sell Lodowick Bill, Berry, bound west.

M.& 3.15 T. M. From Union Static \
ior Folana, Mechanic Falls, Bunk Held, Canton.
Dixtield and Rumtord Falls.
Union
*.30 a. in., 1.05 and 5.30 p, in. From
and
ior
Rolan 2
station
Mechanic Falls.
Tain leaving Union Station 1,15 p. m. coutects at ltnimord Falls with It. F. & R. L. K. R.
1.30

and 28 at 5 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are due in New Yprk and

FKEEPOkT

B’y,

DJSPAJVITKKS.

steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin Wnarfon Tuesdays. Thursday sand Saturdays at d p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E. it., same da vs at 5p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremonfc leaves Franklin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23

J. F.

7, 1895.

Oct.

Ki'feot

j

The

GALVESTON—Sld 6th. schs Tofa. Wilson.
Aualaciiiimla ; Ella L Davenport. Eastman, awa
Olive T Whittier. Whittier, do; HoraceGMorse,
Higgins. Pensacola.
Gardiner—In port 4th. sch Helen Montague. from Philadelphia.
lor
HYANNI8—Ar 6th. sch Hame, Rockland
New Bedford (and sld).
NEW HAVEN—Sld 6tli, sch Mary W Speai,

MONDAY. Oct. 7.

Office of

Stock Market.

(By Teiegraphl
CHICAGO. Oct. 7. 1895.—The Cattle market-receipts 22,000; choice 10c higher; others
steady; common to extra steers at 3 50,@5 60;
Stockers and feeders 2 40 ®4 00 ;cows and bulls
1 40@3 50;calves at 2 76@6 CO; Texans 1 7S@
3 65; Western rangets at 2 00SJ4 10.
Hogs—Receipts 36,000: 6c lower :heavy packing and shipping lots 3 76@4 35; common to
choice mixed at 3 75®4 30: choice assorted at
4 20.S4 30; light 3 70.«4 30;pigs at 1 7S@4 05.
Sheep—receipts 20,000; steady; inferior to
choice at 1 60g3 85. lambs 3 00@4 80.

iTtstn

I:: I ft t IS

in

Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip.

Eastport

^CHARLESTON—Sld
6th, brig
Warr.
Mass.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

l do
Mexican.
Chicago

Long

3ort!and & Bumford Falls

DIRECT LINK.

..

man

NEW
are

...

■

MAEra~NE¥S

172

77%

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
NEW YORK

...

....

—

RAILROADS.

!

«“«ek:

..

...

|

STKA ME ItS,

>■ MillButiei,

jiagor;

30%

Reading.*20%

Karrjet

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

---

land; Delaware, Ellsworth; Edith&
J H
bridge; Francis Coffin,
Desert; Ida Hudson. "H Arebe1, S
alj. u
W
Collins.
Geo
May. eastern ports;
■ Marcia
S Boynton. Itoekport; Iteglna, Jfschi
Bailey. Addison; J Fragt Seavey,Lorgta>ve
and New York; Richard Hill. Ihomaston,
Dnsko, New York.
WliitW1
BANGOR-Ar 6tli. sells Mattle
ney. New York; Lizzie Lane. Closson, Beiey,
Cld. sens Lettie M Gray, Hutchinson,
of
Henry Whitnev, Coburn.do; Queen
Dyer. Boston; Henry Crosby. Atwo
i
York; Cojiy, Pendleton. Boston; John lrimn.
Aehorn, Philadelphia; Isaac Qrbeton,
do; Lillian Grindle, Keverly.
Waterloo
Ar 6th, schs Damon, Weed. Boston, W atcrioo,
Wheeler, do; Onward. Quincy.
storer
» BALTIMORE—Ar 6th. sell Ella M HWrer,
Haskell, Bangor; 7th, sch Walker Armlngton,
Providence.
..
Bid 6th. sch Charles E Balch. New York.
sir
CHATHAM—Passed couth at 8 a m 7tn, tor
and Rockland
Pentagoet, from

61

21%
7b%

New

..

8b%

Nerthen Pacific; common. 4%
do
do
preferred— 18 A

do

FOR

Lahn.New York.. Bremen..
Oct 8
Aurania.NewYork.. Liverpool
Oct 8
Paris.New York. .S’thampton .Oct 9
Britanic.NewYork..Livernool....Oct 9
.New York. .S’thampton...Oct 10
Normania
Manitoba.New York..London.Oct 12
Prussia.New York. .Hamburg -Oct 12
S.of Nebraska..New York. .Glasgow.Oct 12
Fulda.NewYork. .Bremen.Oct 12
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Oct 12
Lucania__ .New York. .Livernool. ...Oct 12
Veendam.NewYork. .Rotterdam...Oct 12
City of Rome. .NewYork. .Glasgow-Oct 12
Touraine.New Y’ork. .Havre.Oct 12
Spree .New York.. Bremen.Oct 15
F. Bismarck. .New Y'ork. .Genoa.Oct 16
New York. .Antwerp.. ..Oct 16
Friesland
St. Louis.New Y’ork..S'thainpton..Oct 16
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ...Oct 16
Mississippi.New York.. London.Oct 19
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Oct 19
New York.. Rotterdam ..Oct 19
Amsterdam
Octl9
Phoenicia.New Y’ork. .Hamburg.
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool..., Oct 19
Y’ork.
19
.Havre.Oct
Gaseogue.New
Ems.NewYork. Bremen.Oct 19
22
.Bremen.
Oct
York.
Havel.New
Southwark.New York. Antwerp.... Oct 28
..Oct 23
New York.. Liverpool
Germanic
New York... -New York. .S’thampton..Oct 23
26
New
York..Loimon.Oct
Moliawk...
Furnesia.New York..Glasgow.Oct 26
26
Oct
York..
S of California..New
Glasgow....
Persia.New York..Hamburg.. .Oct 26
Oct
26
York..
Liverpool,...
Campania_New
Maasdam_New York.. Rottei'dam.. .Oct *8
30
..Oct
York.
.Liverpool..
Teutonic.New
Paris.New York. .So’ainptoD... Oct 30
2
York.
.Genoa.Nov
Saale. New
....

Auams Express.149
'inertcan Express.114
Boston Hi Maine...175
Central Pacific. 18%
Cites, at Ohio. 19%
Cmc&ko « Alton.163
Chicago at Alton preierrea —170
Chicago. Burlington at Quincy 86
Delaware it Hudson Canal Co.132

Rock Island
St. Paul.

j,

fBy Telegranh.1
107^d
LONDON, Oct 7, 1896.—Consols
for money and 107 1 l-16d for the account.
Oct. 7, 1896.—The Cotton
LIVERPOOL.
market Is quiet; American middling at 4%d;
estimated sales 8.000 bales; speculation and

18
J2%

do
common.
Mexican Central.

New York

steady;

is

middlings S 11-16C.

Boston iStocR

$28@$30
$36@;j>38

i&2$36@$36

83/sc.

MEMPHIS—The

Opening.

Closing.

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Oct. 7. 1895.

middling

SAVANNAH—The Cotton market Is easier;
Middlings 7-lGc.
MOBILE—The Cotton market is steady; midSept. dling 8%e.

Closing.. 9.57

Portland

7c;pulverized.

Dec.

Dec.

9.50

MISCELLANEOUS.

De?rHie:

bor and New York; Willie
1
Grass, do; Foohasset, eastern port.
Thomastoo: H I. Berry. Wo<rfwich.
Pentad
Machiass
Calais; A McNiolioI,

Fall

Arrangement.

and after Sept. 9tH, and until further
notice, the steamer, of This line leave Kail,
and
roail
Portland.
Monday
Wharf,
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
the
above
connection;.
and St. John, with
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and EastOn

port

same

Througn

fo
p.

davs.

SUNDAY

issued and baggage checked
jar“Freight received up to 4.00

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Fine Treo Ticket Office, Monument
or for other Information at Company’s
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen.
ap29dtt

at

the

Square
Office.

Man,

TRAINS.

7.20 a. m., paper train for Brunswick An
^ ;usta, Waterville and Bangor.
Lisbon Falls
1.00 p. m. F’or Brunswick
-ewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, anc
iangor.
Night Express with sleeping
11.00 p. m
ars for all paints.
ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

Montreal, Bridgton, Fabyans. Quebec
ut.i Lewiston and Mechanics Fall*
in.; Waterville, Augusta and Bath,
i.35 a. m.; Kingfieki, Phillips, Farmington,
(umford
Falls,
Skowhegan. Oakland and
.ewiston 12.15 p. in.: Mattawamkeag. Bangor
'< ,ud Kocklaud 12.25; Bartlett and
Bridgton
2.30 p. m.; Skowhegan, Waterville. RookI and 5 25 p.
in.; St, John. bt.
Stephen,
troostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
35 p.m.; Rangeley,
Farmington, Kumford
I falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. in; Chicago
Motmtitiu
all
White
nd Montreal and
| ulnts. 8.10 p.m.; all points on E. & A. R. ii..
J iangor, Bar Harbor. Rockland 1.40 a. ra.:
Sr. John. Bangor Waterville
< xpress Halifax
nd Augusta. 8..30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. * G. M.
F. E. BOOTEBY. G. P. & T. A
Portland, Oct. 1st, 1805.
cct4
dtl
Front
J ;.25 a,
* ;.30 a.

■

<

tickets

destination.

11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping cars, for
iatlt, Rockland, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterviUe
] iangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
itephons, St John and all Aroostook County,
la) if ax and the Provinces, but docs not run to
ieltast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroit or beyond
j iangor, Saturday nights.

tttk;

THIRD SCHOONER LIBELLED.

pbess.

Of the
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Chas.

Fleet of the

Unfortunate

J. it. Libby.
Miss A. B. Warren.
Female Orphan Asylum.
Mlie. Da Jouberi-La Loge.
L. Vent on Earle.'
1. F. Homes ted.

AMUSEMENTS.
City Ha 11—Ingersoll.
Social Dance and Oyster Supper.
Sale—First Free Baptist Church.
AUCTION COLUMN,
liichardson Land Co.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost Found
under
and Similar advertisements will be found
their aspropriate Heads on Page G._
Hall,
Startling Phenomena At Mystic
at
daily
increasing
are
The audiences
witness
Mystic hall. Monument square, to
the wonderful and astonishing cures performed by Ur. Russelle, simply by the laymatter
ing on of hands. All diseases, no
by
how had or how long standing are cnred
him free of charge every forenoon, commencing at ton o’clock. Private treatment
9 a. m.
at his office, 199 1-2 Mldlde street,
m.
Consultation, examination and
to 8
p.

advice lree.

was

fine in the morning but

Barter brought the libel to recover for the
m., Sunday from a second story window.
seamen’s wages and claims for supplies They were not
high grade boys and were
furnished the vessel, while engaged on a
subject to oontinual confinement. When
fishing voyage. Hon. Charles E. Little- all the rest of the boys were out in tho
field of Rockland and Benjamin Thompyard they somehow, probably by having
son, Esq., of this city, appeared for the secured a screw driver or substitute
for
of
Since tho whereabouts
complainant.
that
one, removed some of the screws
the owner, Stephen Chase,are unknown, held in
place the iron grating of the
nobody appeared for him. Judge Webb windows. They wore able to pull out the
ordered the vessel sold on an Interlocutory
upper corner of the
grating sufficiently
order.
to squeeze through.
They reached tho
Also, yesterday, in the U. S. Court, ground by a rope made of bed clothing
Hon. Joseph E. Moore of Thomaston,
and then seem to have disappeared as if
filed a lipel against the schooner “Sea swallowed
up by the earth. Since it was
formerly owned by Stephen in broad daylight their success in leaving
Queen”
Chase, brought by tho Port Clyde Marino no traces and not
being seen by any one
Railway Company to recover for repairs is very unusual.
and tho use of railway.
The County Jail.
This is the third schooner'of the fleet

of

a

A
ent

special car provided by Superintendof the Portland Railroad

Lobster

Yacht of the
An

storm.
Newman

Warfare in

Last

Prices—The

Seasou—Terrific Fight

With

Eagle—He Made Believe Drunk.

The
Pn

firms of O. W. Marston &

lobster

C

CtillinBa

a

And Trank Willard

Since the jail workshop was remodelled
tho first of the year, the prisoners have
turned out moro heels than ever before
Pour tons are now
the jail.
mado at
turned out monthly and the sale pays the
ths
and a fair profit to
8100

equipment

■ni
e

by

on

a

The commissioners have disscheme that has been carried

some

of the towns in this county

resulted in a largo prune to
which has
some of the municipalities and a corresponding loss trf the county. The town
authorities would arrest a prisoner and
send him to the Portland jail where the
county has to pay for his board. Then

V®!

tl

l

and efiIN-Kilmedy for
ore

refitted.
The city forester is trimming the trees
side of Lincoln
on the Congress street
Park.

Thursday Octobor 10 is the anniversary
of Father Matthew the apostle of temperance and will be observed in this city by
an entertainment and dancw’at Hibernian
hall undor the auspices of the Catholic
Total Abstinence Society.
The
■ihooner Alva brought 3600, the
Emma Berry 1600 the steamer Mary.'Jane
3000, the schooner Lizzie May 3100, Tele-

soon|as posthey
many
sible. They wili put in at least 60,000 and
There has been a
100,000
may put in
good deal of warfare in prices among
lobsters dealers In Portland ‘lately and
the smack captains and fishermen have
reaped the benefit.

The

price

is higher

than the demand warrants. The smacks
get 13 cents a pieco, and they pay the
fishermen from 9 to 10 1-2 oents apiece.
Since the dealers can only sell for 8 cents
a
pound, and since the average lobster

pounds, it will be seen
weights 1 1-2
the selling price is just about the
that
same as the paying price.
Figure in the
cost of barrels and payment of help and

local dealers can’t be making very
the
It Isn’t the scarcity of
much
money.
Its
1500 live lobsters that makes the price high.
pone 1500 and B. F. Brown
At retail now
the
warfare of prices.
lobsters yesterday.
lobster meat costs the consumer 60 oents
The agents of Gateley & O’Gorman
This
a pound.
price is so high that it
Miss
former
bookkeeper
presented their
a
result
As
demand.
the
affects
Louisa Woods a handsome three 'cape
of this warfare, the three firms above
mackintosh yesterday.
the pound on
mentioned have leased
The October term of the Supreme JudiIsland.
House
this
will
morning,
oial court
begin
Mr. E.
Larry of South Harpswell,
Judge Walton presiding. The jury will
bagged nine coots and a fish eagle on
come iu next Monday.
which was only
The eagle,
The commissioners of pharmacy will Saturday.
wounded on the wing, showed fight when
Buildcouncil
at
the
City
be
chamber,
He sank his talons
taken into the boat.
ing, tomorrow, for the examination of
in Mr. Larry’s arm and seized his right
candidates.
his beak, resisting all efforts to
First Parish circle will meet at arm with
The
break his hold. Mr. Larry who was alone
the Parish house today at 3 p. m.
in the dory with his arms thus pinioned,

he

was

arrested.

That racket has boen

stopped.
Most

Wonderful Bicycle Yet, Next?

There was an informal exhibition Wednesday night in front of the University
Club, at Twenty-sixth street and Madison avenue, New York, of a new style of
bicycle, in wliioh Du Lancey Nicoll and
other well known men are interested. In
this machine the chains, sprocket wheels
and ordinary pedal cranks fare dispensed
with, as well as about forty per cent of
the frame used in the machines now in
vogue.
The driving power is derived from two
levers, which are sixteen inches I long
and have a rise and fall of thirteen inches, but instead of the rider’sj foot travela
periphery of forty-two inches,
in the ordinary wheel, it is only obliged
to travel twenty-six inches. The tread
is only seven inches, as against eleven
bicycle of the
inches in the ordinary

as

ing

Yj
thanJj

»

&

;ry kind

of)

gf

B|]

week.
Ex Govenor Perham is in this city on
The governor
his way to New York
has been passing the summer at Paris,
and is looking exceedingly well.
Judge Putmau of the United States
Court of Appeals, and Judge Webb of
the U. S. ^District Court, "went to Boston

yesterday.

is 131 feet over all, 97 feet on her water
line and 16 feet beam. The Huntress is
t'owljr of East
Mr. F. C.
owned by
Adams, Conn., who. with a party of intimate friends, is going on a hunting expedition up into the Moosehead lake reg-

ry C. Dexter is carrying on the work at
the Gospel Mission during Mr. Pearson’s
absenoe.
Mile, de Joubert La Loge, a refined

yaoht

one

is

ntreu wun electric

ngius

search light. She was
Chas. T. Seabury & Co., at
built by
Nvack, on the Hudson, and was launohed
last May.
Yesterday afternoon whenithe orew of
and

one

Kev. S. F. Pearson lias returned from
his trip to Louisville and other Southern
His health would not permit
points.
Kev. Henhim to preach last Sunday.

The

ion.

night.

will leave for Bangor to-

a

of

wharf
found

powerful

the

small sc liooners at Widgery’s
back to the
vessel, they
man apparently in a drunken

came
a

sleep in the captain’s berth. He was
hustled out in short order. Soon after he
discovered apparently asleep in a
was

berth in another of the little schooners
at the same wharf. This time the crew
for the police. The fellow,
telephoned
Parisian lady, has been engagod by sev- who
was apparently drunk, discovered
eral well-known Portland gentlemen to
what they were up to and ran off up the
teach the French language in this city.
no drunken man ever ran bewharf as
those
at
Falthe
registered
Among
discovered twice in atHe was
fore.
were:
mouth yesterday
W. and A. E.
tempts to steal and feigned drunkenness
Thayer. E. t Butler, A. W.Van Deusen, both times.
Lloyd Coins,'„\V. E. Abbott, E.W. Fraser,
West End School Closed Again.
J. H.
Burgess. E. B. Balcher, A. SoloNew YorK; Thomas Lehigh, Jr.,
mon,
the West
W. S.'Malcom, Augusta; N. U. Hinkley,
PettinF. E. Timberlake, "Phillips; W.
gili, L. L. Lincoln, Rumford Fails; H.B.
Saunders, Ellsworth; S. L Kimball. E.
H. Newcomb,
Washington; H. R. TurMr.
B. Taft, H. Hyde, E. E. Pipor,
and Mrs. H. L. Fenno, Jerome Martin,
T. H. Holt, A. H. Winslow, J. S. Lestor,
W. Sumner, H. W.
Mrs. L.
Mr. and
Kimball, M. S. Cole, T. Horcli, Berlin
Manager Edgecomb of the Postal Telegraph Company and Charles H. Cooper,
ner,

Yesterday morning
school,
with the exception of Miss Proctor's and
Miss Aageson’s rooms
opened,
having

been closod’siirce the middle of last week.
There was a small attendance, parents
generally being afraid to send their children. During the morning it was
rethroe
that there were
supposed
cases among the children belonging to
the school, and on this account it was
thought necessary to close the entire

ported

The children
school for another week.
to have diphtheria
are
under
left yesterday for a ten days’
hunting the care of physicians who will not say
until
whether
today
they
A. E. Johnson, chief operator, positively
trip.
actually have diphtheria or not
will have charge of the Portland office
while Mr. Edgecomb is away.
Fire Underwriters.
Pytliian Association.
The Pythian Association mot last evening at Pythian Association hall to consider the question of submitting the mattor of leasing quarters in Pythian hall
to
subordinate lodges.
Ther3 will be

supposed

The

Board

of

Fire,Under writers

held

JI

Congress St. M, E. Church.

Last Sunday was a day of special interest at the Congress St. Methpdist. church.
The Love Feast at 9.30 a. m. was very
well attended and was characterized by
deep spirituality. The Sunday sohool
was
very well attended. The pastor,

Little.
Executive

Committee—Horace Anderseveral meetings before the matter is son, Philip F. Turner, H. N. Pinkham.
decided
the
association.
,
fully
by
Inpector—Lyman Hanson,

ing

the

us

opinion

make that state-

aro

two

that

things

best window shows

up-to-date

what could he do without
on

care

to

the fact that our

Dress Patthe best obtainable, so

weight

with

putting a
styles
in the window hoping you’ll take
the hint. The window display is,
compared to the stock, a mere drop
in the bucket.

Come in and

see

bread,
black,
good for
ebony
cold weather dresses, for separate
skirts, for outside garments, steam
60
inch

Chinchilla, tight fitting garments, 35 inches long, large sleeves,
were §10, today $6,98.

Ladies’

._i_

Emery— Rodick.

The contracting parE. Rodick of South
Portland and Miss Susie, daughter of Mr.
Rev. Thomas H. Stacy was the
Emery.
officiating olergyman. Mr. and Mrs. Rodimmediate family.

tTeTwero Capt. Daniel

they

will re-

Mr. Ludnig Hainsen and Miss Annie
Hanson were united in marriage Saturday evening at the residence of the bride,
by Rev. K. O. Storle, of the Lutheran
church. Tho house was prettily decorated, an orchestra was in attendance and
the house was filled by the friends of the
bride and groom. A delicious wedding
supper was served. Mr. and Mrs. Hainsea

had very many beautiful presents.

A brother of Mr. Otis Candage of East
at that place
was drowned
Particulars of the affair have
Sunday.
A telegram was sent
not been received.
to Portland easking if a diver could be

inches wide before shrinking, reduced
by steaming.

one

kq

A

A

Call For Better Mail

petition

Arrangements.

Mackintoshes.

Inverness

with

Mackintosh, single

perfections that

Mackintosh, single texture,

cape lined with silk, $4.98.
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture,

BLANKETS
pounds

single cape, navy blue, plaid lining,
$5.98.
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture, 2
capes, lined with light checks and

tan,
Dollar and

39 cts.

weigh 4 3-4
pair, grey and
69 cts.
89 cts.

Elite Mackintosh, double texture, double
black and
navy blue,
cape, in

Fawn, brown, grey, with graduated borders.

Blankets

Black and blue Cheviot Mackintoshes,
cemented seam, worth $7, for $5.
Black and blue Mackintoshes, box coat,
velvet collar, worth $12, our price

California
made of the long silky wool
of Pacific coast sheep. Price

BLANKETS

$9.00.

MiLLiRERY.

$2.25

present 'business with Portland, except
iu the midsummer months, is hampered

News was received here yesterday of
the death of George S. Folsom, formerly
of this city, who was killed
September
30th, in the shaft of a silver mine in
Elizabeth, Col., by the falling of a
Mr. Folsom left this city for
timber.
Colorado some fifteen years ago and has
many friends and relations here. Ho was
of his
a native of Eastport where some
people are still living.

CAREFULLY
j[j|5
KAS

I

will

I

|

It is Known
By Its Cures

516

:

CONGRESS

our

given

store

and

Mood’s

Sarsaparilla

oct8

Is the Only
True Blood Purifier
Prominently in the public eye. J1; six

for $5

TT~ n,|. act harmoniously with
Hood S PiilS Hood’3Sarsaparilla. 26c.
i

of

some

have

broad

RETAIL.
d2t

LAIRABEE'S WHITE STORE, ^
at

The weather today
is likely to be

fair.

Tuesday. Oct. 8th, 1895.

favorable

IF

comment

words of

praise

were

dollars

we’d

have

sold out our entire stock
of Autumn
Neckwear
before

long

beautiful

this,

lined

and

show

that you have been
miring would have

sight.
exaggeration

It isn’t
the

say

caught

has

It isn’t

too

on.

much to say that the ap.
plause it has had was all

deserved.

In

Neckwear

experience

we’ve

all

a

ered better values.
careful

represent

selection

the

best

that

a

from

thousands of artistic

signs,

is

quality

RICH TO-DAY,
PENNILESS TO-MORROW,

\

“HOW ?”

♦

%

isn’t insured.
t Those who are without insurance
T are without any assurance of a
♦ house tomorrow.
Doesn’t take
for a little fire to make a

Property

J

long

^

rich man poor.

|
j

looms

dethe
can

J

$
$
$
i

1t DOW & PINKHAM, |I
35

♦

£♦

Write

Exchanse

Insurance

in the

COMPANIES.

St.

very

best

t♦
$

shape the
reflection of the best ideas
on the subject in London
and New York.
are

in.hands for
are

astonish-

de

Bows
25c.
for all occa-

riguer

sions and look well with
kind

any

They’re

of

collar.

expensive

not

and you
a dozen

They’re

so.

or

half

afford

can

made in all the rich dark
colors

like

ties,
black.

We’d be
you

see

OWEN,

the

in

and

larger

white

glad

and

to have

the Neckwear.
MOORE

&

CO.

MISS 1. B. WARREN
wishes to call tlie attention of her friends and
the

public

to her

Millinery
Opening
-Which Will Be Held On-

ott-

nor

an

our

made

never

50C.--and

ing variety of really good
styles, Knots and Four,

to

Neckwear

The silks

1

advan-

ished from

_

J. R. LIBBY.

and that

window

worthier show

Skirts,

and

customers

were

weave, and the

f
|

Congress St.,

WHOLESALE AND

$3.50,
Moreen,

the

at once.

1 i. PALMER,
043

skirts
made

cords stitched into the

Black satine
unlined.

ST.

dtd

octS

presenting one>
providing the materials are bought at
son

I flaybe.

Now if you need a good medicine, why
not try that which has done others so
much good. Remember

:

to

ruffle.

100

t tis adver-

If you are strangers to us, this
will give you an opportunity to
judge of our w'ork at no cx>
It Is not what we say, but what pease to yourself, and if customers of ours it will save you
Hood's Sarsaparilla does, that tells the
the price usually charged for
story of its merit.
offer begins
This
trimming.
The thousands of people whom it has this morning, and no more than
raised from disease and despair to happi- lOO
orders can be
accepted,
the strongest and
ness and health, are
owing to the demands of our ♦
best advertisement* Hood’s Sarsaparilla
♦
regular business.

has. No other preparation in existence
has such a record of wonderful cures.
This is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla has the
largest sale, and requires for its production the largest laboratory in the world.

heavy

WHITE STORE.

we

tiscment in the order
Annual Meeting of the Female Orphan
that they are pre- rrHE
A Asyluih of Portland, will he held at their
62 State St., Tuesday Oct. 16th, at three
and
trim
free
house.
sealed,
In the afternoon.
of charge a hat or o’clock
ABBY S. BARRETT, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct. 7th, 1805.
bonnet for the per-

""

order

accept

copies of

U

MONEY
VALUE.

morning

Blankets at$5.25, 6.00
$9.00.
moreen

HIHIIHIIIIIIIIMW III IIWIHIil IIHimailHIIMW i

This

from

$4.89.

BETTER
Black
superior

BICKFORD, Manager.

F. E.

borders.

quarter blankets,

a

:,r

that

to the

to

I

dlt

Boys’ Clothing Dept.

hard to

are

find.)
Gray, tan, white, fancy
Prices per pair,

$3.98.

by the mail arrangements.

w

ers

cape, in black and blue, $2.98.
Inverness Mackintosh, single texture, 2
capes, in blue and black, all sizes,
Inverness

manufactur-

Measures 168 inches long by 70 inches wide.

READ

°

A LITTLE UNDER SIZE?

slight imperfection, (imBLANKETS

texture,

is in circulation in Portland
an extra mail be-

A Former Portland Man Killed.

Congress Street.

451

BLACK

asking that there be

tween Wiscassett and Boothbay Harbor,
leaving Wiscassett on the arrival of the
morning train from Portland, and returning from Boothbay Harbor in time to get
afternoon train for the West. At
the

HOMSTED,

BLACK

BLANKETS

PALMER.

black and light gray.

vigoureux fan-

weighing 5 1-4
$9.98.
the
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture,
to
pair, large size*
pounds
blue, single cape, lined throughout,
of blue, pink,
borders
delicate
$11.50.
„
blanket a
of
the
The body
Inverness Mackintosh, double texture, yellow.
D. Lindsay preached in the October 7, Martin Conley, roar!27 Beaoh
Rev. G.
$1.25.
navy blue and black, plaid lining, clear white,
has typhoid fever; Mabel Neeley,
afternoon a very able and eloquent sor- street,
cape, $14.
single
17
Bradford
and
Ada
of
street,
8,
that wecall“ Grandmon, subject “A Missionary Church,” aged
Inverness Mackintosh, double
M. Singer, of 59 Douglass street, have Athol
text Luke 24:47. The evening was a
broad long
father’s
in
Blankets,”
tan,
$19.50.
cape
time of special interest and profit. A very diphtheria.
Inverness Mackintosh, navy blue, mill,
beautiful
and
borders,
thick,
Three
attended.
perlarge congregation
tary cape and hood, plaid lining,
Blankets.
sons were baptized and 32 were received
$5
texture,
fluffy
regular
$15.00.
into the church. Congress street is very
Price
$3.89.
since the
The
congregation
prosperous.
Men’s Mackintoshes.

J. E.

50c,

cies. Curious weaves, glossy rain slant, coarse powder
graindj zigzag dashes of gloss, on

plaids, $7.50.

Recent reports of constagious diseases
in this city areas follows: October 5,
Thomas Bernstein, aged 6, of 30 India
street, has diphtheria; a child named Adams, at 6 Cushman street, has scarlet
October 6, Ethel McCann of 159
fever;
Lincoln street, aged 6, has diphtheria;

cts.,

for

Cloth

all colors,

Keel a little
If you are, most things seem out of your reach don’t they.
sensitive about it sometimes and wish you were a trifle taller, now don’t you?
dealers will tell you that there are
Well, there are some things that even the short man may be thankful,, for
no long garments to be had, unless dead black
50 cts.
ground,
all—his shortness for instance.
after
they are last season’s make. The
A short man can get a suit of clothes at a Boys’ Department, but he must
Mohair Boucle. Buttonmoment you see the sleeves of these
look out that they don’t charge him men’s prices.
coats you’ll know better than that.
like bunches of Mohair, pushFor short men, young men and boys, ages 15 to 19, we have Long Pant
If you want a long garment, this
above the surface like Suits that are the equal of any custom made suits ever turned out. Then prices
ing
is your opportunity.
others have bun- are within the reach of the shortest purse.
Ladies’ Cheviot Keefers that were $7, ebony toad stools,
Brown mixed Cheviot Suits for ages 15 to 19, elegantly made
in fantasMohair
of
and
ches
today $5.
loops
and trimmed. Clothing store price, $13.50. Our price $10.00.
tic weaves.
Cassimere Suits in black and browu check that others ask
for are only $12.00 here.
$15.00
Mohair and Worsted
The White Store School Suit,
The prettiest thing you ever
Undressed Brown Worsteds.
best on earth for the price,
combinations, never-before- saw, rich looking and very dressy. $16.00 will not buy such a
$5.00. Ask for it.
known style of cloth build- suit elsewhere. Our price $13.50.
Sold lots of those $1.95 Suits for boys. Better get one while they last
$1.50, 2.00, 3.50, 4.00.
ing,
Cape Overcoats for $2.t5 to $10.00.

Blue Hill,

obtained to look for the body, but thus
received
far no order has been
asking
that the diver bo sent.

Clothfor 121-2

T. F.
OCtS

Black

tight fitting, 35 inches long, large
sleeves, $23.
The above are long garments. Some

one

Hill.

Drowned at Bast Blue

restaurant

p,.;™

Cl__
^--)

iJdUiCO

very pleasant homo wedding occurred at the residence of Mr. .Tames L.
Emory, 35 Temple street, Saco, Monday
evening at 5 o’clock, in the presene of*the
A

America. On their return
side in South Portland.
Hainsen-Hansen.

/~il

as

shrunk.

Outside Garments.

75c French Hair

G|rass

clay diagonal.

clear

the

15c

49 cts.

wraps,

Black
Heavy

goods.

WEDDINGS.

49 CTS. PER YARD.

Black

few of the hundred different

/gf

29 cts.

a
sebastapol.
flat
heavy corded fabric,
A word about
cord, good width, perfect
17c Silcoloring, excellent for separate skirts, Linings.
for dresses, heavy enough for light esias for 12 l-2c.

window dresser

We don’t

ourselves

content

twill,

even

Price

in

and, well,

are

fine,
color,

clear in

About 500 yards of fine $1.00 52 inch Broadcloths in Dark Green, Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Tan,
Brown, Bluet and Peacock Green. Great goods for
School Dresses, House Dresses, Gentlemen’s House
Coats ^or any purpose where a warm garment is
needed. Cut price for Tuesday will be

the distinction of hav-

town—an

terns

sky-light.

INDIA TWILL,

good width, equal in every
to
point 50 cent goods of last season.

other

Imported Novelty

\ tgj jfcj

Comes,

given

keep harping

ge

%

have

of

we

—take the hint?

Contagious Diseases.
The

their annual meeting yesterday morning
and chose the following officers

President—Prentiss Loring.
Vice President—Augustus Champlin.
Secretary and Treasurer—Thomas J.

dealers when
There
ment.

Pain- A
Killer |

}

the

ply voicing

”»
Accept no substitutes or imitations. The genuine bears the
name—“Perry Davis & Son"—
and is sold everywhere at 25c. a bottle,
yjj
KV/
(double the former quantity).
/ Remember that all pain goes when Pain-Killer SPA

H Tl
h 11
B3//

broad

a

BLACK

Pain-killer is applied. Sprains,
Cuts, Burns, Bites and U
\ Bruises,are
all cured by
ft
\ Stings

ft

Dress things
the Queen B’s of the
present swarm. All shown

are

You’ve probably noticed that our west under
window exhibits of Dress Goods
this season have been just a trifle
more elaborate than anything else
shown on the street. We are sim-

c|

When

day.

finally conquered the fierce bird by breaking his neck with his teeth.
A. Newman of Cleveland, O., and M.
Capt M. E. Conley who received pain- Looke of Portland, rowed a long disful injuries by having his team upset by tance race from Portland to Yarmouth
a
trolley wire on Commercial street and back Sunday, which resulted in a
last Monday, is cut again.
Neither of the oarsmen are
dead heat
Dr. A. V. > Thompson will return from satisfied
and their race will be rowed vacation is increasing in numbers and
Washington next Friday.
interest. The pastor is indefatigable in
again at an early date.
Judge Strout goes to Paris today to
The beautiful steam yacht Huntress, his labors and was never more loved than
open court.
harbor yesterday and now. We are expecting greater prosperity
into the
came
Mr. J. R.' Libby is a delegate to the coaled
at Randall & McAllister’s. She
PERSONAL

conference of the Congreganational
has its sessions at
tional church which
Mr. Libby
Syracuse, N. Y this week.
started last evening and will be in attendance at the conference through the

TUESDAY !

TCKD-A^ST-

price

Beauty

BLACK

take the hint p

>1

nal—takesJ

\

A Swarm of B’s.
October B’s with the
sting removed.

1iv|3

Mor-

at‘

LCh

have been from 120 to
There
county.
125 prisoners at tho jail at work in the
shops all summor, and from 125 to 175 all
told in the jail. Last quarter the prisoners’ board bill cost the county 84000, the
largest amount ever expended for tho
purpose.
covered

plaint, [[(%

Company took the American Cadet Band
have jointly leased the lobster pound at
to the Union Station last evening where
they would obtain the travelling expenHouse Island from Holbrook & Trefethen
ses of that prisoner and also charge the ick left on the evening train for Portland
they met R. B. Hall their new leader. A
as
it
with
to
stock
and will proceed
supper was given Mr. Hall later at the
county for his board at the place where from which port they will sail for South
can as
lobsters as
band rooms.
Judge Robinson had the pleasure of
holding court in his rejuvenated court
The room has been thoroom yesterday.
roughly repaired, cleaned, repainted and

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

THESDAYl

iTBTUBBY! TUESDAY !

a Rope of Bed Clothing
Traces Bad Been Discovered.

—No

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

RUNAWAYS-

Nothing was discovered yesterday os to
Yesterday in tlio U. S. Court, boforo tlie whereabouts ol Albert A. Hodsdon
Judge Webb,was tried the case of George and Nelson Bacon, the two Portland
F. Barter of Rockland, the captain of
boys who escaped from tho Reform school
the fishing schooner, D. W. Hammond,
Sunday. They are sixteen and seventeen
vs. Stephen Chase,'ownor I of the schoonremarkably
years old and have been
er, and formerly of the firm of Charles fortunate in leaving no trace as to where
E. Weeks & Co., of Rockland. Capt.
they went. They escaped at about 4 p.

firm of Charles E.
of the unfortunate
BRIEF
Weeks & Co., of Rockland, that has been
libelled within a month, f The first'was
to Jonathan Nor- the C. & R. Tarbox. It will be rememA dog fbelonging
wood the hermit of House Island found bered that Stephen Chase was a member
unknown substance up- of this firm and that after embezzling
a lump of som
beach recently. It is about the some $10,000 of the firm’s money, he abon the
size of a list and. weighs about a pound. sconded.
the
has
The ir.toric.appearance of
Nothing has since been heard of him
coarso brown sugar tightly pressed and and his wheroabouts are unknown, alhas the smell of pepsin.
though, it is stated, his family is now
Mr. F.W. Ward well of the Maine Outings living in Rockland.
picked two mayfiowors on the Cape SunHARBOR INEWSin the afternoon heavy clouds gathered
n in i
t w it
raw and chillv
with nrosnect

SCHOOL

Yesterday.

JOTTINGS.

day.
Yesterday

REFORM

They Escaped With

E. Weeks & Co. of Rockland—The

Secoud One Ordered Sold

La rabee’s White Store—2.
Co.
Owen, Moore
J. E. Palmer.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft.

Firm of

THE

and Thursday.
Tuesday,OCT.
Wednesdayand
8th,9th

at 231

10th,

Congress

St.

Miss Warren has Just returned from New
York with a large amt fashionable assortment
of Hats and Bonnets During her absence her
store has been enlarged ana remodelled and
she hopes now to be able to accomodate a
larger number of her patrons than formerly.
As Miss Warren has issued no cards of invitation this season she trusts her friends will look
for no further announcement.
*oct8d3t

Prices
of this

characteristic

store—25c, 50c, 75c and

98c.
lined

A full cut satin
“Ascot”

Scarf

for

98c

that exclusive haberdashery stores get $1.50 for.
Puffs for 75c
“Portia”
all ready to fasten on and
look like elaborately tied

Joinvilles. Dainty pinchknot

Teck

Scarfs

from

the

choicest

French and German Silks

and

satins,

all silk

on

above house at Deerlng
lot head of Pleasant

corner

land; finished in natural
wood, with thirteen rooms, fitted for two
rooms
two
bath
with hot and cold
families,
water, cemented cellar, healed by furnace,
stable
and
carriage liuuso; will rent for
also
*400 per
year. Big chance for investment.
octStf
EARLE.
E. VENTON

with

patent tin foil lining to
make them stay in shape,
cut

SALE—The

FOBCenter
street, 12.700 feet of

lined,

MLLE. DE JOUBERT-LA LOGE.
French

Teacher.

Thorough instruction given in the French
language and literature. Pupils tought to converse fluently
and accurately in the pare
Parisian French. Reception hours betweu 2
and 4 p. m. dally. 407 Cumberland street,

octS

diw

